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The complete development of this advanced rocket noise theory and appli­
cation is performed under the sponsorship of three NASA-MSFC contracts: NAS8­
25893 and NAS8-26915 to Wyle Laboratories Eastern Operations, and NAS8-28588 
to the University of Alabama in Huntsville. The first contract was awarded to Wyle 
Laboratories in February 1970. In the course of this study, numerous reports and 
technical papers have been published to mark various phases of progress: 
I . "Analytical properties of noise generating mechanisms in a supersonic 
shear layer," NASA CR-1848, Wyle Laboratories, May 1971. 
2. 	 "A generalized theory on the noise generation from supersonic shear 
layers," Journal of Sound and Vibration, V. 19, pp. 401-410, April 1971. 
3. 	 "Applications of the generalized aerodynamic noise theory," AIAA 
paper 71-584, presented at the AIAA 4th Fluid and Plasma Dynamics 
'Conference, Palo Alto, Calif., June 1971. 
4. 	 "Applications of the generalized jet noise theory," Wyle Laboratories 
Research Staff Report WR-72-5, March 1972. 
5. 	 "Developments of a generalized theory of jet noise ," AIAA Journal 
v. 10, 	 pp. 596-602, May 1972. 
6. "An analysis of jet noise directivity," AIAA paper 73-185, presented 
at the AIAA 11th Aerospace SciencesMeeting, Washington, D. C., 
January 1973. 
7. 	 "Aerodynamic noise emission from turbulent shear layers," J. Fluid 
Mechanics, V. 59, pp. 451-479, July 1973. 
At the conclusion of the present contract, the studies have come to a major 
milestone. Namely, the application of the theory to practical engineering problem 
has been realized. It is therefore hopeful that from this point on, the application 
will aid the development of accurate methods of noise prediction which would rely 
less on empirical approach, and place the engineering prediction of rocket and other 
types of jet propulsion noise on a solid analytical basis. 
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In the course of this study, the superb technical coordination of the NASA-
MSFC Unsteady Gasdynamics Branch, the technical resources of Wyle Laboratories 
and the Fluid and Thermal Engineering Department (Presently the Mechanical 
Engineering Department) of The University of Alabama in Huntsville, have been 
most valuable for enhancing the progress of this work, for which the author wishes 




The present report describes the application of the Phillips theory to engineering 
It contains the detailedcalculations of rocket and high speed jet noise radiation. 
derivation of the theory, the composition of the numerical scheme, and discussions 
of the practical problems arising in the application of the present noise prediction 
method. Although the present method still contains some empirical elements, yet 
it provides a unified approach in the prediction of sound power, spectrum, and 
It is expected that the present method would permit great improvementdirectivity. 
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For the past decade, rocket noise prediction for engineering application has 
relied on empirical methods. Although the predictions have been accurate in general, 
there is a need to understand the basic mechanism of rocket noise. The accuracy of 
the empirical methods rests heavily upon the large amount of experimental data as 
accumulated through various measurements of engine test firing and actual vehicle 
launch. As for the noise of recently developed rocket engines, the data base will 
not be 	sufficient for practical applications if empirical techniques are used. Further­
more, the existing empirical approach is limited in scope. Reliable directivity 
patterns and sound source location can not be established by using experimental 
data alone. Therefore, an advanced rocket noise theoretical model is clearly in 
demand.
 
The present report describes the result of a jet noise theory based on the Phillips 
convected wave equation. Effects of high speed convection, refraction, and other 
aero-acoustic interactions in the flow regime are included in the theory. After 
preliminary calculation has indicated that the theory is capable of providing accurate 
description of jet and rocket noise, the numerical model for direct engineering 
application was constructed. 
The main advantage of the present numerical model is the simplicity of input 
parameters. A typical set of input includes four key parameters: the maximum con­
vection Mach number, the maximum speed of sound ratio, the spatial scale and the 
scale ratio for the local turbulence. The typical output is nondimensional. In case 
dimensional quantity or change of reference scale is desired, two scale factors may 
be added to the list of input quantities. These factors will place the predicted 
frequency and intensity of sound at their proper values. The most important aspects 
of this method are perhaps the items as given below: 
(a) 	 Accurate determination of the directivity pattern, especially in the 
upstream directions. Since the launch vehicle structure is exposed to 
the upstream sound field of the rocket exhaust flow, accurate prediction 
of the upstream directivity can effectively reduce the load uncertainty 
for the vehicle structure. 
0)) 	 The correct trends of sound power level and spectrum. In the low 
supersonic and transonic velocity range, the sound power as a function 
of convection Mach number has been a source of disagreement between 
experiments and previous theories. The present calculation provides 
the correct observed characteristic frequency of jet noise throughout 
this range, and the U8-law is reproduced without any irregularity for 
transonic convection velocities. 
(c) 	 The allocation of sound source at different frequencies as a function 
of direction. Since the Doppler effect causes the frequency to be 
different in different directions for sound emitted from the same source, 
the sound source location is expected to be different for sound emission 
in different directions at a given frequency. There.has been some 
efforts to infer the apparent source location from experimental data. 
However, a systematic approach is not available among the empirical 
noise prediction methods. In most cases, fixed source locations are 
assigned for a given class of launch configurations. 
It should be noted that the present numerical model does carry a small number 
of empirical parameters such as the structural constants of the turbulence. These 
constants will be determined by numerical iteration such that the prediction and 
the experimental data are brought into agreement. The advantages of the present 
method over the conventional empirical technique are its power of extrapolation 
and its unification of spectral and directional calculations under one theory. 
The present theory does not completely explain all the important trends of rocket 
noise emission. One of the most important discrepancy is the sound source strength 
per unit length in the mixing region of the flow. The theory indicates that the 
source strength is constant in this zone, while experimental data indicates that 
the source strength is a linear function of x/D. Further analytical study is clearly 
required to determine the correct dynamical process. In the present model, an 
empirical correction is applied. Another obvious omission in the present theory is 
the effect of scattering. In high velocity jets, the turbulent intensity is a significant 
fraction of the local speed of sound. Such local velocity fluctuations can produce 
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significant refraction of sound and possibly some additional aerodynamic 
attenuation. Its effect on directivity and sound power should be evaluated. 
In the present calculations, the predicted intensity near the peak angles is some­
times higher than the observed values. The omission of scattering effect may 
account for such a difference. 
In the remainder of this report, the theory, the numerical model, and 
discussion of results are given in separate sections. The numerical results of 
an example are given in Appendix A; the listing of the computer program is given 
in Appendix B; and the details of the Phillips theory are given in Appendix C. 




2.0 A NUMERICAL MODEL FOR JET NOISE EMISSION 
2.1 Solutions to the Phillips convected equation. 
The Phillips theory deals with noise emission from turbulence in a parallel shear 
layer, in which refraction, convection, and other first order aero-acoustic inter­
actions are taken into account. As the general Phillips convected wave equation is 
restricted to a plane parallel shear layer, it can be reduced to an ordinary differential 
equation by means of Fourier transformation over the homogeneous coordinates. The 
ordinary differential equation can then be solved by means of the WKBJ method. For 
a small volume of turbulence, its far-field noise radiation can be obtained in closed 
form, as described in Appendix C. Noise radiation in different directions is governed 
by three different solutions: 
3rr3/2 v4 4 4 4 
v caq0 A {A2 +c2M2 
-5/2 1 
00 (2 2 (1 -M cos 8) () 
r A Llqo c 
2/32 2 4 8 2 13/3160x2 M)* Y T tn 0 13/3 
( 3) [Cosel 
r 2 A2 4/3 01/3L 1 
X 13/ 1 M 2 2 2 2 -8/3 
X t(-M +cosA)a M Cos el (2) 
3/24 4 4 4• 2onvM FQb) o40
1 r 2 A2 L1 q-
 F(O) cos 0 
S2 (2 -5/2 
M 2 2X t(1 -M cos 0)2 + C2 cos R (3)c c 
The above equations are identical to Equations (C82), (C84), and (C85)*, respectively 
in Appendix C. Equation (1) is the so called accoustical solution. It governs mainly 
* The prefix C is a designation of equation numbers in Appendix C. 
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the upstream noise radiation. The source function is the acoustic components of 
the turbulence, and the emitted sound reaches the far field without passing through 
any transition point. 
Equations (2) and (3) have hydrodynamical components of the turbulence as the 
source function for noise emission. In both of these latter cases, one transition 
point occurs between the sound source and the far field. For equation (2), the 
source volume is located in the neighborhood of a transition point. For Equation 
(3), the source volume is far behind the transition point. Equation (3) demonstrates 
very well the mechanisms of sound emission from a shear layer as described by the 
Phillips convected wave equation. The refraction in the flow regime is described 
by 
q.2 2 -1/2 
- = A sine {I(1-M cose)2 -A 2 Cos ei1 (4)
qoc
 
The degenerated form of the refraction factor is represented by tan A in Equation 
(2). The refraction effects in the shear flow changes the direction of a ray tube, 
in the sense of geometrical acoustics, as well as its cross sectional area. For a 
given amount of energy flux in the tube, the intensity changes as the area of the 
tube changes. The factor F (b)/F(O) in Equation (3) is the aerodynamic attenuation 
factor. As the pressure fluctuations from the source finds its way through the hydro­
dynamic zone of wave propagation, the amplitude of the signal is attenuated. The 
attenuation is a function of frequency and the location of the transition point relative 
to the source location (see Eq. (C78)y.'The function F(b) represents the integrated 
attenuation over the entire spectrum. In the remaining terms of Equation (3), the 
coupled effect of refraction and convection are represented. The numerical value 
of the coupled convection factor may have significantly different value as compared 
to the Lighthill convection factor of 
C5 2 2= (-M cse)2 + -5/2 
In Equation (1), the coupling of refraction and convection is so strong such that 
the convection factor is reduced to a constant for all upstream directions. The 
directivity for upstream radiation is purely the result of refraction and the Doppler 
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effect. Since in Equations (1) and (2) the sound source is either near or above 
the transition point, the pressure wave does not pass through a hydrodynamical 
zone. There is no aerodynamic attenuation for these two solutions. For equation 
(3), the definition of F(b)and its argument can be given as: 
2C0b2u 4 
F(b) = eb (u -b) 4 du (5) 
b 
2./2 M W (y, e ) cos 0 
cop Lt {(1-McCoS @)2 + c2M2 cos2e}1/ 2 (6) 




where W (y, 0) is a function related to the WKBJ transformation: 
W (y,8) = ' ( -(- Cse)c2 Cos2 dy (7) 
In the above equation, yo denotes the location of the transition point for a given 
direction 6. It can be noted from Eq. (5) that the value of F(b) is purely numerical. 
All the aero-acoustic parameters are related to this function through the definition 
of b. The integral in Eq. (5) can be evaluated easily by numerical means. The 
graphical representation of F(b) is given in Figure 1 . Equation (7) indicates that 
the value of W(y, 6) depends only on the mean flow properties of the shear layer. 
In the present numerical model, the velocity profile of the shear flow is assumed 
to be a Gaussian function: 
- 2 y 2  U (y) =U mxeU~= 2 '(8)) U 
max 
The temperature and density variation in the shear layer is represented via the 




A (y) = l+y(Amax 1) fory_< 1; 
A (y) =1 fory> 1. 
Hence, the input parameters for the mean flow of a given turbulent shear layer will 
be Amax and Mmax = Umax /c o . 
The sound field as produced by a small volume of turbulence may be divided 
into a maximum of four zones. The dividing angles are: 
Cos a, = I/(M -A), 91=0 if (M -A) - 1, (10) 
cos 2 I/(Mc +A), (11) 
cos O3 = l/(Mc-A)' 03 = rr if (Mc-A) >- -1. (12) 
In each zone, the solution to the convected wave equation is different. The 
proper solution in each zone is given in the following table: 
TABLE 1. ZONES AND SOLUTIONS 

















Zone 1 exists only if the convection Mach number is very large such that 
M - A > 1.0, while zone 4 exists only for low convection velocities where 
A - Mc > 1.0. In the neighborhood of the dividing angles, the solution is governed 
by either Equation (C83) or (C84). Analytically, these solutions are brought into 
effect because the source is located in the neighborhood of a transition point. 
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Equation (C83) is applicable under two conditions: either the radiation frequency 
is very low, or the velocity gradient vanishes at the transition point. The first 
condition is academic because the WKBJ transformation is not applicable at low 
frequencies. For a Gaussian velocity profile, the second condition is met only 
at the centerline of the profile. In this case, Equations (C83) and (C84) are quite 
similar. The velocity gradient 0 in Eq. (C84) is substituted by the curvature of 
the velocity profile 0' in Eq. (C83). It should be noted that the sound intensity 
depends only on fractional powers of these quantities. In addition, Eq. (C83) takes 
over only if the velocity gradient goes to zero. For a Gaussian velocity profile, 
the magnitude of 0 and 0' is approximately the same. Over a large portion of 
the profile, the non-dimensional value of C is approximately 1.0. The exponential 
indices of the convection factor in these equations are different by only a very 
small fraction. Hence, the sound radiation near a dividing angle and at the center 
of the profile is represented by using only Eq. (C84). As a further simplification, 
the value of 0 is set identically to 1.0 throughout the thickness of the shear layer. 
The error introduced by these approximations should be very small . The solution in 
Zone 1 is classified under 52 because the radiated sound wave passes through two 
transition points in the shear layer before it reaches the far field. Locally, the 
sound source is the acoustic component of the turbulence, the asymptotic formula 
for S2 emission under such conditions is identical to (C82) except for an attenuation 
factor. This is because the pressure wave will be attenuated heavily in the 
elliptic zone between the two transition points. In the numerical calculation, 
the factor F(b)/F(0) will be taken into account for Zone 1.
 
The small 'volume assumption stipulates that the change of wavenumber and
 
.
convection velocity through the turbulent volume is small Such conditions are
 
not met in mean flows with convection Mach numbers greater than 3.0. Equation
 
(2) can be taken as an example. In this solution, the source function is assumed 
to be in the neighborhood of a transition point. At the transition point, the wave­
number vector is actually parallel to the shear layer, which is described mathe­
before the pressure wave left the turbulencematically in Equation (2). However, 






to a direction of more than 60 degrees away from the plane of the shear layer. 
As a result, the sound intensity is over-estimated. As a simple approximation, the 
mean value of the wavenumber vector should be used in Equation (2). Adequate 
numerical modification in the computer program has been made to correct for this 
discrepancy. Similar adjustments are also necessary for Equations (1) and. (3). In 
the neighborhood of the dividing angles, Equations (1) and (3) become singular be­
cause q approaches zero. The governing solution in such regions is Equation (2). 
In the present program, the domain of application of Equation (2) is defined as 
within 2.45 degrees on either side of the dividing angles. Numerical calculations 
have shown that the three solutions join smoothly with this definition of domain if 
the convection Mach number is between 0.8 and 10. For convection Mach numbers 
smaller than 0.8, the domain of Equation (2) spans over a wider angle. An 
empirical domain greater than + 2.45 degree should be defined. 
The turbulence structure. 
The solutions (C82) to (C85) are obtained from the general solutions of the 
Phillips equation by assuming a Gaussian turbulence structure. The Gaussian 
structure is defined by two constants: the spatial scale and the time scale. In 
most cases, the time scale is defined indirectly through a nondimensional scale 
ratio a. In the present work, the turbulence is defined as follows: 
2 3
 
vv. (k ,) - °kl - k.k.i J 32rr2 i 2 I I J (13) 
X exp -4Z- L I2 + (wLt)2 
This is indeed one of the simplest form of an incompressible, isotropic 
turbulence which satisfies only the kinematical compatibility condition. The 
analytical form of Equations (C82) to (C85) is common to all the turbulence 
source functions in the form as given below: 
9 
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This is a broad class of function which includes most of the empirical formulae 
as used for describing turbulence structure of isotropic turbulence as well as wall 
other than the Gaussianturbulence. If any function in the form of Equation (14), 
function, is chosen as the source function, the only changes in Equations (C82) to 
(C85) will be the numerical constants and the definition of F(b). It should be noted 
that the Gaussian spectrum drops off very rapidly beyond the peak of the spectrum. 
it is difficult to use the Gaussian model for narrow band noise prediction.Therefore, 
Equation (14) would allow much greater freedom in the choice of the spectral 
distribution of the source function. 
Calculations have shown-that the structure of turbulence has great influence 
on the quality and quantity of sound radiation, if the turbulence intensity remains 
fixed. Sound power, directivity, and frequency characteristics of jet noise radiation 
can be related to L1, L ,, and a through formulae as given previously in this 
chapter . 
In the range of M. < 2.0, the sound power production is strongly influencedJ 
by the factor a . From equations (1) to (3), it can be seen clearly that the farfield 
4 
noise Intensity is proportional to a . For greater convection Mach numbers, the 
convection factor in these formulae provides an a - 5 factor in the same formulae. 
Hence, the dependence of sound power on a diminishes rapidly in the very high con­
vection Mach numbers range. The self noise intensity is inversely proportional to 
the spatial scale length. However, this is not an important factor for overall sound 
power because the shear noise would increase in direct proportion to L1. 
The directivity of sound emission in the downstream direction is heavily 
influenced by refraction and aero-acoustic attenuation. While the refraction 
effect is fixed for given mean flow conditions, the aero-acoustic attenuation is 
determined by both the mean flow and the characteristic frequency of the turbulence0 
According to Figure 1 , the logarithmic value of F(b) is almost a linear function of 
its argument b. According to Equation (6), the value of b is inversely proportional 
10
 
to the temporal scale of the turbulence Lt . The aerodynamic attenuation is the largest 
near the axis of the jet. A small change of Lt may change the sound intensity by 
several decibel. 
The dependence of far field sound frequency on the turbulence structure is 
rather interesting. In the lower convection Mach number range of M. < 0.6, the 
sound frequency is determined by Lt and the Doppler effect. However, the 
radiated sound frequency is determined entirely by the spatial scale L1 for super­
sonic convection Mach numbers. This phenomenon can be described physically in 
the contest of the Phillips theory. In the low convection Mach number range, the 
limiting case of a turbulent sound source is one that remains almost stationary in 
space. It is then obvious that the sound source must oscillate in time in order to 
radiate sound. Therefore, the sound frequency will be governed by the temporal 
scale of the turbulence. The Doppler shift will further modify the radiated sound 
frequency. In the supersonic convection regime, the picture is quite different. 
The principal source of sound is the nearly frozen components of the turbulence. In 
the Phillips description of sound propagation, the far field sound is related to the 
turbulence such that the wavenumber in the turbulence should be the same as the 
projection of the sound wavenumber vector on the plane of the shear layer. There­
fore, it is the spatial distribution of the source function that dictates the frequency 
of sound emission. In the next section, the analytical derivation of the above 
results will be discussed. 
It is difficult to determine the turbulence intensity in a rocket exhaust flow. 
For low speed jets, it was found (Reference 1) that the turbulent intensity is in 
the order of 0.16. For the present study, however, a systematic method is 
needed for defining the turbulence intensity at all stations of the rocket exhaust 
flow. In the absence of available experimental data, the turbulence intensity for the 
rocket exhaust flow will be inferred indirectly. 
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A method for calculating the free mixing of two dissimilar gases is given by 
Donaldson and Gray in Reference 2 . The key parameter which governs the 
mixing process is a mixing parameter as defined after the Prandtl mixing length 
hypothesis: 
= 1 	 K Pu "Y I(15) 
p Ub (b U/by) 
As a result of extensive numerical experiment by Donaldson and Gray using their 
theory, it was found that the mixing parameter is a universal function of the true 
Mach number at the half velocity pointof the velocity profile. This Mach number 
is designated in Reference 2 as M5 . The dependence of K on M5 is given in 
Figure 2 . From this figure, one can observe that the value of K varies from 
0.0475 in the low M5 range, to approximately 0.01 for M 5 in the neighborhood 
of 2.0. According to the definition of K as given in Equation (15), the value of 
the mixing parameter is proportional to the mean square value of the turbulence 
intensity of 0.160 in low speed jets. 
In the computer program, the value of turbulence intensity is fixed at 0.16 
for 	the calculation of sound emission from an individual slice of jet. Since the 
Donaldson and Gray results of jet mixing for rocket exhaust flows are available, 
(Reference 2), the adjustment to the turbulence intensity will be given to the 
numerical model via an input parameter. Details of this input parameter will be 
discussed in Section 2.4. 
The peak frequency and the band number. 
The narrow band solutions for a Gaussian source function is given by Equations 
(C70), (C73), (C75), and (C78). In these equations, the frequency is non­
dimensional, and it is related to the Strouhal number via: 
St* = W/2TT 	 (16) 
12 
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The asterisk signifies that this Strouhal number is defined in reference to the 
local convection velocity and length scale. In a rocket noise calculation which 
includes many slices of the exhaust flow, it is necessary to refer all calculated 
values of frequency to the standard Strouhal number in which the exit diameter 
and velocity are the references. Therefore, 
UD 
St = St* x s St* (17)U.L =S t(7 
where sf is called the frequency scale factor. This is given as an input 
parameter to the computer program for each slice of the jet. 
Each volume of turbulence produces a broad band radiation of noise in the 
far field. The shape of the spectrum is dependent upon the assumed function of 
the turbulence structure. For the Gaussian structure, the peak frequency for 
radiated noise in a given direction can be obtained from the narrow band solutions. 
General formulae have been obtained for both the shear noise and the self noise: 
- d2 2(Shear noise) St* 1 2 -d+ +4a (18)4rra  ) 
(Self noise) St*- 1a2 -d +,d2 + 8a2I (19)4Tha i 
where 
(SI) 2 1 { c Ma2 M 2 c } L 
(20) 
(SO) 2 a 18- (1-M cCose) 2 2(a2M c 2 + A2 ) 2L 
d M W (y, 0)cos9 (21) 
It can be seen from the above formulae that the attenuation factor plays an 
important role in the determination of peak frequency along directions close to 
the jet axis. In some experimental studies, it has been observed that the 
13 
characteristic frequency for noise radiation near the jet axis is significantly 
lower than predictions according to the convective effect. In Reference 5 
this is called the reversed Doppler shift. Two mechanisms in the Phillips theory 
may be taken toexplain this effect. The aero-acoustic attenuation for shear 
noise is much smaller than for self noise at small values of 0. As a result, the 
spectrum is dominated by the shear noise. Since the shear noise has a lower peak 
frequency, the observed spectrum has a trend which runs against the Doppler shift 
effect. The second reason is perhaps the more important one. The aero­
dynamic attenuation coefficient in directions close to the jet axis is very large. 
Since the attenuation, in decibels, is directly proportional to frequency, the 
higher frequency part of the radiated noise spectrum will be heavily attenuated. 
As a consequence, the peak frequency of the radiated noise spectrum will be 
shifted to a much lower frequency. 
Tt is also evident from the above formulae that the ratio of the peak frequencies 
of self noise and shear noise is not a constant. According to calculations obtained 
so far, the ratio is generally within one or two one-third-octaves. The above 
formulae are also sufficient to prove that Lt dominates the radiated sound frequency 
in the low Mach number range, and the k 1 dominates the frequency characteristics 
in the high Mach number range. For all practical purposes of the present discussion, 
the peak Strouhal number as given by Equations (18) and (19) can be taken as 
P/a, where P is different from self noise and shear noise. For small Mach 
numbers, the value of a is proportional to L. For downstream radiations at 
large convection Mach numbers, however, the value of a is proportional to 
a McLt. According to the definition of a, the latter quantity is identical to ML 1 . 
Since M is a constant, the peak frequency is determined by L1 • It is interesting 
to note that this phenomenon is not unique for the Phillips theory. Identical con­
clusions can be derived from the Lighthill theory. 
In the output of the computation, the frequency is represented in terms of 
band numbers. Itis defined as: 
N = Integer {3 log (w/0.002r) / log 2 + 0.5 (22) 
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Each number represents a one-third-octave band. The center frequency for 
band 0, 10, and 20 are St = 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1, respectively. A complete 
list of center frequencies are given in Table 2 . There are some advantages 
of using this system. First, the output is compact and easy to comprehend. 
Second, the band number is an integer, and it can be used as an index for the 
construction of an overall noise spectrum. Noise radiation of the same frequency 
from different slices and segments of the jet can be easily located via the band 
number, and summed. Third, the calculated peak frequency cannot be con­
sidered as accurate because the definition of the turbulence structure is empirical. 
It is perhaps more realistic to represent the peak frequencies in terms of one-third 
octave bands rather than their calculated numerical values. 
2.4 The calculation of sound intensity and sound power. 
Equations (1) through (3) give the mean square sound pressure in nondimensional 
form. For practical applications, it is more convenient to compute sound intensity 
in common engineering terms. In metric system, the sound pressure is commonly given 
in decibel levels with a reference root mean square pressure of 2 x 10- 5 N/m 2 . 
The sound pressure level is defined as (SPL): 
SPL = 20log10 (p'/po). (23) 
In Equations (1) through (3), the atmospheric pressure is chosen as the 
reference. Hence, the dimensional sound pressure level is related to the non­
dimensional one through the following formula: 
SPL = 10 log 1 0 (nrr *) + 193.6 dB. (24) n n 
In the present calculation, sound radiation from a unit slice of jet is computed. 
The radius of the slice is assumed to be L, and the length of the circular slice is 
also L. Hence, the total volume of such a unit slice is rL 3 . The sound intensity 
at a given angle is calculated at a radial distance of r = 100 L. In the present 
program, each slice of jet is further subdivided into nine annular segments of 
equal width. The sound emission from each segment is calculated in 26 directions: 
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from 5 to 90 degrees at 5 degree intervals; and from 90 to 170 degrees at 10 
degree intervals. 'The total noise radiation from theslice is the sum of these 
nine segments. After the calculation of intensity, the total sound power is 
computed by integrating the sound intensity over a sphere with a radius of 100L. 
It should be noted that L is the local dimension of the shear layer. For 
jet noise calculations, it is necessary to take the diameter of the nozzle exit 
as the reference dimension. Furthermore, the sound pressure level should be 
calculated for a convenient distance such as r = 100D instead of 100L. Also, 
the unit length of a slice of jet should be defined as D. Hence, it is necessary 
to adjust the computed nondimensional SPL by means of a numerical factor. 
Assuming that 
L = eD, 
the following relation can be obtained from the previous equations: 
(SPL)D = (SPL)L + 10 logl 0 C2) . (25) 
The power correction factor is given to the computer program as an input. It 
contains three components: the scale correction, the correction for turbulence 
intensity, and an empirical correction factor. That is 
(26)Pw = e2 (vo/0-160)4 Pemr 
where the empirical factor is given as Pemu" 
The computer output for the present calculation is set up in such a way as 
to reduce congestion over the printed page. In order to obtain the actual 
calculated SPL at 100D, 60 dB should be added to the output value. For the 
total sound power for a segment or for the entire slice, it is assumed that the 
diameter of the jet nozzle exit is 1.0 meter. In this case, the output value 
of PWL should be increased by 100 dB in order to obtain the actual sound power. 
The main reason for doing this is that the results can be printed with two digits 
before the decimal point instead of three, thus a wider blank space is available 
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between numbers to facilitate easy reading. 
2.5 The layout of the computer program. 
The present computer program is organized into two parts. The first part is 
the WKBJ transformation, and the second part is for the calculation of far field 
noise. In the general solutions to the convected wave equation, the WKBJ 
coordinates are carried implicitly. However, the closed form solutions for noise 
emission from small volumes of turbulence depend only on ordinary coordinates. 
The only factor which is related to the WKBJ transformation is the aero-acoustic 
attenuation factor in Equation (3), F(b)/F(o). The value of b is 
b = 2 V2M W (y, 0) cos _ 72i
_1Lt i(lMcCosO)2+aM2e cosG2 
where W (y, e)is defined by Equation (7). The calculation for part one is 
therefore relatively easy, as the only quantities to be computed are the 
location of Yo and the integral W(y, 0). This part of the computation depends 
only on the mean flow properties. Since both the velocity and the speed of 
sound profiles are assumed, the only input parameters are the values of Mc and 
A at the centerline of the profile. For each given angle of far field noise 
emission, the transition point can be defined by the following formula: 
1 
Me (0) + A&) cbs , (27) 
In the computer program, the search for yo is performed by numerical iteration. 
The velocity profile is represented by 200 points from y=O to 1.0 and 20 points 
from y = 1.0 to 2.0. Such a subdivision is compatible with the angular sub­
division as chosen in the present program. The results of this part of calculation 
is directly available for the noise calculation. In the present program, the 
option of data card output of values of W (y,0) is also available. Since the 
WKBJ transformation depends only on the mean flow properties, it is not 
necessary to repeat the first part of the calculation if changes are made only 
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in the procedures of noise calculation, variations in source distribution, or 
turbulence structure. Hence, the data of W (', 0 ) can be used with the second 
part of the present program, or any other modified program based on the general 
solutions of the Phillips theory. 
In previous sections, the calculations of noise have been discussed in detail. 
In general, the computations are set up for the prediction of the far field noise 
radiated from a unit slice from a circular jet. The slice is subdivided into nine 
concentric annular segments with identical width in the radial direction. In 
each segment, the mean convection Mach number and the speed of sound ratio 
is represented by a single value. Based on experimental indications, the 
temporal and spatial scales of turbulence are assumed to be constant throughout 
the entire slice. In the computer output, noise radiation from each segment are 
given at 26 angles from 5 to 170 degrees. The first number is the sound pressure 
level, and the second number in the parenthesis is the band number which 
indicates the peak frequency of the Gaussian spectrum. At the end of each 
column, the total sound power from each slice is provided in decibels referring to 
-10 12 watt. The self noise and shear noise are printed on separate pages. The 
sum of the two are given on a page following the self and the shear noise output. 
It should be noted that the amplitude ratio of the self noise and the shear noise 
is assumed to be one. 
The calculations are normalized according to the radius of the slice. If the 
sound pressure level is measured at 100 radii away from the center of the slice, 
the actual SPL is the value of SPIL as shown in the computer output plus 60 db. 
If the radius of the slice is assumed to be 1 meter, the actual sound power level 
should be the printed value plus 100 db. If the diameter of the slice is different 
from the standard dimension, appropriate adjustments for frequency, SPL, and 
PWL can be given to the program via the scale factors sf and Pw as defined as 
Eqs. (17) and (26), respectively. 
Noise intensity according to Equation (2) is computed for a number of angles 
in the neighborhood of e2 . The SPL is computed at five angles above and 
below the rounded off value of 02 at two degree intervals. The result is 
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printed on the same page as the self noise. 
In this program, two types of turbulence intensity profiles are assumed: 
(28)V (y) = O.16 e2/2 (y-0.5? 
20.707y2 
v (Y)=0.16 e (29) 
Equation (27) indicates that the maximum turbulence intensity is located at 
y = 0.5. This profile is suitable for uses in the mixing region of the jet. The 
maximum turbulence intensity in Equation (28) is located at y = 0. Therefore, 
the latter case is applicable for the developed region of the exhaust flow. 
These two types of profilesare identified in the program via an input index. 
The definition of variables in the computer program, and the arrangement of 
the input data will be given in Appendix B . 
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3.0 AN EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION OF RESULT 
3.1 The general trends of the computed results. 
As discussions in the previous section have shown, the solution to the con­
vected wave equation has a very complicated form. It is rather difficult to 
draw quantitative conclusions from Eqs. (1) through (3) by means of an order 
of magnitude analysis alone. After the construction of the present computer 
program, it becomes practical to evaluate accurately the dependence of sound 
emission on various mean flow and turbulence parameters. 
Extensive calculation for noise radiation from a unit slice of jet has been 
undertaken. It appears that a single slice of jet just beyond the end of the 
mixing region can be highly representative of the overall jet noise radiation. 
In the mixing region, the turbulence intensity and convection Mach number can 
both be assumed constant. If the turbulence function is assumed to be Gaussian, 
the spatial scale of turbulence and the scale ratio acwill be sufficient to specify 
the source function. Since the value of L1 can be assumed to be a linear 
function of x/D and the value of a can be assumed constant in this region, the 
noise emission characteristics in this entire zone are numerically similar. In 
the transition region beyond the selected slice of jet, experimental evidences 
seem to indicate that both the mean flow and the turbulence are changing very 
slowly. It can be expected that the sound radiation characteristics can also 
be slow varying in this region. In a subsonic jet, the sound power per unit length 
is approximately constant from the nozzle exit to 10D. Beyond 10D, the sound 
-7 
power per unit length diminishes at a rate close to x . In a supersonic jet, 
experimental evidences indicates that the noise emission strength is following a 
x-7 law from the jet exit to the end of the sonic core. In the subsequent 
subsonic region, the x-7 law holds. According to such source strength 
distribution, the calculated sound emission from the above chosen slice of jet may 
be typical of 50 to 70 percent of the overall sound power from the entire jet. 
The total sound power as a function of Mj is shown in Fig. 3 . In this 
set of computation, the values of a and A are assumed to be constants. The 
spatial scale of the turbulence is constant in the subsonic range, while it is 
proportional to the convection Mach number in the supersonic range. That is: 
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a = 0.55 
A = 1.00 
L1 = 0.72 M.< 1, 
L1 = 0-72M., M.> 1. 
The U8 low for sound power dependence is precisely observed for M.J less 
than 2.0. The U3 law is established for convection Mach numbers of greater 
than 3.5. A smooth transition exists between the U8 and the U3 regions. By 
comparing the current result with the Lighthill theory, it is interesting to note 
that the approach to U3 law in the supersonic region is much slower for the 
Phillips solution. One of the reasons may be the coupled effect of refraction 
and convection. The influence of the convection factor is significantly 
weakened by the coupled effect of refraction and convection. 
U3The apparent success in reproducing the U8 and tFe laws in the present 
theory is unfortunately compounded with a failure in the prediction of absolute 
sound power. The appropriate Lighthill parameter for jet noise prediction is 
given by: 
W = n Pu8/c40 U(30) 
T = 3x 10- 5 
The current prediction according to Eqs. (1) through (3) produces a coefficient 
which is approximately 15 db too high. This puzzling factor can be compared 
with a previous study by Pao and Lowson, (Reference 6 ). The value of a 
in Reference 6 was chosen to be a - 0.167. This value is based on the 
direct measurements in a low speed round jet, (Reference I ). Since the 
sound power of low speed jets depends on the A4 in both the Lighthill and the 
Phillips theory, an increase in the value of a will change the value of T. By 
substituting C = 0.55 into the results of Reference 6 , the value of "1 
would have increased by approximately 22 dB. In the Phillips solution, sound 
is attenuated as it passes through the shear flow. An overall increase in sound 
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power in the order of 15 dB can be expected. In the high speed range, how­
ever, the convection factor contains a component of - 5 , which compensates 
for the direct influence of a4 . The dependence of sound power on a is small. 
Other variables such as the density of the jet and the spatial scale of turbulence 
will have more direct influence on sound power in the supersonic range. In the 
present computed results, the overall sound power is arbitrarily adjusted by 
15 dB. 
The computed self noise and shear noise have different directivity patterns 
in the downstream direction. In the classical analysis, the shear noise has an 
apparent dipole pattern with the axis of the loops in the direction of the flow. 
In the present solution, the aerodynamic attenuation factor is different 
for self and shear noise. A typical example is given in Figure 4 . In the 
directions close to the axis of the jetshear noise clearly dominates the noise 
output. This may be one of the important factors for the observed behavior 
of jet noise in the downstream direction such that the frequency is much lower 
than its expected value if both self noise and shear noise are important in this 
region . 
The Phillips solution predicts the peak angle of noise radiation to be in the 
neighborhood of 40 to 70 degrees from the flow direction. In the classical 
calculations, the basic Lighthill solution indicates that the maximum noise 
radiation occurs at the axis of the jet for Mc_< 1.0. Hence, it is necessary 
to provide independent refraction corrections to account for the "dip" near the 
axis of the jet. In the Phillips solution, there are two factors which contribute 
to the decrease in sound intensity near the axis. The first one is the refraction 
factor qC/qo; and the second one is the aerodynamical attenuation factor 
F(b)/F(O). Calculations have shown that the latter factor is as important as 
than the first one. 
The prediction of directivity in upstream directions is drastically different 
from previous theoretical results. The coupling of refraction and convection 
has reduced the convection factor to a constant in Equation (1). In the Phillips 
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solution, the directional pattern is determined entirely by refraction and 
Doppler shift. The directional factor, designated as D(6 ) for convenience, 
can be given as 
D(0) = Asin1/ A
 (l-MccosG) - cos /2 (1 -Mc cos 0)
 
For convection Mach numbers in the transonic and supersonic range, the above 
factor behaves as ( I - Mc cos 0)-2 sin 0 . Thi s factor should compare favorably 
with observations where the upstream directivity is thought to behave as 
)- 3 (I - Mc cos . In the high convection Mach number regime, such as rocket 
noise radiation, the Phillips solution provides directional patterns which agree 
very well with experimental measurements. 
For noise emission calculations throughout the transonic and low supersonic 
range, the peak frequency of noise radiation remains in the neighborhood of 
St = 0.25. As discussed in the previous section, the mechanism which governs 
the frequency undergoes a change from the time scale to the spatial scale of the 
turbulence. In the high supersonic range, the frequency is determined by the 
convection velocity and the spatial scale of the turbulence. The calculations 
have shown that it is necessary to assume that the scale should increase linearly 
with the convection Mach number. 
3.2 The input parameters for the F-I rocket engine noise prediction. 
The basic computer program for noise prediction from a single slice of jet can 
be effectively used for noise prediction for an entire rocket exhaust flow. In 
the present report, the F-1 engine is chosen as an example. It is necessary to 
provide both the mean flow and turbulence parameters at selected stations along 
the flow. 
It is assumed here that the exhaust flow is expanded in the atmosphere at sea 
level condition, and surface impingement is not considered. The mixing 
properties of the flow is calculated according to the mixing model as given by 
Donaldson and Gray (Reference 2). Results of such a calculation were reported 
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previously in Reference 3. The convection Mach number Mc , and the speed 
of sound ratio A, along the centerline are given in Figure 5 . The geometry of 
the exhaust flow and the boundaries of the core, the supersonic region, and the 
region of Mc I are shown in Figure 6 . In the present casethe boundary of the 
flow is defined as twice the radial coordinate of the half velocity point for the 
portion of flow beyond the core. In the core region, the jet boundary is the 
coordinate of the half velocity point plus the distance from this point to the 
boundary of the core. Generally, the exhaust flow is bounded within a cone with 
a half angle of 10 degrees. Thirteen stations from x/D = 5 to 100 are chosen 
as representative locations for the noise calculations. At x/D = 100, the 
convection Mach number at the centerline of the flow is slightly below 0.5. 
According to the limitations of the present theory, noise prediction for Mc< 0.6 
will be relatively inaccurate. Therefore, noise prediction for x/D greater than 
100 will not be attempted. 
The structure of the turbulence can be defined by the spatial scale kI and the 
scale ratio a . Since experimental results of turbulence structure in a supersonic 
jet is lacking, it is necessary to make simple assumptions concerning the values 
of these two quantities. 
The spatial integral scale of turbulence as chosen in the present analytical 
model is different from previous definition adopted in Reference 6. In the present 
case, L1 is related to the experimental integral scale via: 
L1 / - R(x) dx 
o0 
Therefore, the proper range of L should be 0.4 to 0.9 for low speed subsonic 
jets. The value of L1 for this numerical example is chosen as follows: 
0.72 for Mc 1; 
L = 0.72 Mc for Mc > I. 
Although these conditions are empirical, the second formula appears to be 
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necessary for the correct prediction of rocket noise frequency. The values of the 
turbulence parameters are given in Table 3 and 4. It can be seen from this table that 
the value of Li can be six times the local thickness of the mixing layer, which is 
indeed a substantial correlation length. 
The input value of a requires some explanation. In the computer program, 
the input value of a0 is modified through a formula: 
d 	 = a0 A0°75/(amo bA)11 .75 (33) 
The modified value of the scal e ratio is used in the noise calculation . For some 
analysis in the transonic and low supersonic velocity range, it was found that 
the above formula, with a constant ,alue of Ma , can automatically duplicate 
the trends of sound power as a function of jet density as reported by Hoch et al . 
(Reference 7). However, the rocket flow velocity is far beyond this speed range. 
In 	the present calculation, the above formula is by-passed by assuming a variable 
value for cX such that the modified value Ctmod is the desired value to be usedo 
in 	the computation . Both the assumed value of ao and amod are shown in Table 3. 
In order to place the noise calculation for individual slices upon the same 
reference unit, it is necessary to supply as input parameters a frequency scale 
and a sound power adjustment factor. The frequency scale is defined by Eq. (17). 
The power adjustment contains three factors: the geometrical factor, the 
adjustment for the turbulence intensity, and an arbitrary factor. The detailed 
break-down of the power adjustment factor is given in Table 4. The basis for 
the arbitrary power adjustment will be discussed in the next section. 
3.3 	 Discussion of results. 
The computed results are given in Appendix A. The computed output for each 
slice contains a table for the WKBJ transformation function, the far field SPL 
and Strouhal number band for self and shear noise, and a table for the sum of 
self and shear noise. Since both the mean flow and the turbulence are given 
in terms of simple mathematical models, it is advantageous to have the output in 
its present form such that one can keep track of the contribution to noise from 
various parts of the jet. Any irregularity in the computation can also be detected. 
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Table 3: Run Parameters for F-I Engine Noise
 
X/D Ama x Mmax CO c(mod) L/D Li SF 10 loglo Pw 
5 2.4 8.6 1.75 0.729 0.30 6.15 3.370 -21.26 
10 2.4 8.6 1.75 0.729 0.60 6.15 1.685 -18.26 
20 2.4 8.6 1.75 0.729 1.20 6.15 0.843 -15.26 
25 2.5 7.0 1.75 0.701 1.50 5.00 0.500 -12.24 
30 2.6 5.4 1.75 0.674 1.80 3.85 0.346 - 9.41 
35 2.6 4.3 1.60 0.619 2.25 3.08 0.225 - 7.04 
40 2.5 3.25 1.60 0.652 2.72 2.30 0.141 - 4.72 
50 2.1 2.1 1.30 0.675 3.81 1.50 0.065 - 0.76 
60 2.0 1.4 0.80 0.553 5.17 1.00 0.032 5.04 
70 1.85 1.2 0.60 0.507 6.68 0.80 0.021 5.80 
80 1.70 1.0 0.50 0.518 8.23 0.80 0.014 6.11 
90 1.60 0.75 0.40 0.498 9.95 0.80 0.010 8.93 
100 1.50 0.50 0.40 0.529 11.65 0.8 0.008 10.626 
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Table 4. The Correction Factors for Sound Power 
X/D Geometrical (v/0.16) Empirical Total dB) 
5 0.74 -12o00 -10.00 -21.26 
10 0.74 -12.00 - 7.00 -18.26 
20 0.74 -12.00 - 4.00 -15.26 
25 1.76 -12.00 - 2.00 -12.24 
30 2.59 -11.00 -- - 9.41 
35 3.46 -10.50 -- - 7.04 
40 4.28 - 9.00 -- - 4.72 
50 5.74 - 2.00 -- - 0.76 
60 7.04 - 2.00 -- 5.04 
70 8.19 - 1.40 -- 5.80 
80 9.11 - 1.00 -- 8.11 
90 9.93 - 1.00 -- 8.93 
100 10.63 0.00 -- 10.63 
PWDB = 10 log 10 PGeo (v0"16)4 " Fem 
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In other words, the present program is designed as a tool for selecting the 
best assumptions of the mean flow and turbulence structure for direct pre­
diction of rocket noise. 
The most encouraging result is the prediction of directivity. In Figure 
the directivity of sound emission from Segment 5 of each selected slice is shown. 
The directivity patterns are normalized with respect to the SPL at the 90 degree 
direction. If these directivity patterns are compared directly with rocket noise 
data, it can be seen that the peak to 90-degree difference in SPL is too high. How­
ever, the boundary of the jet of the actual exhaust flow has a divergence of approxi­
mately ten degrees. The unsteadiness of the boundary as well as the turbulent 
scattering in the flow itself will produce additional fluctuations in the sound 
radiation direction. In the current theory, the shear layer is assumed to be 
parallel to the axis of the jet. If it is assumed that the combined effect of jet 
boundary divergence and scattering provides a directional difference of 15 degrees, 
the directional patterns as given by Figure 7 should be modified. With this 
correction, the measured 90 degree direction will correspond to the 75 degree point 
in Figure 7 . As a result of this simple correction, the agreement with experimental 
data for all angles are very close (references 8, 9). It is very important to point 
out here that the agreement of directivity in the upstream directions is very 
important. The predicted values of SPL as based on the classical Lighthill results 
will be much lower in such directions. As a result, the basic directivity curves 
for rocket noise prediction are empirical and very conservative in most of the 
methods as recommended for engineering purposes. Another important feature of 
the current noise prediction is the accurate determination of the direction of 
maximum noise intensity. For noise radiations in the high velocity sections, the 
angle of maximum radiation is between 55 to 75 degrees from the axis of the flow. 
For the low speed slices, the maximum angle is approximately 45 degrees. Such 
angular variations can not be predicted accurately in the classical methods. 
For each slice of the jet, the Strouhal number band for the maximum radiation 
intensity can be obtained from the computed output. These characteristic frequencies 
are plotted against the location of the slice along the exhaust flow Figure 8 . On 
the same figure, the measurements of apparent sound source location as a function 
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of frequency is also shown. After correcting the difference in distance between 
the actual source location and the estimated point of emergence at the boundary 
of the jet, the agreement between the measured and the calculated sound source 
location is very close. However, both the definition of the so called sound 
source location and the comparison of results as discussed above can be misleading. 
The sound source for the emission of sound at any given frequency is widely 
distributed instead of concentrated. As the direction of emission is changed, 
the foot print of the source location is also changed. For example, the sound 
source locations for St = 0.01 (Band 10) at 45 degrees and 135 degrees are shown 
in Figure 9 . The source location for other Strouhal numbers can be obtained 
from the numerical results as given in Appendix A. It can be seen clearly that 
=the sound source for ST 0.01 at 45 degrees extends from 20D to nearly 70D. 
For sound emission at the same Strouhal number at 135 degrees, the sound source 
location extends from 10D to 50D. Since the location of sound source is very 
important for noise prediction in the geometrical near field and mid-field, these 
results of the present computation may have important engineering applications. 
The prediction of the absolute value of sound power was found to be the most 
difficult. The power dependence on Mc is adjusted arbitrarily by -15 dB 
vertically for all values of Mc 
. 
This factor is written in the computer program as 
a constant element. From Table 4 , one can find an additional item of empirical 
adjustment of sound power for some of the slices in the mixing region. The latter 
empirical adjustment is based on experimental observations of sound source strength 
in the mixing region of a supersonic jet. In the Phillips theory, the dimensional 
analysis of sound power indicates that the sound source strength per unit lerjgth 
of the flow is a constant. However, experimental evidences indicate that the 
source strength follows an x I law. It is easy to provide a physically convincing 
argument for the x1 law. For a small volume of turbulence convected at super­
sonic speeds, the sound power radiation is proportional to the kinetic energy in 
the turbulence, (the U3 -law.) In the mixing region, the volume of the turbulent 
region increases as x1 , while the turbulence intensity remains approximately con­
stant throughout this region. Therefore, the sound power from a unit length of 
x1the jet should also follow . Yet, this argument is hardly useful for any analytical 
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.investigation of jet and rocket noise. Further analytical work is definitely 
required on this subject. The x 1 law has been observed to hold from a short 
distance from the nozzle exit to the end of the core region with convection 
velocities greater than the ambient speed of sound. Based on this observation, 
empirical power adjustments have been given to slices at x/D = 5, 10, 20, and 
25. 




(a) In the present model the local mean speed of the exhaust flow is 
taken as the convection velocity of the turbulence. According to 
experimental evidences, the convection speed for a volume of 
turbulence is generally lower than the local mean speed. If the 
difference is 20 per cent, the predicted sound power will be at 
least 8dB lower than the currently predicted value before any 
arbitrary correction is made. 
(6) 	 The assumed values of amod is between 0.49 and 0.73, with the 
higher values given to slices with higher convection speeds. Lower 
values of a od may change the overall sound power by two to 
four dB. 
(c) 	 Fora Gaussian spectrum, the lower frequencies contain most of 
the turbulent kinetic energy. If the turbulence spectrum is assumed 
to decay according to a power law, part of the kinetic energy will 
be shifted from the lower frequencies to the higher frequencies. 
According to the Phillips theory, the high frequency noise radiation 
is highly attenuated. The overall noise radiation is contributed 
mainly through the energy content in the low frequency range. Hence, 
the total sound power emission from a power law spectrum should be 
somewhat lower. 
In summary, the discrepancy in sound power prediction has its origin in 
the definition of source function. Other than the major items as listed above, 
factors such as the non-isotropic nature of the turbulence, the variation of L 
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Table 5: Contribution to Total Sound Power From Various Annular
 
Segments in a Slice of F-I Rocket Exhaust With Unit 
Length AX = D. 
X/D 






















































































































and L, across the shear layer, etc., should also be examined. 
The sound source strength distribution for x/D less than 100 is shown in 
Figure 10 and Table 5 . Since empirical corrections are involved in their 
calculation, the result has little or no analytical significance. 
Since the Gaussian turbulence structure has relatively poor spectral 
characteristics, the construction of a computed spectrum is not attempted in 
the present report. However, it takes only a minor modification to the present 
program in order to include such calculations. Discussion of the procedure was 
given previously in Section 2.3. 
The present numerical example has demonstrated that the Phillips theory can 
predict correctly the quality of the sound field as produced by a rocket exhaust 
flow. If some empirical assumptions are made regarding the strength of the sound 
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Figure 3. 	 Dependence of sound power on jet velocity 
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Figure 10. Sound power per unit length of one F-I
 




The Input Information 
The input for this computer program contains two groups of input cards. Group 
I contains two cards which carry the general information for each run. Group I 
is the data for each slice of the jet. There are one data card for the mean flow 
information, one data card for the turbulence information, and optional data 
cards for the WKBJ transformation function W (y, 0), if any. Group II data 
can be repeated as many times as necessary, depending on the number of individual 
slices. 
Group I 
Card 1: The read statement is in Subroutine INITAL. 
13A6 TITLE( 13) Title for each run. The total length of the title should 
not be more than 78 characters. 
Card 2: The read statement is in Subroutine INITAL. 
F10.1 THET The first computed angle of sound radiation. 
THET = 0. degree. 
F10.1 DTHET Angular increments between 0 to 90 degrees. 
DTHET = 5. degrees. 
=F10.1 DELYI Grid size for0.0< y< 1.0: DELY1 0.005. 
F10.1 DELY2 Grid size for 1.0_<y< 2.0: DELY2 =0.050. 
Group 11 
Card 3: The read statement is in Subroutine RSTART. 
F10.3 AMAX Maximum value of the speed of sound ratio in a slice 
of jet. 
F10.3 XMMAX The maximum convection Mach number in the slice. 
lox - - ­
15 IPCH Code for the card punch output for W(y, 0). 
IPCH = 0: no punch output; 
= 1: punch card output. 
Card 4: The read statement is in Subroutine SETUP 
15 IRD Read code for the punch card output for W &, e). 
IRD 0: no data; W ', 0 ) is generated in the 
program. 
IRD = 1: Read data for W (y, 8). 
15 ICODE Turbulence intensity profile code: 
ICODE = 1: profile for the mixing zone; 
= 2: profile for the developed zone. 
15 IPRT IPRT = 0: regular computed output for noise; 
= 1: detailed output information for the noise 
computation of each segment. This option 
isfor debugging only. 
5X --
F1O.0 ALPHA The scale ratio. Recommended input value: 
0.3 <__ALPHA a 0.80. 
F1O.O XL The reference scale of the slice: XL = 1.0. 
F1O.0 XLI The spatial scale of turbulence: XLI> 0.40. 
10.0 SF The frequency scale st. 
F10.0 PWDB The power adjustment factor in decibels: 
PWDB = 10og1 0 (PW). 




1. 	 Equation (79): the function W Q'o , A) should read W(y, 0 ). 
2. 	 A multiplicative factor of 2should beincluded in the following equations: 
Eqs. (67), (68), (70), (72), (73), (75), (78), (82), (83), (84), and (85). 
3. 	 The coefficient Equation (83) should read: 
21 Vv M Pa2(O)ac tanA21 y2 2 4 M8 2 9/20 T' (3/4) ----­
23/4 2A2 L3/2 Q1/2 
4. 	 The coefficient of Equation (84) should read: 
160x22/3 2 2 4 M8 A.(2)al3/360  x y xrr v A()a tan9 
9 r 2 
A 2 (3/2) ---­2WL 4/3 0 1/3 
5. 	 The factor F(b) in Equation (85) should be replaced by F(b)/F(O). 
6. 	 The function W(y o , 8) in Equation (87) should read W(y, An). 
APPENDIX A
 
NOISE PREDICTION FOR THE F-1 ROCKET ENGINE
 
' 
TABLE A-IA: THE WKBJ INTEGRAL AND RUN PARAMETERS AT x/D=5 . 
CONVECTION MACH NUMBER = 8,6 
S(I) Stas8)
5(81) 51101) S(121) S(1l4)
THETA(RAD) S(211 5(91) S(61) 
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17tq560 .tq670+01 
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*12042+01 493647+0
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-5000-- - .,i8407*0+--..±S-ISOt04 --4107p014tI -- 952*o AK2A6 
S5.Oo .27171+01 *Iqoq6+OI 11050 
+01 *834S6+00 .66808+00 ,43939+00 *34$0o0o0 .2825S+00 *17160+0O 
.30580+00 .21722+00 .10627+00
 60.00 .15601+0 .12617+0? *97724+OQ .72325+00 iSgS19+00 ;36gq2+00 

'~i8f -itp7pno .2C64flfltnO -f4ny7+lp q3Ilf~lAS;.fl v,7q;.nZ J4 5733 '1a6Y5±0. -- 6fl43±t0a 
,65005-01 .2q6&0,02
70.00 *1j338+Oj .88682+00 .6s760+0 .46q96+00 .3 777406 #269 
4 +0O0 .17496+00 

*13369400
*260S4+0o .16594+00 *56378-01 *797t3-02 
76.00 .8UI95s+O .6093q+00 .43979*00 .3156q+00 

- I8D0Xlfl pnf10142.ol .1L.±O 60l+f 800 .aOffo'$2f9±OO s~eJ9ttODl 
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MODIFIED ALPHA IS: .729q
 
= 5.
TABLE AIB: THE SELF NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT'X/D
 





SPEED OF SOUND RATIe. 2.40 VO'.C'ODE. I
dNVEcTION MACH NO.* 8.606 

"EL M01'E iNTtfsITYIOCIBELS, WITH FREQUENCY BAND NUMBERS
 
9 TOTAL
SEGMEN T 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT
SEGMENT 4 SEGMENT 6
ANGLE SEGME-NT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3' 

4fIB607 3o22768 *t9r39112. 1.7019i
 DEG) MC 8,42971 79'3880 7.18332 6,24'488 521,6,16 

. 31:731191 37*09
 0 I 3fS(I12) 10637(12) 2 (-4) 
4l5'3(08) 37907119i 43,98
329.0l2( 16.02t12) 21.84(13) 26.8o(4) Sib;5siI) 34697(16) 
 qqVqlt18) 38,67(201 46,32
 




33_12f)--9, ... . .. 7'(1) 4 149,*7

"" .8* 21.38(13) 2634)'3 1... 32.03f(16) Si3kE>$0(0t)3040 S.9(; 2 '4"56(12) 

35. ntrz jb.3g1 (13) 23.1133) Z.8441 .4() 17v'i4) qZ.'*nl(av,5-86) 42.52) '(9.68 
47,721201 *5510tZ2I 52,01
4S.O 11.76(13) 20.21(13) 26.88(11) 32,50(1') 37:34(16) 41;69(17) 46.*5(id) 
4136217) f99041I9) 9461120) 16949Z221 S3,82
Soto 13,97(14) 22i3q(11) 28.9S(l4) 3q.52(IS) 39.%6(16) 

--qi.qo(S9I> %953i750). " 1 .31522)) 50.0(29 67,7
6b'0 19fl5s) 27.364151 33.8'4fl&) 39.37(17) 'q.34(I6) 

42.96(18) q7.4l(19) " e;36(2')o\'.Io20s21? j e3tjiZ33 -5Sq6zqfz? 60,05
6s.0 22,29(16) j0.q3(16) 36,88(17| 
63.17
 
7s.0 31j.4(19) 39.57('19) 46.qq(20) q616420) q9.67121) 58.0(23) 59460(24) 99,50(2q) 50@97(23) 
 62,35
8ogO 3q 40(2i) 41.91(21) 47.36(22) 58.99(23) 3.09(2q) 6379(2%) 53903(23) 51,26(22) %8.52(221 

9A 1) 6,4 -- 8 21 52-- -21I lais n ;fn G1sM(flI A06.42
1p~'O 4QA fL-- a6.77(21) 0 48,00(18) 49:77(18) "j ($61B)-'-q9eOiat). ' 4813i20) 0S,37121 57,0490#0 33.q7(17) 40.33117) 4q.93(17) 

q'4482(IS) T&,*tli6V<2* 6&(I7): -,45;77(18) 3q310(393 53,88 000 26,31(13) 33,45(13) 38.53(141 4z.26(lQl 1 

-- 40 2 - .r22-L 64 14-a--(41 ,75-- 16 (1141,61 A44 i 3f w -482tjl pp.L.( ft Sn,47
3 t 

I2Q0O 19*S3(1,0 26.79(10) 3209(11) 36.13(11) 39.13(12) qj.)q4l4) *2#15(1S) '2,l0ti6) 39961(171 148.0
 
40s346') 40;50(16)O39.18(131 38o7(I7) 46. 9
 17,25C 9) q.53( 9) 29.8610) 33.97(11) 37.e5(32)
i3O'O 
 tojW.f~j~C) 11-9 ---- 37;34l2)

-j-~.0----4 43,0730.OS(iO) 33.23(i) sq8I2),"§A6.P2(lS) KavtzI(*s)
s 'a.86(16126000 13.21( 8 0.5I) 2 S,88( 9) 

160O 10,951 a) 18.25( 8) 23.6-3( 8) 27.82( 9) 31.01(3) a3e30 P12) 3J3681$) 3SI33(I') , :$.8|6I q'6. 94
 




6026 6142 59j22 5646 67.13Sg.19 S7.53
40.0£ ~ 6.99 51.87 
i8 g'4. 29  83.73 8z90 ... 8... $8 	 77,58 74,19 69.qo
 
It~*7#71 46tOO '*1.02
IA71..M A nI, 
46&52 93.3527.A'i ---
5-59~~lsh 	 A.SS 
46.90 q8#30 q8,91 '8. 40
29.65 37.37 q2.26 

989 '9.7 '47,09 q3.73
33.82 39.96 '4q.07 q47.4' q9.67 

f "7 - 7'4,1L6 	 0u, 'k--7___---S.97- -£-S 	 qq,6414 40 '11.1 	 52.46 52912 50489 118,903735 ;4,61 48.q7 D7.Os 

53.86 53.k7 51481 49.13 q5.17
39.86 	 6.66 50.51 52.79 

q6*37
53.f2 .4Iqt 53.27 SO.59 
25.q0 31.98 43.61 50*11 
 53.10 51;13 47.01
 
,99.go -99.00 23.59 30.AO 46.53 G2959 

-99.00 28t6 45010 so5 q813

.990oO 099,00 .99.00 999.00 

TABLE A-ic: THE SHEAR NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 5.
 
CONVECTION MACH NUMBER = 8.6
 
SPED 	OF SOUND RATIO. 2;qo VO CODw I
CONVECTION MACH NO#* 8.600 

SHEAR 	NOISE INTENSITy(nECIBELS) WITH FREQUENCY BAND NUMBERS
 
ANGLE SEGMENT I SFGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT 4 SEGMENT S SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT 9 TOTAL
 
1.7019i
(DEG) 	MC 8.2971 7.93880 7.18332 6.24q88 5121616 4,18607 3.22768 i,39112 
A 2W4606 'o-S.9.o- 1,8-.4000 ----- 4--,- 0000---4.&-0 ---- I" ;01OG0t-40 6I80 
12.S7(12) 1,92(13) 25;o3(Iq) 35,17(66) 32973i|71 37,6
So0 	 -S.32(10) .6.88(I0) .17(lo) 6.55(11) 
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*701,A6t 4p.A211R) 4 -q5a
~ ~ 	 -0----.2 *1- -IhIJ2. ~ . 155: 6 t 1 
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1)- 7.93(1) 
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80*' 3q4qQ(39) 4.91120) q7.30120) 59.31f21) S3.19(22) S3.79(23) 53.03(2) o.49(20) 34.82(ZO! 62.81 
-99.00(16) 99gutj0a) 
".100 7.'Su1a3 .04.312- 19.32uft) 23.06(t3) 25.72(10 *7.t15) 27,67116) 26,79(17) Z3.8III71 3'.,Oq 
90*0 -499.00(16) "o9.0016) 19 9 .0 0 1jt) R99.00(16) 	 49.0007 ) - 400(I) ,99.00(39I -89.q6
 
12090 3144( 9) 70.55( 9) 15.95( 9) 20.31(10) 23.A0(li) t6.43(12) 28.13(13) 28W74{0) 26.76(16) 3q,33
 8
13090 I.SS 8) .70( 8) 14.17( 8) 18.651 9) 21.30(10) 8591(j) 27.151Y3) 28sq414) 26*4q(si 33,146
 
|50*0 2.It1 7) 5.08( 7) 10.62 71 IS.21( 8) 19,64t 9) *z.13110) 246QSc 1 25186t13) 24,62(|S) 30,94 
06O ';4.294 6) 2.911 6) 8.47( 7) 13.09( 8) 16.6( 9) ZO;|I(IO) 221S1(1 3 24,05(13) 12.79(141 29.i6 
54t- A1~9(o ~ 1jQ Q,191,41 2,p0 1 tAb jO9,79119 .2..9.t-7451 

4*2q 65,71
38.48 45.29 q9.82 57.7! 53.48 S8S.7 60.66 57,98 

TABLE A-1D: THE TOTAL NOISE INTENSITY AT x/D = 5. 
CONVECTION MACH NUMBER = 8.6
 
DATE nOlSral 





' SEGMENT S SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SGMENT 9 TOTAL
ANGLE SEGMENT I SFGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT 
(DEG) MC 8,42971 7.93880 7*18332 6.24q88 £121616 q,18607 3*2278 2*39112 1.70193 
j 2.26060 2.4 2-0#---- -. 80----4r40----- I -14__I;70000-----I--&000----I-4-O090 t .2 00o I ROOD~ 
35.26 q0,69
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TABLE A-2A: THE WKBJ INTEGRAL AND RUN PARAMETERS AT x/D = 10, 
5(19l) 5(36)) S(I81)
THETA(RAD) S(211, - S(ql) S(61) S(81) S(101) 5(1211 
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TABLE A-2B: THE SELF NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 10. 
DATE 090S73
 
CONVECTiON MACN NOi. 8.60 SPEED OF SOUND RATIO= 2.4V Vo CODE. I
 
SELF NOISE INTENSITY(DECIBELS) WITH rREQUENCY RAND NUMBERS
 
ANGLE SEGMENT I SFGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT 14 SEGMENT s SrGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENf 9 TOTAL 



















































































































































11479tIS). - 38.00(61-- -44.39­
4qk53(15) 40.07(161 16.18 
47441(15) 41.67(171 49.32 
42.79( 1)-..0 1OZT----9 Z.t­
Soj'3(l6) 44.32(17) 52,7 
49;86(16) as 55la8 52.48 
5013(l6) -46.82t181 ....- 3.68­
0O.72(17) 48.l0(I9) 65S,.A 
5j.611j7) 49.4919, 56.A2 
52791i) $1.08120 1-.. 57.05 
t;-35(19) s3.ooz1 66,79 
56.31(20) 5.S62f21) 63'.05 
59,00(21) 48.q6(21) 63,96 
6250(2I) 53.97(20) 66.7 
54,26(19) 91.52(191 65.35 
52.56(18) 19.77(181 63S.2 
48 37(17) 60,09
2( 52.77115) 5336 15) 52,80(16) 51.13(17) 
>, '<"36-qT 1()I. 43,33(14) 47.93(14) S ,0 151 
29.3I(ic)1 '*6.S(10 11v53(111 4,26(11) 47.82112) q927(13) 49;59(I4) 48777(15) 96.10(16) 56.88 
00-0 I tio] 9)0 (10) '99.0(10) lb.q 112) 47. 17(13) 96;82(I1q) 44925(15) 53.57 
914' (ll) 95.5592) '45.1(l3) '12.61(14) sI.45o
39.13( 8) 42.f3( 9)
120-0 22.S3( 67)) ,2.79f 71 35.09( 
8) 	 143#314hI11 43.50C13) 41.07(I') 99.59
 130'0 20.25( z7.5( 6) 32.86( 7) 36.97( 8) 40.051( 932.18( 10) 
101 0. :31t 0_ _ ,6 ) -- 35.0I(-7) 	 38.4(8) qo.36(9) 962(11) '191(12) 3959( 9) 47,87 
36#23( 8) 38*'48 (9) 39.82(10) 4062I(j2) 37.96(131 96.07 150.0 16,21( S). -j3.51( S) 28s88( 6) 33asS( 7), 	 3.74
 34:1 ( 7) 36.30( 8) 37.68|10) 38.13f111 35081s 131 
j12( 5) 26.63( ) 30,82( 6)
160 0 13 95( S 	 39,5(10) 34.94(1I 32#63(13! 4072
 9.St- S---23.34( 5) 27,53( 6) 30 74( 7) 33qb4t 8) 
63.26 614.92 62.22 59.46 70.13
 60.53
143.01 	 99.99 54.07 41.l9 

7419 69.40







! 7zS-36S 50. 1* - S1l02 60.71 3 0, 	 1 
7 	 5191 51.90 49j52 46.35




39.82 q2.46 47.07 	 52.89 52417 55O 
50409 
7I ......4Jt |6
 $3. 97 53,00
1 - ...- 5201-7 53.979, ­17 . ­ 7.64
53i89 51iO0
5905 5.46 5.12 
q0,35 ;7.61 Sj.47 
 5481 52.13 48.17
5.,79 560A6 56.27 
92.85 49.66 53.61 6. 38  
1- . . 38 - -  -- S7.S8---------7:22 55.67 s2;8ss,--.. 
6627 53S59 49.3728.40 39.98 '16.61 53.11 56.12 57.4! 
 50.01

'41.60 49.S3 55.59 56.10 54J13 

-99-e0 .99.00 26.59 
 5919----0*063
 
- 99.0g --. 99.00- ---- 31-26 '9.28 59.11 












SPEED OF SOUND RATIO. 2q.O VQ CODE. I
CONVECTION MACH NO,. 8.60 

SHEAR NOISE INTENSITY(DECISELS) WITH FREQUENCY BAND NUMBEES
 
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT Z SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT 4 SEGMENT 5 SEGMENT 6 SEGmENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT 9 TOTAL 
4ii8607 3-227A8 2-39112 170193
(DEG) MC 6.42971 7.93880 7.18332 6.24988 5;21616 
2 2 2 2 9	 4 7 6 4
 
.I .... -....I5 -.... 20ooo 	 II40O0
-A--- . 60e ------- 00 1 8000 .... I-#-0-0 ..-.-- I oaoo -- 00 " 1.28000 
5.0 -12.32f 7) ;3.68( 7) 3,17(7) 9,65(8) 1t574 9) 21.57(10) 28.03(11) 36027(13) jS73(19! 40.46
 
43.7
50.0 -8.99( 7) e.S'( 7) 6.Sut 8) -1 2.89L ...--..-189I(9!.-g)-0)..-3LA3lt) 41,89|(3) 38,9511i 
94.70(13) 40,95(Is 146,S3
21.Y3( 9) 27.12(10) 33.73(12) 

.s~p -6.76( 	7) 1.68( 7) 8.72( 8) 15.10( 8) 22.97( 9) 18.99(10) 35471412) 17,78(13) q2.491lis q9,I6 70p0 3.53( 7) 10. 561 8) 169q( 8)4.89(7-
79( -32 - .. 3­.. _-3.S9 . 3 
25s0 * 9L6. -
S
S1,33(1 ) q8S7(17) 54.26
 
91 25,73(10) 31.93(11) 38a49(12) 46.94(lq) 
46.0 qw.if 8) 72.q2( 9) 19.35( 	
- 141,0813) $0.73(I) 52,16(16) 49 .89(iAs S5.98 
6.32( 9) 	 74.56( 9) 2,.qS(Io1 27,89(11) 3q.21(I2)
500 

'isaapI) -725(16) 5q,72(17) 63*19(191 60, 0
 1 79.83(11) 26.79(11 334q0(121 46'.Ii II3. 	 s,60(i 62.s560.0 Il6'(lo) 57.63(1) s.6I(l)S5 t8). 5 9) 

6SO 15!0(II) 23.29(i1) 30.36(tt) 37925(13) '44.0161) 
 6( 19i -- L .4­1-- 61--
--- 7-"o0 19 -64Ii 1- L- ..47.9- (134-- ------35.2 IL9 	 62470(19) 52.50(19') 46.46(181 66.012 43.43rI5) 99.64(16) 52.S7(17) 62008(18) 	 37.82(17) 65.01
7S.0 26.55(I40 5.I6(j'4) O3oJl7 .62.31(18) 56.19(19) S679(20) 56.03(16) q3q4(7)
Bu.0 374Q0(16) q.91(17) 

Z.- LC1-s~.l6 61 	 1----4 ~-4 2- i - 5 ­a~~-LL L6
A-8 4 .AW .14& ­




22,32( 9) 26,06(10)' 28,2(1) 30997(12) ',067(13) 
iO0 I0.45( 9) 17.3( 9) 
29943( 9) 31.13(10) 31,79(2i k9.761131 37.33 126.0 6-44( 6) 73.55( 6) 18.95( 6) 23.30( 7) 26,04 8) 	 36.468) 30,15(|0) 31lt.t40) 29.qq(12)7.70( S) 17917( 0I 21.661 6) 25.30( 7) I8.i6|
130"0 46S5t 8) 

' -3 a. LOLj)- IR6812 35'4 i,-Lq-Gb.7-'A ---	2L2 33,9428,88(t0) 27-52412)
ISO~------	 I64(6) - 25,j3( 7) 27.451 9)8.08( q) 	 13,62( 4) "- b.2lA(-s)--",2215000 .891 ') 	 25s;s( i) 27,05(10) 25,79t1|) 32,06
'4) - .- 9eS)t. 9646) -.3sii1 7)160-0 1-29( 3) 5.91( 3) tl,97 A9-t.A 0)1 4 noMff(I) n1I i
 
-1-- -- 9-q-(53Lfl)--- 267( .2)....8sZf44- -)1"AIS
-- . 
6157 63.66 6098 57,2q 68,71
60.71 '56.q8
ql.q8 48.29 52.82 

THE TOTAL NOISE INTENSITY AT x/D = 10.
TABLE A-2D: 

SPEED OF SOUND RATIO- 2.qO VO COEp I CONNVEcTION MACH NO4 8.606 
TOTAL NOISE INTENSITYInECIBELS) -'
 
7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT 
 ? TOTAL 
ANGLE SEGMENT 1 SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT I SEGMENT S SEGMENT 6 $EGMENT 1.70193
4.18607 3.22768 2*39112 






41.3,18 - q39 
6,84 13.76 -X'.'.j'g65 - 2q.73 29.22 33;67 5*0 -.J84 
 5 j.L __.A7 .i9, 
j.S5 	 10.22 - |- 32841I0. 3 Z,760- A7- 0 10.0 ,-	 N9.72
3b.35 31.88 39936 47,63 13,54 
3,83 	 12.49 19.41 2S.28 4s11 52,25
























































50.0 17o33 2r. A9 32.32 37.97 '42,98 47.84 5'465 sq.90 5271 59.+3 























70-0 29.60 37,71 49.30 5Q.39 57.33 r9.97 62.37 62.07 5l.47 66.47 
75.0 - 35-07 93.30 5-.4t 52.45 55.58 64.95 65.66 55.51 54.68 69.10 
80.0 *o134i 417.92 53.31 65.17 59.21 s9,80 59.09 59,61 51.70 68.20 
-40----- 6-.95 52.97 56.39 58.s 8 57.12 56.52 55.01 52.60 149.8U 6*,85 

























































60o.0 14.07 21,38 26.76 30.96 39.18 36.50 37.99 38,46 36.23 14*2 
17oo 10.78 18.08 23.47 27.68 30.91 33.25 3*.71 35,27 3306 41,80 
1'1-32 52.23 !6.9A 63.96 61.97 68,S0 67.07 614,66 61.So 72.49 
TABLE A-3A: THE WKBJ INTEGRAL AND RUN PARAMETERS AT x/D = 20, 
THETA4RAO) 5(21) 5(ql) 5(61) s(s!) 51101) s(t2|) S(141) S(Ixl) 5(181) 
.00 .248U10, .21273+U .t7841+0! ,l8670+01 .11887+0t ,96088+0 .79203+00 .69649+00 .63946+00 









































30"00 .23903oi ,Iq458+0l .lr1l9+01 ,12042+1 .936q7+00 .72035+00 .56621+00 *49489f00 .41958400 
35,00 .21177*oj ..17769+31 .14468+01 .!l132+Gl .88006+0d 466912+00 .52128+00 45661+00 ,37530*00 
9000 .20306+0T .16944+01 .13692+01 .10709 01 ,8l3&7+0 .6093900 .96978400 .41199+00 .3238l+00 
95-00 ,1983388; .I 0 .!l991+01 .10027+01 *75299+0 ,s5737+on .92a67.oo 37449+00 .27922+00 
;0.oo .18907.01 .15180+04 .1U7q+0 .92502+00 .68525+0, .60105+00 .38733+00 .332%3+60 .230q2+00 
.8or17171..o1' .1404661 .2 OSO+OI .83856+00 .6,808+0, *9393'"00 -34800+00 .28255+00 .17*60 00 
60.Or .IS601.61 .12617+6! q7724+00 .72325+00 S3St19+0, ,3642+I00 .30980+00 .21722+00 .10627+00 
65-0 *13755+01 *1.973+01 .83459+00 .60q93*00 -42338+01 .31387+00 .2'400+00 .1897+00 .'3190-01 
































I 7sp 	 1.000 6.150 
MPOD;IED ALPHA IS: *7294
 











 SELF NbSlE iNTENSITY(0E1BELS) WITH FREQUENCY 

-TOTAL
SEGMENT 95 SEGMENT 	 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 3 SEGMENT 	 4 SEGMENT 
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 
 1.7o09i
41.8607 	 3.22768 2,39112 
 5.0zoo
MC Bq2971 7.93880 7.18332 6.24qB8 S;21616 	 szai i.t0f­(DEG) 	 I#a OO0-- ..I*7OOO- 1is6cO0
I . 9D ..... 
43.9
 
31,40 9) 	 35o29(10) 91616(12) 37073'13) 





37.0oS 9) 	 40.97(10) 47t53(12)
27.844 7) 	 32.80( 8)
1S.0 63( 6) 26) 22#02(4) 	 9) 4288(11) 50,41(12) 44.67(I14 5232
 
2391( 7) 	 29.72(7) 31.66(68) 38-92 
00 83( 6) 17.03( 6) 

946 40(I) 53.43(13) 47.32(I'4S-.37
 38.63( 9) 30(10) 

I11.956) ;0.S6( 6) 27.38( 7) 33613( 8) 	 52486(13) '4.54i5 8S548
300 	 43.9910) 4823(1I) 

35.0 13.791 6) ;2.3S( 7) 29,13(7) 34.83( 8) 
39.72 (9) 	
12 -S3 , LII 49.92I1ra 6639-t-9-15J. ­
- 39.96( a )---36.663(-L- --S74- -	 58.013_--7- ;1.24( 7)

---q-4O--1 	 47.69(.) 524SI(I2) 63472(1'1) SI'0(I6 
32.88 A) 	 38.SO( 9) 43.3410) 59,62
17.76 7) 26.21( 7) 	 ,6ltI4) 52.99116)
4S.0 	 554440(I3)

34.95( 8) 	 4;,ES2( 9) 45S,36(I0) - 9482(1) 50.0 1997( 8) 28.30 8) 	 a.f(17) 6O.aSl '-- (" A-S " )-,4-R9--I t7110-1- 7.4-4 LL-----13 1 2 	 isBJ 66,0547 .-2*4 2	 59431(17) satsv6.OOt8! 3,79- --- A070---9 	 60i;tO(IS)) 7, 5 6
-s--o ---- 2-40-4 	 6D,936(lql 59.7T (19a,46(12) 53,71(13) 55*48(13)42.88(11) 5 37(I) SO.3q 2 	 I ) ! 829( 1)n; 6.43(10) (l ) 	 - J Z65.O 28 13.36( 9) 39 . a Z 4 10) W J -- ( |	 IN fI] 66.68L60.0 ZS IS1 9) 	 544 ro 
-70-0 .... 2.-1-1, . ... 46.73(121 -6 2 S L --- 10.23 1111 
S6097171 69.17 
6014) SS,7ilS) 6q.80(17) 65.60(10) SSSO8(8) 
75'0 37.41(13) 45.57(131 S2'44(I) 5 2 59.03(17) 57.26(16) 5452(16 68.35 
80*0 40.4(18) 47.91(lS) S3.30(16) 6q.99(17) 59.19(I8) 
59.79(16) 
4-)- - S) 51s377-l) 66.o2S9. 	 07456.36(1h) 0Lt-) 	  
85.0 45.94417) S2.46(16) 	 63.09

- 54;1311'41 51,37(14I)
sq.00(12) SS.77(12) 56.36(02) 55080(13) 
















































































































































































































TABLE A-3c: THE SHEAR NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 20 
.-­ --............-DATE 09f573 
CONVECTION MACH NO.- £.69' SPEED OF SOUND RATIOr 29*4 Vo CODE. I 
SHEAR NOISE INTEStTy(nEC18ELS) 
ANGLE SEGMENT., I SEGMENT 2 
(OE6) uC 8.42971 ' 7'.938A0 
A 2.24&QO 2.1 2t00 
S-0 -9*32( 4)" -. 88( 4) 
IO.G -S99( 1) 2.461 4 
£8.0 -3.76f q) q'.R(4 ) 
20-0 -1.891 q) 6.53( 4) 
28.0 -. 16( 4) 8.2s( q) 
300 l.54( 4) 9.92( 8) 
WITH FRE9UENCY BANDNUMSERS 
SEGMENT 3 SFGMrNT 4 SEGMENT 5 
7.tn332 6.24488 S;21616 
I.9poOO O.84000 1.70000 
6.17t 4) 12.5S( 5) 18.57( 6) 
9.Std 8) I,89( 5) 21.91( 6)7.88( 
lI.72e 5) 1A.1( r) 24.13( 6) 
13.56( 5) 1q.94( A) 2S.97( 6) 
15.76( 8) 21.63( 6) 27.68( 7) 












































- - -- - -- --- -- - -- -- - -- 
- - --
JS Q.. . . 
Stec| 
. . . 
3 030t 5) 
r , • e 
S 
• ! • • 
1.I Bi) 6,1 
• x 
6) 
6 1:A)2i A- 1k ) 
- '+..( 
- F 8-I2)zq 





37.30( 8) +g 1.06 
413tq.49( 91 
O-(10 
414.66( 107 1 ) 
49,74( 1r) 
53.73( 11 1 
53.59C'i1 )63;79(1IV 
5q.33( 12) 
55, 16( 13) 































--r--l461) --- A 41--6 1 Pl7( } ) i9( ) :6 91 1 
72 









61.9(. IE410( a) 7s.93)) : 1 13,30 1 9 " -24 ',711 3)(I5) S.S7(14)59.19(16) At.3A(I5)t9.79(t71 65.70116)59.03( 1S) SS.SO(16)'I6tIif4) 49.46(S10.82( 1) 69.0268.01 
71i 
- ' 0 
712 4 1(1i1 
'4C (1£ ) 
I 
9, 






19.0lj ( 1 0I 
-1-.:L" ? 113) 
10)












































































3tf l4.ES ( 2)7i."-.S) 
14t) I.,:(:i l 
L ,
13 U j 8'qi : 2 
Z2 1 2) 
2) 1 
2 S. .l 4 1 
'22.96t 
.19.76 


















6 '11 , 7- 1 r a 1].1 1 1 :9 hi 4A66.66 63.98 60.24 71.71 
71 2 r 9 2", 11 
A. 1q % ) 2 4 1 1, , S -7=,:_ 
S11 I it TOTAL NOISE INTENSITY AT x/D = 20 
-i *++ I ) ; ,l 6 
li BLE A-D DATE 090573 
F F -- . ~ I q SPEED eF SOUND PATIO- 2.4f Vo cOo. I 
I I I,!oiI c #NIM)C No. 9,60k 9 
16iAL bl SEC IT N.;ty IpCt 8 L5 ) ' 
-













AN3LE SEGIr4T lirlMI N' 2 SEGMENT 3 I 
O404 1 .70uO0 1 . 604 1.2000 j.928000o* I4qUOU 
AEG)N . 27!01 7,91-242a6s 27.73 32.22 36.67 44.18 91.26 96,9 
4.0 
A h, !61.1 
'I'
" 'lIS I 
2 Istl6O 





















































3 " 12i33 2,,.' 2 27. 7S 
L3- I q 1,t ,, ZiUc C Ty2.50 1 
- - .... 9 31 .33 i2.a6 46 6 	 q 5 1 _ 60,62... . S49,36• "-24 S2 	 37.06 
48.62 54.42 S7.05 55*71 	 60.1664S.0 	 18:12 26.56 33. 24 38.93 93.92 6,3
57.90 557
9S.98 50.89 57.6S 26 33 28.69 3s.32 40.97 	 -SoO 	 t. .. 62*Zs
3.25 	 '48.3! 53.50 53,87 590 .. . 




2StS2 33.73 '46,25 45.89 51.11 56.98 
66 b 	 62.45 61*67 68,81
63-N3
93.34 L19.07 Sq.70 62.58 
60 28,69 36.83 
 6s.27 66.017 ... '7-_-9
47.30 53.39. 60.33 S7.97 
--.. ... 0.71 57-68 72.10
58.56 6799S 6a;66 58o51 38-c7 146.30 S3011 65.65




-2B---&.-­61.4 8 60-12 S9,25,15,0...

--8.. -%- ... 55.'17 S9.59 

9QO39,47 q6.33 5935.1.00 SS77 s6.36 5|937 30
5.8 49.1  

F 49.95 ql2o32 bTBH9A13
49, 526
io0Oa." 32137 39,5| 1Lq5 9 48,31 7.7o 49,52 	 50129 9*S." .. ]J _. L-J-I; ". ' . __ 35.66 4 ).89 49.8Sq 





120.0, 25969 	 9 110430 $2.8043-1 46.35 461Ss 46.7s 
23.36 	 30.614 3S.98 4O.09 
430 ..... 1249-,-33 
130#0" 

€13 ,5 520 5 

. 21'~3- ... 28.62 33-98 33696 
26,63 32,01 36.19 39.39 q1.67 0934G 931.12 	 39.2i 97,21
i50.d ' 19,34 

37.1 8 39-50 	 38&27 --- IkP6 1912.00-­160 tO 17-67 214.38 29-76 33.96 
? L3 ......2*08*, 26.q7 30.60 33.91 36.2S, 37*71 
87 ... _J._ _. 0.
 
64,50 75.9966.96 64.97 68.50 7o.07 67.66 L18-32 55.23 59.98 
TABLE A-4A: THE WKBJ INTEGRAL AND RUN PARAMETERS AT x/D = 25.
 
S1101) S(12l1 StIql) 	 5||81) S(181)








cO ,9850 *6110 "4 

1 9 84 0 ; 27 0 , 3 29 0 ' 6 82 0 5 025 t0=.
 
- .0 0..... . 19 8 5*0Oi -L6 71101 .4 2178 Ol 	 , 73 + 

+ 0 1  

.6 9 2 6 2 +0 0 ,S 4 7 3 9 +0 0
 ,1 40 7 + 0 1 91 4 0 1 7 + 0 1 1 1 7 1 3 6 9 + i 8 0 i7 8 43 2 + 0 0 1 . 9 1 8 8 + 3 +0 0 8 10
O |e 1 0 0T .O 	 . .9 4 93 9 6 9 8 + 0 8 2 + 0 o6 2 a 6 
+ O 0 

.6590S 08 60q05+OO ,50771400









17610 01 .15071+01 .12&1S+01 .10373+01 .896S0+00
20.00 
 O 	 .42099*00
98829+00 480027+00 *6S73?*UO .57625+00 .52076+00 
2SO0,IOS+O 	 .q32OI "]10 

+ 0 4  
 i61228 0 5996+00 .9360 O0 	 .3317+00
30-09 .16927+01 .13937+01 	 .11534 .93502+00 .7S071+Oa 
 3170
 
,.961+01 .88201 00 076250+00 ,56990+00 -S590 3980 

. .35-00 .15780*07 .13326+ 0 
 2 9 0 + 0	 *46662+00 .38870+00 28IS9400
 
.16 1 .82030+00 .64700+00 	 .5220q+o0





45.00 	 141l3q+07 .117AS 0i o9s3sq+0o .75196+00 .59675+00 
.47197+00 

.68773+00 .53324+On q432S4+00 -38381+00 :28901+00 ?7278+00
 SO.Ock ,13237*07 .10966+dY 	 -8AO0l+00 
 12450+00
 
SS.O -12177+D1 .1,)010 1 .79670*0Q .61695+00 

"52975+00 .141112+0,1 435sS7 00 .27592+00 ,16668+00 .60353-01
 
+ 0	 1476!2+0g 63967q+00 .33839+00 '235 9+00 

60-On )1839+Oj ,88158+00 	 .6914S+00 

.10664i0l
4304qq+00 .31073+00 .20977+00 	 .9874601 








14"01 .92525-01 .57346-01 2590
 




75-00 	 .499788+0! ,4isaloO 
.486;9+o0 .84643+00

.57178-01 	 *Z2515+00 

80.00 141899+01 ,31621+Uti	 -22 613*00 









5.000 4500 -I2 239
1.750 1.000 

- MO61FIED ALPHAL IS: .7006 
TABLE A-4B: THE SELF NOISE INTENSITY AND.FREQUENCY AT x/D= 25,
 
2,50 VO CODEs I
CONVECTION MACH NO.- 7.00 	 SPEED OF sOUND RATIO. 

SELF NOISE INTENSITY(DECIBELSI WITH FREQUENCY BAND NUMBERS
 
6 S SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT TOTAL
EGIEPT 7 	 7
ANGLE SEG-ENT I SpGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT 14 SEGMENT SEGMENT 

(OEG) MC 6.86139 6.96181 5.84689 S.083Gq 4.2q571 3,40727 2.62718 .94626 1.3852i
 
-- 2 2 0




S.0 3.67( 6) 72.3I(5) 19.20( 6) 25.0S( 6) 30.t4( 7) 3W,475( 8) 40.43(10) 39,89(1$) 37".90(13 44.97
 




16.0 9.38( 5) 18.02( 5) 2q.901 &) 30. 6( 7) 35.86( 8) 4O!52( 9) q6.55i(0) 45,29(11) 434-3(13) 50.71
 20.0 11.33( 5) 79.9S( 6) 26.83( 61 32.68( 7) 37.78(8) 91 48.93(10) 46.93(12) 45.16(13)S2*'7# 52.70,
 
-5-- 28.60( 6) 	 39,54( 8) 44.29t 9) SI.5*'610) 4,3fl(l2)6-6-7--- 6 4 L-­25-0- -3.1 -71.70 6) 3q.44( 7) 

30.,0 14.93( 6) 23.5D( 6) 30.34( 6) 36.16( 7) 41.27( 8) 4A.09( 9) q8.q9(I) 99#654f12) *8O8(I4 54.S8
 
37690( 8) q3.02( 8) 47.95(lO) ss0-1l11) 50.91t13) q9,5(lq) 58.13
35.0 16:75( 6) ;s.29( 6) 32409( 7) 

9) 5.00(4O) S1466 I1 52.22(13) So.98 	(.S 1 S8,6040*0 18.67(-6) ?7.-17( 7) 33.94t 7) 39.731 8) 44.871 

4SO 2072 7) 79.17( 7) 35.91( 8) 41.69( 8) 46.98t 9) S203(10) 55.OS(12) 53.64(14) 52,36(lS) 59.83 
500 22.91( 7) 31.31( 8) 38.01t 8) 43.79( 9) 99.n9(I0) 5s231I) 5S.88It) SS,06(Iq) 53.90(161 61.46 
-6-0------ZE3-34-81.. 3.68( 8) 40.361 9) 46.17( 9) 5.1,68(10') S2.03(12) 57.12413) 56j69(15) 55.62(16i - 62.32 
60.0 28*11 9) 36.41( 9) 43,09( 91) 49.01(1) 55.64ThI) 59.q7'(13) s8i82(lq) 58.60"(16) 6703.117) 6530 
6,0 31*37( 9) 39.601O) 46.39(10) S2.64111) 52.68(12) 60.26(14) 60492(I5) 6g*78(1) S'183(17) 66.$0 
70-0 - - 36.5611) q3.891(i) so.97(12) 51.7413) 61TOIl4) 827115) 63.57(16) 53i j7) 680C9*2911,6) 

7so 37-37(I2) ;5.09( 13) SO.812(13) 61.10(14) 64.31(16) 66.18(16) 8.29 (17) 62.08(16) S6.44(15 
1 70-.2
 
Bopo q8i23(15) s6.qOfh) 62.35116) 58.68(6) 60.27(17) 6.3A.(16) 59.8i()j) 8.5914 S68 ) 68.SD
 
-
8 Sp a 43.-SlS) 0.18(1q1 63.86(Iq) 57.88(1q) 58.97(13) Sa.913) 57,88|133) 56,45I3) 53.33AiIM 65.,83 
2,21(t3) 63,37
.90so 38-90(1) 45.95(It) 50.73f1l) 53.98(11) 55.94411) $6.7b(12) 56.31(12) -54I(13) 

49.2q( e) 51.p9( 9) 53.51(10) 53.79111) 52,28111) 50932(12.1 6009
I0ooll 32.90f 7) 40-18( 7) qsqO( 8) 

t10.O 29.29( 5) 16.67( 6) 42.03( 6) q6.101 7) q9.nS( 7) So.9q( 8) 51t74( ?) 60.27(10) 1873.11) 574,6
 
39,49( 5) '3.68( 6) 46.79( 6) q.89( 7) 99.96( 19) qa8*53 110) 47.28(11) S5.85
120.0 26.6q( ) 1.OS( 4) 

13oO 24.qS 3) 1l.88( 4) 37.37( q) 41.62( S) q4.8q( 6) 47.08( 7) q8.32( 8) 46;93( 9) 45.88,(to) 54.14
 
1) 	 -- - q3s-02( 5) 45434( 6). .26.70j 73 '45,31(9 9 tI)4q -_ -S­4' 2-47t 9~i-~auAl%1 	 393-7 4 
tisoqa zaisj 2) ;7.97( 3) 33, 5 0( 3) 37.831 9) 'I.isI 5) #3is3 6) q9.974 7) 43,641 8) 2.85410i SO.7Y3 
' 
1604' i8.274 2) j.73( 2) 31.281 3) 35.62( 3) 36,971 9) Mj.39( 6) 12'8B( 7) q5,57( 8) qiO85( 9) q8,63 
'st- lif0~g.....1 p2-Al~4 -3L-- 32.3SI3. - 3S.721..1 381.651 ~39.68t J) 384371(- 7t±I~t.$ 
98.02 j5.73 61.36 62.97 66.D7 67.96 67.01 66,80 63.33' 73.?9
 
A2 a83 7 A3*37 82,72 81,77 8040 70.q8 75.80 72,06 66,77 
37.37 qS.09 50.00 53.61 55.95 S6.52 66.65 3489 50,71 
39.45 	 q7.07 S1.70 S5.3 67.68 S7.38 56,27 51j30 50.98 
A 
" i 53.SA S6q4 ------- 8*- 50-27.-- qA. 32- -5 4 
79 -- - ­
'4.27 51. 3 55.92 S8.0 59.41 59'16 57,62 55431 63.6q 
95.89 t2.59 56.72 59*16 60027 59*93 58.29 5s85 52,03
 
-a &)3 Oj --S- ~ 9- 60.32 ­
3q4 51.02 50.32 55.78 S8.47 99.97 69.21 56J83 52,89 
13,60 20,50 37,32 q7.31 53.e%8 57. o 59.00 57.12 53.33 
~9-f0-	 -r2,7 57- QJ52 DoA900 --- - 2s142tLA3 	 5 --- 57o7 - -5 ___­
.990go "99.00 -99.00 W99.00 99*oo 9176 5#9.2 56026 	 54.09
 
TABLE A-4c: THE SHEAR NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT X/D = 25. 
SPEED OF SOUND PATIOs 2.S0 Vo CODE- I
CONVEcTION MACH NO.. 7.00& 

SHEAR NOISE INTENSITY(DECIZELS) WITH FREQUENCY BAND NUMBERS
 
8 SEGMENT I TOTAL
 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT q SEGMENT 5 SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 
2.62718 1.94626 1.3862?ANGLE 
SEGMENT I SEGMENT 

(DEG) MC 6-8639 64618! 5.84689 5.08304 4;24S71 3,40727 

31.211 7) 40427 8) '1,171 91 39.061il! qs.25
s.C ... 0( 3) q. l( 3) 11.534 4) 18.104 51 24,48( 6) 

6- 27.4t 34-1 4.3( 7)- 93.SA----9 47A( 91 4-3"' 86 
4qA(8) q6t q( 9) 4q. 94(30 0.08
ppp ~4 4 3 4..7LJ4.9.9o--44----2v-4-t 
iS 0 357( 3) 10.011 q) 17011( ) 23.72( 5) 30.iq9 6) 36-96 7) 96 	 52.0639-960 7) 9.004 8) q.O(1O) 46 09 ill| 20#0 3.5( 3) 11.89( q) 19.01( ) 25.614 5) 32.g6( 6) 02 t~ -- stL
'-npI el 13.631 4) Z~ 5.u 1*7.35-4-SB--33. 851 &-3- 40.871 7) 8) 48.49 9) 5oS8(10) 48.85(12) 64,56
 
300 6.99( ) 73s4 ) 22.47( 5) 2909( 6) 3S.64( 6) q2 83( 	 58, 8

- S77 ) so0 131 21 

3 60 8.71 1 q) i77 l)( S) 2q 224 5) 30.87( 6) 37 604 71 99.93( 8) 6 3 94 
9) 	
IAIM s64139.5 1q.71 47-32( 8) 55.52(10)- 52.99 11-.)--.- I 5 
. 4e.O 10.604 S) T .981 S) 26.10t 5) _ 32.78( 6).-
28.16 61) 3q.90( 7) 91.83( 8) 60.19 9) 55.85(10) 54429112) 52.83C141 59.86 96.0 12.65( S) 71.02( 6) 
- -- - -- 
----- 
- - - -
1-1041-9.jlA 5) 2,3 pZS( 6-)1 3.*1 6 37,27( 73) 444.-4,9-( 18) "S:3 0694 99) ~S'6i62(') 565P) t~ 7ttq1 5 9 S7 ',9,(,T') 6 a' 3) ;56 .48tIS,)-- -I - -4-0 9 4(6 8 ) - 4.7.'7,9( 9) IQ .03(1i)• 643 -(") '9 -18(12-1 -5a 3 6( 0 44) 't 86CIS) "&S5-3 43.661(9) 52. 30iA10)
2 0,Oi;S6( 7) ; t9,( -7) 346 .128( 8) 560 ' ('16 6,1 b36( 1,3) 26'99(fS 1,*83C I ? 66.-30 21AQII 8) 3-29,86( 8) 4645,0( 9) 4q8.15,9,1IO) S .( II .. 8 42)65.0 
) 92( It.)-- 0744(I1 .,8!2(W45 1 1 I '( 56 !8t.4 L0A384 &4,09 . 6 - 0 1,112) 6-. )( &3) l47-.60 (14) 70.1029. 80 - .. -- ) .. 58 29'4IS) S7 34(j"4)70.40 ,6.714( ) A6..38 lS)
7"G ,i0 II SO0.8'2f'12) 61.70(13')
37.3'7.. l)'( 

8168( vS) 60.27 (-15) 6.,,36C1'4) SO.O9 (1:3) ,446,72(1,3) -'40.36t1.3) .7iqs9
8-0.0 '9 ,37O4 |,4-,) &2.78 (Y9) 
_42A ..----qS
0(9C ),3)7 ' .. .
36.22 (+V,,z) - 2
0 2) "99'.0 tOJ ) - 99*s00l|2l 8 9,6'q 6
 <9, 0.lOt1 - ) =99 00(410) 4'2.'05§ (1 9q-'39 |1.) -  - 1& .§ co,O ) P28O()(  9.00 -*00 9 .,99.00( 9) T999,00( '91 12)- 3.891 '2) 
) 3 1S6 414,?2
O 1 {I3
31.23( 7) 33.87( 7) 35,137( 8) 35k.66( 9) 2-3392(11 o.0 15. 22.,42( 6) 27,46( 6)
, 3( -6) 
 7) 37,Y36,( -!A 36.9( 9) __ 4 04S 4. 0-M.--A-.43L4Z ( 4 ",,0 37-C28 '7) -36.-3'2( 8) .3S-..36( 9) 43.04L0 l.2,9,( 4)- 26.63f 1S) -- 30,8,3( -5) 341 4 h ) 36-,2S( -

3) 9.b2,( 3) 26.-I-I 3) 29 ,r4( L4) 3,3.061 5) '5S,67( 6)
I2O bO ,2.39C 35,87( 8) 3S,.33( 9j 42.3V ( 3) 31.-O ( l,4.66( s) 36.60( 6)1'030.- ( 2) . 6( 2) 23.53( 3) 28 63. _.7)_3St.-SQ 4 - 8) 14 -,38 9 9 
.2 .t _ 2_ _ 26 s64 3 ) . 3,0.3-9 4 4 ) - i2 (92 _
0 0.., -: - .- 337 8( 71) :3i37.6( 8) 40,06 7 2 20 .8 - ) 2-188( 2)- 28,.78( 3) 3|.,2t ) 34i23( .) 
ISOtO -- 0( 1)t -,1-4,52( 1) :3'8;26) -3200t -7) 329+3fi 
18.0 (l ) 22,81( 2) 26.77( 3) 294,98( q) Z3.38( - -

.2.q (0(i,600 .061 - ) 
.288 t-ZL ±L hJ 1 2 I
 






TABLE 'A-4-: .THE TOTAL-NOISE INTENSITY ,AT x/D =,25. 
'2,*,Sn 'Vo ,CODE. I
CONVEcTIOJN 'MACH NO.- 7.00,; SPEED OF SOUND 'RATIOS 
~~ 
-TOTAL NOI.PE ,jpfENSITy(,rE I,BEL-S) 
8 SEGMENT 9 TOTAL
SEGMENT' 3 SEGMENT" 4-SEGMENT S SEGMENT" 6 SEGMEN~T "1i SEGMENT 

4618l S.,8q689 S.,830,4 .q,24571 3 ,-40727 :2'.6'2718 j0.94626 1.3852i
 
-NGL -- SE M T-I--- SEGENT2 

(DEG) MC ,6.86139 6 .-

A -- --- Q----------- 2.0-O --- 94000----4 .-7S0O- --. 6.0000--- --.4 -- 9000---- - 4 .Cgoon-- .~"
i.SO0 - -.-.
43.S6 -'4sa 41.53 4'1.:-2
SOO . 435 j2,96 19.88 26,85 31 .1-S 36.34 
- O! "7......7 16.t37-- -- 2,..29----9.26 -... 34.60 39,79--. 9-'46. 4 .66
 48.91 '46,9? S$3 Z81
36.89 '42.10 '49 .S3
it.0 6;oS j'e, 66 25,.7 31.S4 
9 44 ,,7 51,97 - :S015 ,48*166 65j7920,0 It!9 io. Sp .27.4q9 33,.45 38.81 

',9 
- 22.36 - 29426 - 3S .21 - - - 7 -45.92 - 'S4.7,2........
* 51--j3.79 
,r1.So 513, r5 I1.,49 678
I00!5,7 214. V2 3!,00 36.,94 '42,32 47.77 

'360 0173P 25.,4 '32 705 38.68 '444.09 149,.7 1 
 Se491 :5437 572,18 t 61,37 
. . &S.63- 5 ....6'-U72.WO.53 .45.99 511..87 Se.-2 S939 27.78 34.60 
 Sal48 - 56,;'97 .5,.61 62,'06 
'5 0 2135 29.79 36.58 142 .,S 48.06 S4 ,40 

's66.o 23-SS 31.94 
 38.71 444.66 50.38 S7-,62 59..28 .S8.38 _S7,10 6i0 3 
, 55.0 60.48 .59V95-------ssBi-- 65.282c;- 9,9 '34.34 '4110 47. 13 53.17 
&P81 68,8
43,91 50o,12 56.09 62683 62.12 61,79
6000 28*81 37.13 

63.S8 64&16 63,90 64.0' 69.23
 61.0 32-16 40.07 	 47.38 59.08 S5.69 
 65.96 66.71 58.32 6006f 71.00
 
- ... 3.7.. 	 52.43 6.76 64.q3 ­
75.0 40,38 118,lb 63o83 64.42 67.54 69.29 - 61.30 63.3q., 56.9 73.28 54.8 71.02
63.37 60.31 58.87
80.0 	 51,65 59.74. 6r.58 61.69 63.28 6 
S .. 8.0 -- 59.10--- - 57;9 56.q9 .53t3 66.12 .- r .'I5.
at-. ------ 2..--. 9 
 52-2t 63.37
 9010 38.90 45.95 	 SQ.73 $3,98 5S.94 S6.70 56.31 5.81 
52.34 £O38 60,1S

'9,31 S1.96 53.48 53,8s
100.0 32,97 40.26 447 	 9 

.. . .. 9O SO 43 q.q 8 57,1!
110*0 29.42 -. . 36,79 42.16 -... 6.23.- . . . 9 - 6 .0&_a 49.10 50.19 q6,79 47.S6 S6.87
39.65 43.84 46.97
120.0 26.80 34.21 

'6.24 5sql
1.61 4S.05 47.32 	 48660 47.26
130o0 24.63 32.06 37,65 

3	 
. ASI.73-----.36.... 52.81.6.A3 44s$82&A 30--I 	 - ... . 39.9A. _.-
A-40i-n 

38.04 4t.39 43.82 45.32 44.07 q3.35 51,09
16090 20.70 28.16 33.70 

q.69 43;25 42.02 q1.39 49,41
160.0 |8-,q7 25.93 31,48 36.8q 39.22 	 38 27 
- - 95.82
.. . .. ------.... 
38.8522-65-. .......-8-2t. .. 32.SR....... 3 5 a38.47.9.... .
170 0 15 1. .--.-----
65.12 76,39
65.21 68.58 70.64 69642 67;77
50-92 58.62 64.19 

TABLE A-5A: THE WKBJ INTEGRAL AND RUN PARAMETERS AT x/D = 30. 
THETA(RAD) s(21) Sf ) 5(61) 5(81) St10I ) 5(121) S(Il1) 5(4 1) S(181)
 
.00 ,l4 4 0 2 +Ol .12772 01 11215+01 .78q34000 687768+ o .82193*00 .76473+00 .67046+00 .56tI7400
 
.60766*00 ,49801+00
10.00 .13735607 .211S*01 ,16567+0Z .92067*00 181537+0 47620100 .70272*00 

,45285+00
jis0o .13238.oj .11629+01 .1 40,01' ,87476+00 .7712340 *720S9+00 .6s88q o .5620000 

567A6+00-- - 0o.
20.00 .l272.ot0--- .11132*0t--- .9,.45700-o.2-902000 

.91551+00 .78582200 .68848*00 .64396+00 .57495*00 .97582+00 *?6q87+00
25O00 .12216+0T .I,6q6+01 	 3

.4274500 031S98+00
30.00 	 11619+0 .1,0001 .86216+00 .73625*00 .64 7540+ 460231+00 .52865+00 

61 Ao -io3 to 0__ ,36245+0a. -Z2099t0t
1 jaU3a-*gj .qEaag 0 - .at 1uo_ 
.10271*oi .88215*0o .7q623+00 .63176+00 156461*0 51363+00 .4292+00 .322t3+00 .21097+00 
46.00 - ,96*86.0 -823S 8.0 .69q98+00 .5891q+00 152489+00 .47696+00 .38599*00 27736+00 *16628+00 
500) .8sb35.oZ' .25889*o . .goO* --. R1t_.._3t8._4~O0 -._33A'.S*o *22764+oo .l11825+00
 
55.0n .79786+0; .680S3*00 ,57S38400 .49883+00 4q4gOq7O 0 .38128+00 .27727+00 *16S53+oo *62511-0
 
6000 .7080S+0: .60837+0Q .52371+00 .q7844Q0 02140+0 .32808400 .2186q+00 .10880oo 019636-01
 
6500- .6(569+0 .sjstI"OO *ql902*00 .. qR545+G0 .36108+00 425571+)0 -- Aq400*00 0q 349 O - .77145-!02
 
70 Oq N55,64+ 0 .61923+00 .4s7S3+00 .37106+00 4266q6400 ,1540+*00 .52302-0| .1212202 ,10042600
 




00.00 .28335 0+ .17478+00 .75189-01 .q706 82 6ssq4l6o ,20006+00 _ 2066to0 .721gl+0o - .1112801 
"CARD'-ZNPU.'F<OR NMMAX'. A.AMC, THETA, 'AN W? WNO
 
.0E 'A ft'1 O'pWR1l NTbi mUib:N
 
SF PI8 
- 'LP)IL 	 LIl 
.3 6 .9,'I
i7Sb 7 ,0900 3.850 
TABLE cA--5s,: £HE SELF %NOISE'INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT -/ ':30.. 
NO XODEr I
,C,NVEc'TiON MACH 'NO.- S.,qO6 	 'SPEED OF SOUND RATIO l260 
'EL'N6S ,iNTENsITY(ED,qE'IBELS)WITH F.REQUENCY BA'ND NUMBERS
 
'7 TOTAL7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT
1S SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT3 SEGMENT 4 SEGMENT
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 
 2,678 q 6 '22'60A8 |,50 10 1406865
 (DEG) MC S.2937 4.98983 4.51046 3.92120 3;27527 
 t,. 1-Anflp-., 32P~'c0O r. Onn 
81 ',3'544 9) 38670(10) '8.61(12) '37*73(,3) 146,61
 
-1.00 5'iP 6) 7.492P( 6) 21.19( 6) 27o231 7) 32.958 28,---f--#2-tsAs8" 
.. -42-i09-(-IO----A2-iO5 u'2! l-.0-oO---------r7-a*U6-)-.... 	 24+,64-(-74----3-.641---- 36.115( 
'46.79( 9) 44314 11) *414,32f12) 43'1q7(I'4I £1.28
 6) 7)
15'.0 I'lj.49A 	 6) 1.O71 26.'.9( 33.06( 7) 3C.87( 8) 
 7s28.,828.96( 7) 3S.01( 8) qO.9q(.8) q7.,59( 9) 46.08(11) 96,15( 12) qSv.321l1
20.90 !3.6( 6) 22'403( 6) 

30.0 57,QB( 6) 05.64( 7) 32*57( 7) 38#71(8) '449W 9) 9.1s(t0I '49,IOclt) 49;3J(i3) 48C85) 55,7 
3Sd. i84l( 7) 27r'( 7) 34,#38( A) '6*S7( 8) 47.08(.9) SO.09(1o 50,S3(12) 0,79(1.3) '9'96(IS) 56,99 
8) 38.39( 8) 4q,82( 9) 49.431i0) 52.',4"(111 s3,651 1') 53.96(04) W3,06(161 59.94 4S.0 22.92( 	 7} 1.921 
8) 13.66( 8) 40,69( 9) 47.'l(tO) S'. fII) 390([l2) 55.341131 55.59(15) 54 65(161 
61.99 
50.0 26-17( 	 3 ­
-_,S5 - 7 5 9- 9 ...... a * 9 21-10 1- S i931 Q o- - 53.82(11) .... 7 4(13) - -Iq) -6	 , 
&6.g 30.,80( 9) $9.36(tO '16.931(I') q9.39(11) 55.23(12) S7,8O'l3) 59.31(16) 9,:2216) 58986f60 66.10. 
3 j8q(lI) 4S71n1 l) sq.08(12) S7.71(13) 6i0501q) 61,54(1,6) 61;36(1,6) 52,48 16) 67,00 ,650 3q 94(I) 4	 68-?tj638t88i 
70.n 3__ 	 2 1 4 10-(2)-.2-.6(I3)---- 6S1.26l,3L.S&.232L'5) . .3,39(163 16 1S8.9-(­
S7.OS(4) 62.03(15) 64.f0(16) '99.19(16) 58. 1 7(1) 59,07(1,5) 54189(l4) ,68',94
 ?s.,0 41.76(13) e.3q(14) 

q9.3q(lS) I.)8(l&) S5.72(,16) S8.16(t6) 59.f(IS) S8 -741I'S) 57.54(j-4) 56;91(14) 53,67('4 66,11
80.0 	
56.38(13) :55.38(1.3) -.52.611.3).-... 0­
-Gs-o . -- .S.I 1 .at51,73i"13)-- S .72(131 56iqO'(13) S6,93(13) 

55.3S(12) -t4, q(-3) 6 't,82'l3) 62.15
 90.0 	 36.2(11) 43.56(ll) 48.60(1) S2l4(ll) 5438(12) '3.444 I2) 

9) 48a52( 9) St.35flo) 53.03(10) 53t55()1) 52413(12) 60*3qi(12 59,.7s
i0O.0 3i5!( 8) . )9.oa(44#49( 
49.6I( 8) 51.S 4 9) 5I.98(J1) SOQ47(1I) 9q.3o12I 	 51..8 
--1-1040---- -28(--7)------46061.-)- 41463$ 7) 45.88 8) 
4 7 .C5 1 7) 99.3 2 ( 8) 50.52( 91 98.98(10) '17.81(111 	 56,17 120 0 26.071 6) 13.70( 6) 39.36( 6) 43.74( 7) 47.72( 8) 994111( 9) '7,56(10) 46.59(11) Sq.77
130.0 24.O3 5) 31.69( S) 37.39( 6) q'.R7( 6) qS.29( 7) 
 8) L164111 9 .. qS,301 ­
• 2 0 1o, I -7 2 J-9L --	 091(5) 43.60i 6) 46o12( 7) 47*66- "-) .36*57++-5) ..... q0 
 4604( 8) qq.Sit 9) 43.61(10) S1,02
'4.al4 6) 442( 7)
i|Oo0 20.25( ) j7.93( 4) 33.701 9) 38.26( 5) 
 42,50$ 9) $u.8800(l '959
 jS.7( q) 31.52( 4) 36-10( S) 31.691 6) 442:34( 7) 	 4q403( 8)
160*0 18.06$ 3) 	 8
91 8)9. 14( 6) 404 7t 8) 39.3S( L 
. 4( 3 t,.J-g-al--_arL-6(
4440

66.74 65,32 63.06 7300
63.34 66.23 66.32
918.31 S3.46 59.05 

86.21 78.64 76,45 73,43 69,24 	 6334
 'At2. 8257 82.09 8133 

. 6_ 5134 37i4q 45.18 - 023 53.93 S5.87 _....	%A* 
S722 56.35 59q38 S61q639.18 q6.81 S1.62 55.06 56.71 

5757 5784 56.78 5q#67 51962
 41.07 q8S4 5307 56.21 =8.p9 --- 57.9I 64.97 61lofn
$8 S
p 2 o99 0O:
2 2 54-.- W72 
520*0
 
q'4Sl $1.38 66.52 58.08 S9,07 	 SG.9s 57.63 SS&29 57,97 55j60 52.24
 44.s2 51.00 S55 58016 59039 S9.28 

52.72
57.J5 58.54 58.10 56,06
33.32 39.79 q8.00 63.09 

S6.73 57.57 56411 52.95
38.19 46&04 53.,8 	 5 9 n ;;, 13 . . .19.14 26s2S 7 6 . .	 53 2 0 __5 A12. ­
.99 0- - 9 9 nn 1 A 9 1 ~ 
53.77 55,27 53.29
 
.99i00 -99.00 099,00 9900 35.22 4701 

THE SHEAR NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 30,TABLE A-5c: 

SPEED OF SOUND RATIO. 2.60 Vo CODES I
CONVECTION MACH NO-- s.4O6 

SHEAR NOISE INTEtSIT(nECIBELS) WITH FREQUENCY BAND NUMBERS
 
SEGMENT S SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT 9 TOTAL




 (DEG) MIC S.29307 4.98483 4.61046 3.92120 3;27527 2.62A46 	 )O01I Inft
 
A 103 2-.-21000-----pD-- .9nn--- Booo IqooO 
40.19(101 19#10411! '805Sq4513( 7) 40.37( 6)
S.0 1-24t 4) 9.73( 4) 17,06( S) 29413( 5) 31.67( 6) 

'* 3 rnpgi
&-S- j'4(-6 	 -. 943-8 4 I A4&t.J~-1q 47.20( 7)2o..-36- 2-
'+71(l0) 4q*64(12l 52.8£
 29*90( 6) 37.57( 6) 48-2S( 7) 15081( 9) 	 1
£6.0 6.9219) iS.92( 4) 22.78c S) 	 48.99( 8) q7.50( 9) q7.4(10) 46*37(12 53.90
 z473t S) 31.90( 6) 3P.'69( 7)
200 8'4( 14) 17.35( 5) 	 45--1
8) q4 ;951 9) - .... 8-954-4 -) !47 . ll )
7 (-A)....-41.75( 7) 49.68$ 

-2.-
93.95$ 7) SrI.46( 8) 503510) -So,40(1) q9931411 56,97
----
1-0 6414- - 79.1-4t -S) .2 S . ... 3 3­
12.94( S) 20-95t ) 28.39( 6) 3s.70( 6)
30.0 	 S1.31( 9) S1.70(10) 51;78(12) 80,68(13) 57,7937.71( 7) 46,40$ 8)
36.0 14.29( 6) 2.81( S) 30.2"(6) 	
-S9,334'O0( 7) 49.46t 8) S2.371 9) 53,171 10) 53t27( 	 42,-U3 6V. 40.0 16.32$ 5) i4.BS L 6) 32.q01 6) 
45s0 18#50(' 27.051 3,4.69-( '42.r.71' ) 9 wc-) 5-3.52|101 Rt). 62'(,1'1:) 5 ,i7011 3)r 53-4 S1 (,1"4 60Ol*E6 6) 7V 7 q-4 8 ' 
S0*0 2699( 6,) 29.9( 71 37.38( 7) q5.73( 8) 56.o9( 9) 51.92(10) 56r216121 56420(13) 54.97(101 62.60
 
4 . 454z-----4D.73(7~p~ 8? -olt-i~-~.no--~ 66(60) 58400(1 i1i 57,841(I~q ----S6-.AatIM....Aia.3 
'A.6 3,58( 8) 9) 4939(r1O) 56.1811) 58,71(12) 59.90(13) 59.6(1895t 65.95} .'-"27.73t..8) 456.30 

6i:tJ 2 j5o( 9) 6.7 1,i10) 58.03(i1) 58.S9112) 61.17i13) 61.92(1*1 61,48,15) s2.q8tl 67.45
'0"':33 I0(y1 • 
3S.a90O' 4.4 0L .*(t .... 8 021 -.. 2.Il atlL 64-.02 asL-
55,-4-- 4 s(p.Q71 i 0 AA.9S 
75,0 42i92!121 51.37(12) 57.9113) 62.64(13) 65.11(l41 S9.10IS) 58.417(14) 52,19(13)' q4,.93113i 68.77
 
86.0 	 5o-oBH'.. r1.381-,) 5S.72(1q) Sa.i6(15) 59.61(141 - 1.17(t3) 47.13(131 q413(12) 38.79(12) 63.B8' 
0- 3-- -*4*#)--r38.-S4-0--). 1t '-..4-8--I2) ----- 440.4-3-2If------)9-34lfl- -37#374 It)-.. 3,a8{i244.6472L.. .9 
0 "99*00io) *99.00(10) -99.oO(O) .99.bo(1o) 99ooti) .99.00(1t) 4-9.001(i -89,q6 
gooUts&v .7(71 27.96c 7) 3Zj.81( 8) 39.49( 81 360001 9) 36.2&(10) 34,1464 10) 3'2.0S(li~ 42., 
s2(' Liltg& sA~L-- 9) 3, 3 2t 1i ( 1"1- -	 L4.S6 4.4t2J.4--7t4t 84.--- a8. B5(c R. A 'I'l&t.­
120.0 14 i0 4) 21.0,( 4) 27,0q, 5) 31.58( 5) 35.181 6) 37"81. 7) 39i37( 8) 38,084 9) 36.93(101 44.98
 
*3a'0 	 12.58 3) 20902( 3) 25.75( 4) 30,qS'{ 4) 34.271 6.) S7-9( 6-) 39110:( 7) 38.001 8) 37,26A 9) 44,67
 
..... .l,-06f 3. -2-..31..) .... 3 O3 S- ,---,38-4-7-------3-72'( 9i
L '-32 I A 8) .A4A9 
- 95o'038(->P '688e 2)' "22.4721 3) 27.59( 3) 31.61.)q 34.89( 5) 37.24(' 6) 36;38(8) 36.294 9) 42.63 
l ' "i32 2 i8,3( 2) '26;69j S) 2S,611 3) 29.73tN) 3.3)06) 3-.152 6) 3474( 7) 34711 81 91,13 
70.O 4.' 7s a V %I 9A .24 o b7). 	 7a qtgr4( 38.I." 

48.69 s2.ql 58.38 62.89 65.90 65.30 6S.69 63042 60.S6 72.36 
TABLE A-SD: THE TOTAL NOISE INTENSITY AT X/ = 30, 
CoNVE TTON MACH NOis 5,40O 	 SPEED OF sOUND RATIO- 2.60 Vo CODop I
 
6 	 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT 9 TOTAL
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT 4 SEGMENT 5 SEGMENT 
3;27527 2.628q6 .2.02668 1.50140 I.0686i
(DEG) mC 5. 2937 q.98483 4.*1046 3.92120 
,D aa-ooo---I?-a-n-Ioo I.SipQQ	 tz-6 
7aO'4 jS.S9 22.61 28.96 3S.37 47.42 42o62 42.48 ;'4I"'4! 50.40So 
AAI 118 -.49,5k- ---1- ~j4.R '4.7 3.20
-- 10.0- A- J46- !t.9 
41,28 50.59 qSalq - q8.08 N17.11 5q.9515.0 1,2.79 21.35 28,39 34.77 
49,85 19&86 "18.81 56049,20'0 11476 23.30 3.35 36.76 43.37 5136 
52.88 82478 52.90 -),9) S 30.0 18.36 26.91 33.97 40,47 7.q7 
 53.34 60,423S0 2019 28.73 35.81 42.39 49.76 63,75 546j7 64,33 	 Afn














































































































































42.64 50* 6 
sl #1­
51.&46 55.98 61.74 66.13 69,08 6885 69.26 67,48 65.00 75,92 
TABLE A-6A: THE WKBJ INTEGRAL AND RUN PARAMETERS AT x/D = 35. 
(4 s161) S81) StI0l) 5(1211 - S(141) - SI I) S(lei)TIH4TA RAD) S-21 1 SlilI )" 1 
62830+o0 .SI616*00
 
.00 .118045o .108 43+O .996B3+09 ;93206+00 189936+00 .83009+00 .73591+00 
'to 40+ 0a160p 1 pj ojjLp3 0p3 97 110)4 
 1 1 1 1 9 .66933 00 .S6|16400 ,qq922*00
8 1.118;0i u 6 *01 .930009 .86770*00 183478+00 .76421+00 

1 6 1 .621q1+00 .51300+00 ,0090400
$*00 : 0 q*Oj ,96791+06 .88393400 .82276+00 &78936+06 ;71718+00 

9 463373+00 .53512400 .qzsz00 .31363+00
 2500 6737*0 .8790q+00 80052+09 .7q862+00 71097#00 
..




30.00 .920 q+O .82664+09 .75283+00 .70891+00 ,6tq98+00 

- . r~l9 -21 a ---. 5-.o-,-t-*l0 2t7A+7 Aas:O ---- * 010 '------ 4~p ~ - 04* 4 2659*00 ,1572$400





qs5Of *7'67+Q 968472+00 .63999+0 .60738+00 #53635+06 ;&4212*00 *3343qot 

"-145+40----.39 8- 00.-...B565 
O4---*7741AOO 772-ilL­50.00-- +0 t--- *6S532AG6---*&3027-+-00--57883+00......7 0 1 0 0 
.29591-0100 .53q2900 .q4426+00 13391900 .2273+o0 .11903+0055*00 .65778+03 .64310+00 .66248 
.639 '0b1 ,53Sq4-03








.36006+00 .27780. .13916400 *44938-0; ,q6?19'02750.q7195+0! 
...- 14BDO 439.1345±00. .648700 .98067to 1396Lt01.70.00 .12459,0 .44899-0& 6396_1=03--_-oT227-








1.600 1.000 3.080 

'MOO fIEO ALPHA IS. .6190
 
TABLE A-6B: THE SELF NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 35, 
nok E n9Q5S7 _-._ 
CoNVECTiON MACH NO*. 4.3Oj SPEED OF SOUND RATIO- 2.60 Vo CODE. I
 
SELF. N6IsC.INTEN§ITYIDECIBELS) WITH FREQUENCY BAND NUMBERS
 
3 SEGMENT '4 SEGMENT 5 SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT I TOTAL
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 
 j.l9556 .85094
(DEG) MC 4,21485 3.969q0 3.59166 3.12244 2.60808 2.09303 1.61384 

A - 21!4O"0 2. 'gppp 2200 t.QAppp ._L.&o0USnInO 4 A0o~tZf0
1,t. QDn. 
"O 695 j) 6.q8( 6) 22;66( 6) 36.11( 7) 3q.131 8) 35.98( 9) 37-83(101 38,50(12) 37.813? 44.31
 
10-0 60.1 To 961 26vI- 7) 33072--1- 3 7"3--44-(9 -1-9t--- 4 t _v033L4. AL.. 17,82­-.. i) 6) 
36.38( 7) 39.60( 8) 41.76( 9) 43#73(11) 49645(12) 43.751(3 50,1915.; 12-80( 6) 21.35( 6) 28.59( 7) A ­
6) ,. 43.64(10) 45468(11) 46.qo(13) 45.68(14) 52.t320.0 14.81( 
_*t3. 23.37( 6) 30.67( 7) 38.87( 8) 41.27( 8) 

3S60 IS , i 2~7)3. 1) 7) ------- ~------S2 -Q--- 7-1-(-I4t JiStO&4±I3Zt"
I- io-
6095(I0) 49110(12) q9,78(|3) 48.96(l0 55.*630.0 18lSS( 6) 7*1S( 71 34.64t 7) 39,83( 8) 44.lI 9) 
qq,41( 8) 4S.49f 9) qUSS6(11) 50.75(12) Il35(141 so.qq(I'ql S7.0435*0 20.49f'71 9.1i( 7) 36.81( 8) S 
. 3U4f4A-IS B 47-. O100) -... SO*40(1 .5)2 -59 413 -d-5--tIRL-------51100.0--2647) ---.-- 94 

q5O 25.oq( 8) 33.80 8) 41.21( 9)'- 45*07( 9) 48.7111) 62.19(12) 54.30(13) sq0S9(14) 53.q6(15) 60.28
 
4.l01(l2) 56,06(14) 56,08(15) 63.80.
5q,86(lS) 61,93
43.36( 9) 46.33(10) so.S8(m) 7 9 (I ) .; 4&__ LLLO|S
5040 28.06( 8) n7.30( -- - 2 ­
. a. . .. 9)9) -0 3 4-4 
600 31.669,1 ) 893(10) qS01.14(f) sAo(II) S5,66(13) s8e8q(lq) 59,781S) 59,09(15) 62,16(104 '68,08
 
68.0 32.73(1il 91,31(1) q8929(12) 5q.33(12) 58.93(11) 61.23(15) 61.33(151 5S&18(IS) 56,05(iq! 66.58
 
3) .... 2.oI 6285at) 5 91- 58Aq1- Si22tIIL A7-867-- ----3-6--9f-4I-2- -. 6 (4-2V - -- S 3.1-14 - 9764 - 0115) 
75.0 43.87(14) 62.47(lq) s8.40o18) 61'70(15) 58.63(15) 58.2(15) 59,27(14) 56431(13) 53.05(13) 67.20
 
SS.3(13) 56.58(13) 54.78(13) 52.14(131 63.58
80.0 43.58(16) 49.95(1i5 63,61(11) S5.40(14) sq.98(14) 5­
-- Bs---S-" 4043-1- '204(43$-----.A7s73(2) 5i.15(12) 53.29(12? 84.27(32) 54.84(12) 53,61.1121 5 1 93 7 11 
9D0. 32.7S(1I) 40Q26(il) 45,sSftl) 49.35(11) 51.88(1I0 53#2s(11) 53.q9(12) 52J64112) 50,69(12) 60.1 
91,48(4o) - 5143711G) S1,0tIl) i9tq91(l 58,14iO0o 29.098B) 36.76( 8) 42.36f 9) 46.S71 9) 49.59f 9) 

110-0 26.45( 7) - 34.20( 7) 39.9S( 7) 44.391 8) 47.70( 8) 49.93( 9) '9465(1Q) q9.63(jo) '4.wq(it! S.Sq 
12o0O 2q.31( 6) 42.11( 6) 37.95f 6) 42.63( 7) q6.0 3 ( 7) 48.49( 81 48.13(9) 483S(10) q7.38110) 55.12 
46.3I(I0) 53,VS
1300 22,:3( 5) 3O.26( 5) 36.16( 6) qo.83( 6) qq,46( 7) 47.09( 8) q6,69( 8) 47#1O( 9) 

:.'is4bO >'i6.0*.2( . "S4685 4)?. sa&65)S0; 37.43( 5) 4,21 61 4q*e5( 7) 362( 4) 4428( 9) 534770 S13,80 
39 ,. 5 ( 61 12.oq 7) tI6&i(-o) '42034( 9) 41,921 91 48,02*'it04)." 16q674) ,6#53% ,: 30i52|- )" 3S.32(5 ) 
9 41' f rl4 A4S.4j.­-I- 0 4------43J,2 2"1O' f.J±? 4t.L 1014 **t6 61- 8 tq& AA& f 9A ­
62,06 72,29qs5q5 r3.26 58.86 6272 6q.IS A567 65.q2 6q,25 

9O97 ?.92 78.6S 76.09 7q.046 71+4 66158 6IS 
__ _ 




'11.02 47.79 52.60 5.9q 57.52 57*96 56.88 

42,69 49,20 53.73 56.76 58.67 58420 S7909 5q192 S1.99
 
412o 89S', 	 Sq.iq7 5710S Seq6 58.943 57435 6442<' ". 524616 ­
55.,4 S685 56,68 55,17 S2.27
30.98 41,28 48.03 S2.20 

62.28
20.3S $2,79 L41.36 q7.07 52.63 514.97 5S.80 5q;96 
- A-. 1 3 3A'4q 47.A4l -aO~.-A~I~ 52#2q6*4,5 

- -00!00 - 2.9.OO.a27.17 	 440010 470S6 52,07 53,84 52.12-2*68-' 





* - , '--
CONVECTION MACH NO.j q.306 	 SPEED OF SOUND RATIO. 2;60 VO CODE. I
 
SHEAR, NOIE II4TENSITy(DECIBELS) WITH FREQUENCY BAND NUMBERS
 
9 TOTAL
5 SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT
ANGLE SEGMENT. I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT 4 SEGMENT 
(DEG) MC ,21q8 3.969q0 3.59166 3.122qq 2.60808 2,09303 1.61384 t.1956
6 
"8S09i 
A - -' oO-0;0,2-24000 2-12-- -0 .... G - .... 
-4.os 9) 21*93( 5) 8*086 5) 36#d11 6) 379971 7) 39.82( 8) 90,32(101 39.311111 46.095.0 5.A5( 4) 

8:7 	 ) i~p ~" fl'Al'~ ~ P M'4 g 4'5La 47,76(11) 149.49' ~ ' 7)lo00 

.I50 11.23( 4) 79.B6( q) 27.83f1) 37.14 6) 41.33( 6) 	 43.58( 7) 45*l( 9) 46,03(10) i*B02(Ili 51.75
 
4530 8) q7&36(9) 47486(10) q6#81(121 S3.8
20.0 	 13.214( '4) 21,89(S) 29.9q(5) 39.70( 6) '4,93( 7) 

5) 314.13( 8) '39483( 6) 9S.&51 7) 180S2( 8) 50466Db) -5049711 49.80(12) 56,58
30.0 	 17.09( S) 'j""2.81( 

46.98f 8) sO.gB( 9) 52t10(10) .524'41II2) S115431 568.20
35.0 19:16( 5) 37 94 	 5) 36.52( 
-
6) 45.79( 7) 

0( - UrA 	 8) git,4.77L.9). 53.9St2L--S--Sz 1 .9-.-53.78(I1) 	 U3eI" .
40.0 - 21.S2A S if-A' ---- s 1 t 72.J 
6t71 S3,481to -5-9,37(jI1 S,32(;13 53,:,834.11), 64, Illlib.a2q t 4,) #ft1f( ifP wyr 81A')is; 6fl' 9) 





40.o0, ,2Y' :nV., 8. 4i( 9) 	 5682(11) 59.75(i2) 60,32(t))"-6 69429(13) 1 6s.lz
 
8pjp*t2 t'6 2A"9 49.S6(jc) ~S~S3(III 59.92df2) 	 81.874131 6l460418) S5t(3 
58.20S13) 54,19(lZ') 48.14(12) 142.3S(2 66 !S*i2II2) ~3 (21 59.21(13) (21(3) SS.63lI4)
75.0 	
R8.34(12) 46s22(12) 4S.IS(jjI) 4 l.3t4II) 36.83(011 59,34 80.0 q3.58(34) ? 95 4('4) 53,61(19) S5.40(13) 
99,00li0!)1 
Ct 34.S9( 9) 33,724 9) 3Io-(3 
1.41 
*014 , , ,,. 	 , il:g99 o0(ot 9) .  1I0 -99.0OI0 ) v99 ,00 I 1 -99;00 10 ) - . nl4 q I 
3j0DOW, 1.>14 t17,i "iK38u 7) '246&7( 7) 30.601 8) 33.43* 81 ssoSl 6) 
4 7 7 6) 38.18( 7) 38404( 8) 38,34( 8) 37.221 9) 44,88i2.oi 3.80 '4) '131 4) 27.09( S) 31, ( 5) 35,q74 
1iO 1261 qI jO.2*( W 26i12 q) 30.97( S) 34.91( 5) 3793( 6) 37,92( 7) 38161t 8) 37.87( 91 44,87 
AID. n Q~l p 4I Q13 Mp ) 	 -3S5-9~Q 3 A) MA14 17 
37*454 7) 37 ,254 8 43.43 
2,7 	 37.t4 2X(t 

OCIt ?,j 4ttik(3). 3 28.471 '4) 32.691 4) 34.094 5) 36.26f 6)6) 35;9( 7) 36911 8 4lees1604b« 8 >7I?41$2I":YSiilc,2[',-	 . 3) 26.Sbl 3) 30#A$( 4) 34.38t 5) 34,611 
62.83 -63.80 65,17 6q412 62118 59-23 71,38
*5.70. j3.S2 59.09 
TABLE A-6D: !HE TOTAL NOISE INTENSITY AT x/D = 35, 
p&E00573
 
SPEED OF SOUND RATIO. 2.60 YO CODE. I
CONVEj7jON MACH NO, 4.306 
SEGMENT 8 ,SEGMENT V TOTALSEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7
SEGMENT 4' SEGMENT 5




3.t229q 2;60808 2#09303 
(DEG) MC q,2jq8S 3.969q0 3.59166 

92,2 41 j966 8 30
 1 3 . 2S.32 33 .53 38,18 got. a QD.?S





i0,O 9 23.68 31.24 39.79 93.56 	 55.93;5.; 	
'12.32 4g.9 47,61 49661 90420 4992120.0 17.10 2S.71 33,35 

3 . 2..9 94. -- ' 42./84 	 50.82 53.43z90 S2,41 57,02"'t2 ' 	 47,96 
35.0 2268. , 33.18 &,x, 3 48.17 49.31 52.38 64.8 54.92 £3,82 60,17 
'7, 7
O 70 ,, %891 " 48p9 2-6o.Avt2 	 .
 57-88 57.98 56.66 63.96
 







'A 6, 3,: ".-
4T.oq 

































































41815'9 56, 0 '6i999 6s*76 66099 68*01 67,83 66*35 63988 7ql87 





















80,00 , 96&O 
¢', 500'-";'t8 90 /{''76*0+'Qd 
,893,60*256300iB670 
980800 23+0 








" ,3qS7 00 *8663000 
, ,65915t0o *S280 


















CARD INPUT FOR HMAX, A; MC, THETA, AND W, NO 
ALPHA L LI SF PWIDB) 
MOOIIED ALPHA IS: .6514 
TABLE A-7n: THE SELF NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 40, 
• _ __~....... _~_ .... .. t E.-O5Q%0 3 . 
CONVECTION MACH NO.. 3,2S5 SPEED OF SOUND RATIO* t,50 Vo CODE. I 
SELF NOISE INTENSITYj~iCIBELS) WITH FREQUENCY BAND NURBERS 
kNGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SFGHMNT 3 SEGjiENT--EG1NT SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT a SEGMENT I TOTAL 
(DEG) MC 3.185654• 6.d o 3.00013 2.71q632 0 .0 -- ­ - -­ - -__24 0 " 00 2.35998i.2nn n n 197122-- -g O . I.519gq 1.21976 . 6 0 O O O ....4 n--p -n* 
.90362'l nn--0 n .64317I Isn o6 
5#0 8074( 6)
-2-Io4z-t--)-7984f-42. .76.51( 6)7) 
22 071 7) 26,87( 
--­ '4S(--7 .... 81 310o 9) --
Aj'47(I) 36#571111 
oL--------q.&6--9-38.#O(1( 101- -O4-3( 





























































































































































22:94( 6) 30.76( 7) 
21.30( 6) 29.I5( 6) 
16n4 C; 27.561 5) 
1769i 5) SeBS( s 
36.88% 51 23 77( S) 




13 ma( 6) 
31.86f S) 
29*801 6) 
2 1 5q) 
56.58 
2.k---I_ 







-­4,&--9)-- q6, 5 *94-. -- 7-894 t-1-
42085( 8) 4s2( 9) 46.64( 9) 
ql.321 7) q3.89( 6) '45.q'4 9) 
9&a84-7 1.- l-4 2--.8)----44 LZ-8 -aI-
38,12C 71 qo89' 71 2.65% 8) 
36.b8f 6) 36.90( 7) 40473(8) 
32.SLt. 3763-_ 


































































































TABLE A-ic: THE SHEAR NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT X/D = 40. 
CoNVEYtjON MACH NO04 3.256 SPIEO OF SOUND RATIO. 2950 Vo CODE- I 
,SHEAR'NOISE INTENSITy(0 ECISELS) WITH FREQUENCY BAND NUMBERS 
ANGLE SEGMENT I 










SEGMENT S SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 
1.97122 j,58194 121976 .90362 

















2q4q3( 5) 29,361 61 
27,8*5----3247l-h) 
29*934 5) 35.02( 6) 
31.67( 6) 36-871 6) 
33.70f 7) 37*b9 8) 
3-7.17-4--7-)---#-6-(----
39.q9( 7) 42.97( 8) 




































4. 	 2q.q2( 6) A2.90( 7) 39.71t 7) 4.SO61 8) S0.slf 9) S3.8000) Sq49q(I2) 54.19(12) 52.7112) 60.61
 
41.86( 8) 47.88( 9) 52.72(10) 6S567(11) 56.34(it) 55,29(12) 53.81(12) 62.16
50.0 26927( 7) 4.87( 7)
kg!,'O 1 ?1 7Q0 A) 4II,044 1 >ant 15:pc)_ 6t*43(I t--7..0f+24--.6 424 -- -O7(oI2) 63.29 
k *.'X3'ii9(.t 9) ;q6(s9) '7.S9j|f) t"oS)-t .SaR< (I 1 58*91(12) 58.37g13) 57,60(12) 51993(12) 64.85 
-~ 3$.72(I) "4'i6S(l) sa.6B?)- , ;7ettt)-, .9i 384121 S9.68(13 59.16(3) 53#72(12) 47,211111 65,52 
38.82(111 61.58
71.0 q3.95(12) s0.95113) 5q.95lt3) S593S(13J 55.84(12) 52.02(12) q7.74(li) 43'09(11) 

800 38,67(I) ;4.90(12) QB40812) 4i.90412) q4q.19(lI 42.80(11) 40469(it) 37467(11) 33.8qflI 52478
 
-39,71
10 33~'(~ -z&. ) - 99 4aI- 2-83(0.- 659tIg1 
"'.990t 9) 499,00(10) 99,00|O1) -99,00(10) -99,00110) -89,q16i-5(o 
4 I'O 	 *IO041D 
ag.' 1.6.9609) .9900() 9) -99,00 p) *?9tot 9 
O'.0 qq6l'j) 311 2S.OS( 7) 81 *30.76(8) 32#38( 9) 32,79( 9) 31,96( 9) 29,83(101 39,33;, 19,771 7) 	 2s,98( #"0_-()-.9_I26 q .35 - 42.6q31*01on j.vQ'' A)04 2--hOi 	 ) iti it 
37#50( 8) 37.67( 8) 36.4519) q3,86I20Oo 13.86( 5) -?l.39 5) 27.13( S) 3175( 6) 33.501 6) 36.86( 7) 
 87,47(
37.81( 7) 38,35( ) 0 qq44:330.0 3.1 1 'q) 20.73( q) 26.59( S) 3.'41( 5) 32.7I 6) 36.63( 7) 

I .tgI 0-,,2( 25-60 ) 5) 4A5-q5-94-4 32 74_S-3--7-.-f-364BA _1 -7ALAL -- ias' 4) £9 30062( 
" 3) ' 39( 4) 24*0( q) 29*441(0 3g. 6I 5) 1qoq9( 6) 36731 7) 376781 7) 37.411 al 43.3Y 
8643)1. ,6.5s( 3) 22.60( q) 27.70(1 ) 29.S3(S ) l2'88 6) 35.25( 6) 364q61 7) 36.25( 8! 41.95 
----3&1 ) 1"m 39,14
'go not £.' ;34( '1-9644--qQ. 	 6 1)A1 260r 4------EL49-g-
62636 60436 56,90 69.33
6t.37 62.61

_41.33 Si.90 57.09 6611 

TABLE A-7D: THE TOTAL NOISE INTENSITY AT x/D = 40, 





7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT
3 SEGMENT 4 SEGMENT S SEGMENT 6 SEGMENTANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 	 SEGMENT 

.6q317
1.97122 3.58)9q 1.21976 .90362 
(DEG) mC 3.18S65 3.0013 2.71463 2.35998 

.aS0-1.60000 - q'O0­352.S-pO 22-o ----- 2.OS000-----aaoo--- 1.7500g-_ ­
90;99 4q.35 '0.2? q702

'5.0 13.0 20.80 26.42 31.30 35.60 38.99 

4-- 42.55 '4ji*... 3tfi. .501r47 
-- __:,4,09.___ - 29.79 -34.74 39.10 
44.95 46.98 47.32 46,2 52.97
 15*0 1825 26.15 31.97 37.02 L1.46 
46.96 '49*00 49.29 's8.14 54.9438.90 43.42
27.7R 33.74 
3 
-j. j tj-.. 20.0 1979 
25- 2,1l 29.-9--- 3S 0 -40.59 46*21 - 48.79 50,79 0 5136 58.38S2,SS 52.66 

30.0 22-39 30.56 36.84 42.28 47.O0 50,61 
 5q.14 52.75 599 7
 36.0 23.6q 31.92 38.37 43.96 48.78 52.38 54420 

56.87 55.34 63.11
 4o 2695q 35.04 91.85 47.76 52.70 S6,08 57s*0 
 58.08 56.77 6tVq
54.95 S8,03 589t1 	 ASOA9
Soto "28,39 37.0 '4'01 50.06 5 -+7- -------- 9 8 6-t4 9 9.. c q.nou £43 
6 6tt81 61,)19 60,58 56#11 
©r~ ... L ;S, 

S..39 47,60/<2600z,-"- 33666 ., -'f.58,,q2547* " 9q .86 - 85.83 89.89 	 68.t 
56,3 -53.35 68.8£
408 - S390 59,15 6195 62047 62412 
53,35 S055 65,57 
1-6--'-)' ."37.78. 

78.0 '439 3.88 S7,76 S8.36 58.85 57,74 55,60 
 51.99 49.71 60,98
80,0 41.68 47.92 5i.SO 49.69 53.59 S3*90 S3#38 
 49.08 4 1,, as - -o47q - l,"l 	 Sn." 
502 > '8.51 -7,46 
0 T 3 9 't746.30 48e97 S0iq9 5g490$.~-

Kil bZ qqft~7 4605 q8.52 7d
 
120#0 23.40 31.20 37.09 '1.69 q3.33 45.77 47.114 47.36 '46,40 53,63
 
4U.37 '41.94 0.55 46,11 46.54 qS7S 52,63
130.0 21,91 29.73 3S.S 

o9,
38.94 'iIs78 043.64 ' 439 .

- ],172:? 32,57 37.03
26',57 

41.81 042,68 - Q2SI 24,7>153 t1o07v'1.7-'36!6 3S.46 36.96 39,877 
5 2£ - 12" ,-H4 1'pA7 3 -0i?7 19.7nl 	 - 39'41, 
6588 64435 61.7k 72.7q
46.95 6q.59 89.88 63.02 65.39 65o96 

TABLE A-BA: THE WKBJ INTEGRAL AND RUN PARAMETERS AT x/D = 50, 
#7036+00 .59231.00 48359+00 .38252400
.92512+00 .81622+06





.78699 06 ,67411+00 .56207+00 q53'45+00





10:09 - g -- j?6'llto 
.#740b .54o ao~o
 
--15.00.p .~~~i090~~0i' .10066*0l :963?'4+00 .80073400 ,&9IZ22+00 59j~0 

4'>20,00 - -1g582+0V *9598s+0O .88632+00 .782'42+00 i6M297*0o #5302S+00 oR1014.00 431£ '4+QQ -*1S 
.1171q40463633+00 t42397+00 .31357,00 *20940+00 
30#00 .96037+0; .85928+00 .75528+00 .697qq+o0 
.80470-01
4q4064o - 6 376a0+00 .26919.00 .16759+00 1
.919804 .81697+00 .711380q .60236+00
35600 0 	 A o.­
.21916*nn *''H .00 

.. - . ...I..0. . '. .8206S01 ,14303*O1

,3*826+00 ;27779+00 .17360t00 

K 94 0n0"- .826f .72131+00 .61209,00 .50064+00 o078701 , .lSl2Yi02
 




.38396 00 ,27M09+00 .17006+00 '7828S-01
60000 .60850+0Q .9602+00 

*33045"01 '.12935+00 .27032+00
 65.0 	 *47974+O 36927+0% .26148+00 ,15977+00 1765q0-0l .7362Y02 

,44933+00 )65072+00 .91571+00 .12Z07+01
175iQ0. .27062.;t .2q038-0± ,53074-01 *q517*00 275A6+05 

CARD INPUT FOR MNAX. A- MC, THETA, AND W? 
pFrT4wgn PRfN UTD N 
- AiP" L LI 








MOOIFIED ALPHA IS; .6749 
TABLE A-8B: THE SELF NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 50, 
CONVECTION MACH NO*. 2.10? SPEED OF SOUND RATIO. Z#10 .Vo COOg. 2 
SELF N61SE INTENSITYIDECIBELS) WITF FREQUENCY BAND NUMBERS 
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT q 












































































































































, In'"I I 
37,76(11) 
39;91(12) 












_ *44_ _ 
































13Q0 27.80( 6) 59.37( 6) 32.05( 6) 34,.19( 73 35.98( 7) 87.474 8) 38.654 8) 39.471 93 

6) ':33sg3( 7) '3149931 7) 36.36( 8) 37'415( 9)S)~:§2,t8sI~s&a(S 	 29.eot- 6) 3j1.27( 8) 35:81( 8),




53,8 8'.98 SS.s9 5.38
q7*72 148 





q9.90 j2.65 53,60, S3.66 2.*96 51,86 SO.60 
S0.35 q8477
5391 53029 52,S6 Fj152
I9.4% S2,23

'49:55 ::;. 8,.0.n 
€-z- -> 52:'o4-	 .0 6......---.-.--8. 
' 
-
, ,.q? t e 	 , , sr...,q!31,7 s', 51SI3 50#60 9. qfs q46 

S&63 -Ooqq 4996 

'48109jpq~ ft 	 _4_1 %44-7-, -4, .0__ 
45,32 &17.2q q7.497 '8.19 48.33 976q6
39.09 43.27 

34.97 	 39.66 42,22 4q*88 q6.08 46.98 476q 7106 











TABLE A-Sc: THE SHEAR NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 50.
 
.O 	 SPEED OF SOUND RATIOw 1410 Vo CODE. 2CoNVECTiON MACH NO.. 2 
.OCNTENl TY(ECIEZ.S) -VITH FREQ NC i'AND NUMBERS 
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT q SEGMENT 5 SFlMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 
VC 25DEG) 1.9385q 1,52q91 1;27371 1;02218 .7881S .58388.05842 	 1.75qO? 

" 900 - -	 t 2''pobpt3 	 Onon
E - o-AS Rnn - ! Z709p 1-.AAnon o Onon 0 
': . . 0. 2 2 ' f3 . 5
'it . . ., , . .. .'I',  	
,,2 ( 30. 7) '§200 7) 33.654 8) 33;66( 91 1 34 <:4PY8'St 21t .,i } "I fS. (<' ,,/ .2 6) 
1
 39683(9) 39172(
15*0 22:05( Sf 	 5 3096 (6) 3q#06( 6) 37,61f 7) 9t2 8)
i681( 

32.72( 6) 36,221 7) 39.19( 7) 41.13( 8) 41.83( 9) qt162(10)
20-0 24.064 8) 8,86( 5) 

1, 2I0. ";r.o( 5) 7: ' /6) l.,72 i. 271 71 ql-22( Al) R s. Qt 4U.CRj 0- 4-241,0) 

,43002783I-gS' 	 qo*l3q q 71 'q3.22( 8) q44a6( 9) 4S'IBio) *4,6810) 
qS (9)1( 46*qO( 9) '46.qq(lO) qS,77(10)29-7I'U6ltt"%4.6.9(.; 63):. -38;7ft) -

o6.A8a,"S _ ) r9Li) 36
)
46.9< 0	 4A-PAI I 47- A{*b Al3'0 





































w00 3"i7i 7- ' -)-a8 1T 4581( 9) 
- 6.Oi.O.>4t.'26,9)-S .-.7f95fi0),- . 5o.69(|0I 
-4"-%.p>'' qS.ae(|O): i'-'#9,i7B4-40)"";: 51.39(34) 
7s,0o qs.1211) 47.42(11) 41783)1) 
/' 
48968( 9) 
































e99 00KS8): Q' 9900( ,G 
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.. . .. 4*? 202,4 -­ Z'0-4)-''7.0 A2.I 5 5 v$a 31673( 6) Sa;l0o 7)',? :'zpB86( *l t3,n t9" 
<t... M.f. t 1 . I( t l -. '4 .- 2aofl)( ') j~7I ) fl,7A1 &) 27.086(6) 291521 7) 
' F' an'.5'.l .7)" -' .gV 
'8,75 g2.43 54.38 55.33 5tq1 94.76 53.59 52.12 90O.S4 63,0S 
4791<231"K<.2I ,' -42it4.31 





T X D 0

----------- -- TO A O SE iT N IT 

-- , I v Js , lot00 1 V,4ti'a-wea to-. pa0-.- 7) 1''' ' SOUND RATIOS 210 Vo ODCS 2CoNVEcTON MAH NO. 210 SPEED or 
5 1 2 , 3 ( S ) '1 2 q 8 2 ' -' 1
1 j " '" *)' 7p -- 9 i0 - A -) p oQ fq -a ['' &7.I'4 2 )'1-4
t79
2 0 1 

SEGMENT 8 .SEGMENT ! TOTAL
.3 '1 SEGMENT S SEGMENT 6 SEGflENT 7 .s8388 )40 4 III ~ ANGiLE "SEGNENT I J SEGM ENT 2 SEGMENT SEGMENT 127371 102218S 73) .78856 ) 3K3 101' )'--- - -3 -- 91RI,75t07 ,.52q91 S6  E_0' (DrG) NC 2.0oG'12 1.93864 ' 27,80 ( 52 8 .02 to i :1 -:1 q A1t 
- S 4 ) " 26.*12 1 61>-- ~) 3-''-- 6 1oz 32 0 94)74: to 9 66 2 11-'1.' 1 -2-OS(IO-,, 39.710§0 1 p 37t"28 in) 0- 10221A00' - :,,,93g )~ (,' I 6 |,, 
":-10. - ' ' "8 0@,1iI. '-33-27 ",-~';.' #)39 '1 ' -( ) . 293 
- ". . 4:2 1 9 ; " 
'160 'e.4532.19 35,61 38.6 910.73 1.73 *.86 |60 23.62 28,39 Q.S 5O.)3
'OD8S 42.91 .13482 - 3,8620.0 256 3046 3q,33 37.84 
. . .. 2. - !1.. ... . ...2* 19 ' - .- . --. 3 6:
- ..f.,:... , , ,-- ..-2 3~, . . . . . . . . 
. 3 -. , . 7.,"q r " ,, ,, '1l-t- ' - SqS ,,
.q --..,rt'"'3'1VO'.t\'
.3. t*29. .- P.4SK ,",s 38443t \'K. 3::' ,*q ra p' .% 6 8 ' •* 
0.566O3" 58.27 -. 50,28 50.67 58.52

-4197 2 8.37
36.0 35.68q)085 8 69,56









/ S *ldt 
47.66 
43.88 
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TABLE A-91: THE SELF NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT X/D = 60, 
... -	 nTE 0*0573
 
CONVECTiON MACH NO.6 l.40 	 SPEED OF SOUND RATIOiq 2Oo Vo CODE. 2
 
S N4!SE- I 1TENSY(DECIBgLS) 'WITH FREQUENCY QAND NUMBERS 
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT '4 SEGMENT 5 SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGOENT 8 SEGMENT 9 TOTAL
 
(DEG) MC 1.37228 1.29236 1.16938 1.01661 084914 .6I4S .S2544 .38925 o27706
 
v---+' J~qOqn. ,<-20 	 thps ItOO ISl0 Isono -'oo' .'oo"0IO 
1SO ki1.7(.i 46*95( 7) 260971 7) 2q*26( 8) 26.581 9) 27,734 91 27.951 9) 27468( 9) 27,311 ) 35.12 
0-~ 12,-46-- 253 (sA)- 9o-.4v--7-) !?I&-9 li ;r 91I i .fl 9) 39.03 
1s.O 18371 7) j3.68( 7) 27,8q( 8) 31.21( 9) 33,46( 9) 3q,43( 9) 3q.46( 9) 3q,03( 9) 33.571 9i 11,71 
20o. 2082( 7) 26921( 8) 30oq3( 8) 33e78( 9) 3S*401 9) a670u10) 36457(10) 3609I( 9) 35*541 91 43,93 
flp. • :sn T+ .s 7( 8-) 3----t--8- ) 37- ;O a0a-*4s-al- 3) 7._0 37-10' -9 4 




^3S02750"(f') +33.01( 9) ' 37,071 9) 39.80(10) 41.e0(IO 4o0981101 N4033(cm) 39;f8(10) 39.381 9) q,50 
f"$7S1 :s;( 3 -.- fl4-1-)9 4A9? 7) 

'45. 32'D9( q3 17,i5(10) 41.67(10g q2.35(10 42.63(10) 4206(10) 912q(10) q091(10) 4l.46( 91 SO43
 
,9.22(11) 3aofl(tO) 43.34(lO)
SOO 34.32r1o) 4l,94(O) 42,09(10) 52.18(10) 41;55c10) 39.26( 9) 51.04 
.. ' 0 1 0 9)rs,n 1S9'Iq ~ ' ~ t424gOl azoIt J.foy,	 4.Ii) 'o3' 3A#23( 51.29 
,'&00 >,36S2'1Z), q0#39)i - '4.b(Jl)<+ '+.3S(I3) , 42.17(10) s,311)o) 4O77110) 38'76( 9) 37.60 93 5094 




"-	 2. --91 732271h.Anl 49.304-t----9-L-----3-7-.-7-0-l- 9 3 ' 	 9) .
 
75.0 30.93(16) 33*98(10) 35.51(10) 36,36( 9) 36.81( 9) 36.981 9) 36*97t 9) 36480( 9) 36.501 9 q5.52
 
80.0 	 28.13( 9) 1.6S( 9) 33.661 9) 3q.921 9) 35.72( 9) S6018( 9) 36.39( 9) 36440( 9) 36.24( 9 44,53 
-)_71,56 -. 43Hg01 ," .02( 3-- 4 ICQ~ A0' A) 41.iqA) *3i64J 
90'>' 'aS.381RL'"t' 29.33C.8). - 313q'1 • $)' ''3&044 8) '34.f9( 8) S44981 8) '3S.q9( 8) 36,751 8) 3e79( Of 43.31 
ZOO . 6'2t'7+ ?H31i '29689 1 a|&sc 7) 33i3(8) 3gbS( 8) 39,761 81 35420( 8) 35.391 8) 92,q6 

6 P< flA~ 71 	 3 B)l~~33sQ 	'2~~( hi 7) 17#7 1'4LJ.4.s 7t a 'i4'35fh ) 1.72 
120.0 	 21@05( 6) 2'*19( 63 27.5qt 6) 29,56( 6) 31.9? 7) 32050( 7) 33.51( 7) 34,211 73 34,621 8i 41.07
 
130'0 	 19*92( s) 23.82( 5) 26.48t 6) 26.58( 6) 3032( 6) 31701 7) 32.881 7) 33,69( 7) 3q4.31 Of '0.80 
, 7 ) S, . z-,S21t 29.35-4---6-)--------3- ,) ' H 7) 1 g8 7-...... 6.- 2:.  .3 * 

0 '24.0l4 2i.2NI" '28;17( 6) 6) 326231 32:851 38,69 
1,40*O1'.,.S46.(.e)..'Y".t9.46(S) 22.21( S', 2q'4.( 53 '2,50( 6) b8.26( 61 29.7q( 63 3047( 71 *I*S~l 7) 37,23 
"15 O' . 17*38,1)'>t 21,28( 6) 9) ' 	 " 29#33 31.20( 7) 7) ) 
S.6 Ogg( r 	 9O2 - 6 1946.5 24 7) 7.92 57.87't.3 '48 .20 2 
112toS 4S,63 Af7+53 q8-20 q9+oO 48,92 148+52 q7497 4T,92 57,17 
61 o29 56678 1.01 43,543
A2 72.21 71.13 69.60 67#S3 6q.91 
4744 g,.0 S-sa Sn. 8 2 	 _4.9 6.lt. 9346.6 
q4&22 41.60
116.01 48.76 So.00 49.86 49.20 47,79 '6.31 
04.35 	 47.2S 48.72 L18.79 q8.38 47.18 4592 qq.02 111.67 
U7 A i 7.-J$7--- -A46.*49- -- - 4S.'4A. '13.79. 91~4,69 ­
,qO.8 '3.614 qs.6286.28 046.q5 45.73 '0498 q345o '366
 
/ 38,04 1 05 O q3.89 q4*8.! 1S532 qq,87 '4q.'3 '43.17 41.58
 
-9--- - 43.t.-a- 42.7a - -t 01 
32*sq 36o49 39.66 q4I.32 142,6S 4208S 3.10 q129 
31 ~ 3 II 4 '34n & AI 19Je46-------M4.4---- - --043 
.5 	 42.34 
29.30 33059 37.17 39.26 ql.06 '43.65 42.30 41#83 q3.07 
$'40 	 ~ 
*5tA ap.IA-3$.3.-3.3--.----9. 	 -- 40,30 914 >41 .5. O.­
23q j6.33 31,os 34.29 37.26 j8.77 '40.38 #a;ose ,0q8 
TABLE A-9c: THE SHEAR NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D=60.
 
CONVECTION MACH NO. l.'Ot 	 SPEED OF SOUND qATIO. 2.00 Vo CODE, 2 
SHEAR NOSE TNTENSJTY(IECISELS) WITH FREQUENCY BAND NUMBERS
 
9 TOTAL
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT '4 SEGMENT 5 SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT 

.6814S .62544 P38925 .27706
3.29236 116938 1.01661 .84914 	 1 . lnoo 0_
(DEE) MC 1.37228 	
_ _ J t - .-U S O O O -- -- - - 0 4 0 0 0 0 - ---- L & 3 0 0 0 0- . .. .I O-Z0X0
_I.on _n i . n n .. . J , ! g _ 

S.O 17.00t 'i9 j2.12f S) 26.11( S) 29-23( 6) 31.&4f 6) 31''404 7) 30.781 7) 29771 7) 28o80C 7) 38.46 
35 .RS( 6) 37.48( 7) 37.59( 7) 36.76( 7) 3S.61( 73 34.59( 7) q46735'0 23.q6( 4? i8.68( 	 5) 32.76( 6) 
'46.8820.0 26.aSi s) 3 .12( Sl 3;.201 61 38.20( 73 39.63c 7) 39.53( 8) 38.SS( 8) 37.33( 8) 36.29( 8 
23&.-O-28-.-0S-4SL--~4------f.~+ -- 74-4~-4- 4-j-.-a4- 7-1----- t "3B-3O4. 8-)---39S(-aL I- A, Ai di4R. 4 
*9.763000 30.361 S) js.68( 	 6) 39.59t 7) 42.084 7) 42.§3 8) 42.t8( 8) 40.904 a) 39,S81 8) 38.69{ 8) 
6) 41.3S( 7) 4338( 8) 43.68( 8) 42,77( 81 '42.394 8) 40611( 8) 39,*5q| 8) 50733S.0 32.46( 6) 17.71( 

7) 42.9S( 7) 4.-391 A3 A4"a22( 83 43q *) '4-1.6- 84- -40~4-(--!4-0-~ co­-40.0#- 34.6-4 e1 .j.7a( 
'45.0 36.81( 7) q.S8( 7) 4q.19f 8) 44.99( A) 44.39f 9) 43.1O 8) 41.75( 8) Ij.05( 	8) '41,464 8 52.21 
8) 37.36( 8) S2.q45o.0 38-60( 7) q2.87( A) 'q0.79 81 , 5.00( 9) 44.12( 9) 42-83( 9) 41.781 8) 43.34( 
S--C -- 49.444 b 4 3.15(.S '144.4719) 4 .32C-9J -- -4-"-04 9-)- -- +24-S3J9-C -a9-1-4 14a&a4L-A-.38248& 84.. 7 32.18( 7) S1.1260.0 38.891 9) 42.16( 	9) 43.1 t 9) 43,00( 9) 42.qq( 9) '45.31 8) 39.174 8) 35,11( 8) 
8) 71.90( 8) 29.634 71 q9.24
36.981 9) ;0.061 9) 41.18( 9) 41.72( 9) q4.73t 9) 37-704 8) 34.q4(6590 	
2'42( 8| .30'48I 8) 28,65t. 7.2t.fS.1) '7.02 70.0 40.38 9) i2.60( 	9) 42.92( 9) 3690( 8) 3.5at al 




22.94( 7) 22.80( 7) 22.301 7) 2145S( 7) 20.S94 7) 199qS( 7) 31.12
600 18960t 8) 2 1,4O( 8) 22.58( 8) 

t 66 7) '4045( 7 jj79 7)9 -2 # -7L-- 23,26
"aspa -" - 7.6-74--3s 8 - -t-. 66( 7) 14.4s$ 7 
-99;00( 7) -99*001 7! -89,46
9o ,.99*Ob(-71- 9.00(7) 99o 7) *99.QQ( 7) "99*00| 71 -".006 7) -99.00( 7) 

184251 6) 184361 6) 17,744 7i 26014
j00l0 9,42t 6) T2851 6) 14,93( 6) 16.37( 6) 17.37( 6) 17181 6) 

'A~ 12092( r, I ~ 4 S4-[aoh-0)-6-f 2-09( 5) -21.49t 6) 22+63(-6AS 2-3 l2-I{ A)- 2a,110t 6)­25,751 6) Z6j20f 6) 26.204 6) 33,23
12090 Ili25( 4) ,7.82( q) 20.22( S) 22-12( 5) 23.671 S) 24.89( 5) 

20. 7 9 ( 4) 22.86( 4). 24.631 5) 269I0( 5) 27#21( 5) 27,89( 6) 28.071 6) 34.61
 130O0 Iq.68( q) j8.29( 4) 
A402f I'1:2 32' - 9~6 C %)- -24.9-14 44.1 
-~ 0#.841 3) j? 4 1 3) -zo.I'4( 4) 22.46( 4) 24.-581 4) 26*'46( 5) 28.00( 5) 290081 6) *9:571 61 35,36 23.46f 4) 2S.494 5) 27.21( ) 28,4( 5) 29.051 6) 34,58
I2SlqS( 3) j6.i2) 38,821 3) 21.224 4) 

on 6 9* 33 I1332' 2 16-Q064-34. - -4sS 2-1 '4)- - 20.43 4--4-)---#2A7- 44 ZLS-2-t 
48.lo '47410 q45 7 4 04.. 57.05 
. Z7.25 46.98 49.24 49.323,66 

TABLE A-SD: THE TOTAL NOISE INTENSITY AT x/D = 60.
 
SPEED OF SOUND RATIO- 2s00 VO CODE. 2





4 SEGMENT 5 SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT 
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT 

.38126 *27706
116938 1.01661 .84914 ;&81qs .525§q










5.10 8ej4 23.27 27.27 30.43 32,37 3295 
46.45
37.90 37.3k 
33497 37.13 38.93 39.30 3877 
24.63 29.68
1stO 39474 38.94 '*8,13
39.54 qi.17 '41.35 14048 20*0 27,03 32*34 36.45 

3.92 4'S8 44*27 43,0 '42,25 '$.56 5.741 67
30.0 3tS56 36.93 

1.9642473 46.55 - q498 4340 D 3 935.0 33.66 38.98 *2 H .... . J4 30 -... . 
42,863 -
92'47 52,77 
--- 0-------34.86- ----- 'l-,0'4 ... - q q4) -. ....----- 444 56tt2
 
q5,62 44.si 43.99 44.47 54,q2
 
Ji -1044-s. n41.95 
'46. 38.07 42.97 45.79 46.88 q6.61 
'44,68 q6#35 4114t 5481 50.0 3998 qq.43 46.60 47.13 46.56 q5.53 
'94At '".-7q9 8 - 147412------4243f---f,0, _t------44 -- '-.S- .- 4--4A+t 38*70-51 e 4S.32 48,32 43405 40.32 q.aQ600 q0.88 q4.37 q5.63 96.69 37.86 9,2,6742,05 4*0t2 38o86q1.99 44.66 q772 S i-7,Z65-0 39.42 q2,69 
-- 3.9" 3 . .-38*5 - 37.a3i 
 
.- -------39.96-
700 -4-3-.-39-. . qS.6t 4S.93. q -16 . 37,08 36#72 46*16 37.18 37q3 37,46 37.33 ­75-0 32.68 3S.33 36.58 36,52 36.33 44,72
35.9 39.93 36,36 36.53rsu'0 28,69 32.04 3398 
Stt2r x 3j~q'3 33.04 39#.29 344,90 354q9 35475 36.79 43.32 
3603 : 31,81 33.16 34,16 34406 35J29 3s'#7 *I2.'54 
l" + -"'29 s g O L9 ,lAS.._ 
1 
.... ___ ..... 33A&"_L_ J _2- '2.07 
3S.20 41.73 iiZ.o 2j@7 25.71 29,28 	 30,28 31.90 a3.30 34.18 34.85 
3q.71 35,13 "4,42
:13040 '21.06 2q.89 27*S1 	 29.61 31.35 32.79 3392 

101. 	 7o~ 2,1:6R ?8.82 .0n. 3 12.2A 3,%.$5. -3406 34.96 '#1.02 
31.q$ i2470 33,944 34.52i n6.3Isit - 2S r5So> 7.74 	 29.7S 30.50 31.67 3284 "33.I# 39,11 
, . . '23,85 26.17 20.25
21  

9# q9,53 51.32 51.76 52,17 sl.68 50.88 499q q9.01 60.12
 
TABLE A-1OA: THE WKBJ INTEGRAL AND RUN PARAMETERS AT x/D = 70, 
sv1} sli St81l S 1101) St1221 S4141) 	 SISim­'rHTAtftA0- S(21? ---
9 8
15OO *11063+Oj . 9q1 +OQ *88176*00 .769q00O 465806+06 *54931+00 4qS24+O0 #3480+O0 *2622S#00
 






o0 .6773930Q .6659+00 6S561+00 .34933+00 o24923.00 >.I58s7+0o 1
 




S.7"p7p .d7pol .'5113"00 - hZ429-+Ob-j--44pDS5A4)0 *h1'
 
8 9 6
tSlO0 . 01 t0 .689s8+06 .57767+08 .q6712+00 .3946+00 .2599*00 .1625Z*00 *813j8-o .197q2-01
 
7 6
qo*Oob . ' 2+On *63362+00 .522q6+00 .4l323+00 .3t775+00 .20469+00 .11976#00 046607.01 .13584-02
 
,,io+o0 .' $391 0 *3781.OQ 27372+00 4I1S72+00 *92IO3-0 .26)28i 631l:01 ,5S3A b2 




65.00 .I89I4.0 0 .42172-01 	 .37697-01 .11917+00 23326*0b ,3 793+00 S5239+00
 




Als .	 r Pw~t 
,600 i.oooz .8 -o .0- 5.7Q -4. ,,
 
MODIFIED APHj4A lS, .5070 
TABLE A-10B: THE SELF NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 70, 
SPEED OF SOUND RATIO. 1,85 VO CODEs 2
CoNVECTiON MACH NO*~ 1.206 

- ". -t" -U-'----".-" -- 2 
\ 
.
,IESELF:N0ISr tNT tSITY C1EBZS): HTH tREQUfNCY 8AND NUMBERB>§ 
8 SEGMENT 7 TOTAL
6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 
ANGLE. SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 9EGMENT 3 SEGMENT q SEGMENT 5 SEGMENT 

(ES) Ac 8.07624 1.10774 1.0632 
 .87138 i72784 ;58410 .45037 .33364 .237_
 
.. -+ _.. i l~w:.:---- - -+ o- - -+. . -l .. , '-5g4)00 4ci 8:)0,-7 

30462( 0? 3o;09( 8) 29.58 a)t .38,28
 85.0 160591 6) 21,94( 71 26.9O( 7) 28.771 8) 30ri8 8) 30#85( 8) 






+ ' : ': - q 1 + 
."+3SO ',;'2 ;68 8.: +"ll++Ot+.)+-,':• 3 'S--9)'. 9; ::t3,s3 6 I0) .500f36+ .' .9L. >+370,65)-9) -, "3'' 9)2,
: 
-,'36A0tftI ,'+-S 3 (8 :+',IS09 i" 4p;,S '6Iso-0 236%$7)<z; i98A , 3273t:, 8 q) 
, 
, 
8) 36@79( 8) 46,23

'5.0 29#69%9) j4'0 9) 37111 9) 38.21( 9) 38i60( 9) $706l6 9) 36961 9) 37132V 34931( 8 q6672
500 31.001 9) 5.54 9) 37.74( 9) 39.47% 9) 38.281 9) 37.723 9) 37.613 9) 3902( 8) 

- A 9. 38 47 -9).. 9) 3797.7 . , - ) " + 
•0. A3c6(8)' A3 .9( -O) +?.,q7•s2t)at

,- "37,06g 9)2 -. 3716:69). Q,01-9 9) 9V• oo0,0- 3Sl' - s . 
34499( ")l ' I,(-'$.4 ,3,i44 S):-Q'32E72(,8---> Q44B<
- "1,"1-3096+9) , 9:4 (' 9 ) j "-4' )'li9) - -Ij.23( 9 • 36029i' 9) 
a,4 "Al 
4p~-) i7,)6t 0) '33,ig- 1 9) 23'l(.)')g'--8 330'6(- 3 11 4tt )- 1AjQ2d A)14 
t1 ­
2 7 7) 41,25 
75; 26.2q(9) 947, 81 SIs)7( 8) 32.12
1 8) 32,63( 8) 2262( 8) 32J78( 8) 32,56( 8) 32.181 

3,0961 71 40.47
31.75f 8) 32.161 a) 32*30% 7) 32j221 7)
24a28( 8 27@77( 8) 299751 6) 30.99( 8)
80O . ...  .1 ~~ll . . . . ,,1 . .. .. ... 11+ . oq 1 + .. . .. . 6. _ 

-- A ' -) 
2 ) 111w'J.ia' ''
 
.. . it' 010 7.7 1( . . 3 is?- 39. 
~~1.- I3.Q -- - -I) I--2-f] 7) J1:: '1-ut7- 1.3 
o,+90.tO'- 22.081(7)' .-,.68( 7) ,27.9017) 29t41j,) 3o 31;IS4 7) " "3"S4%-7) " 3g67t 7) "-3jiS7-t-7),>'396S>Sq61-7)1 

.6A -2- -,-- 6) 249,#1j 7) 500.3q7) .7)-;31";2O( 7-) -- 3)W231i 7 ",3866,-3,09"' 
- b1 0oo.);'209448( 6 1K. "r'22( 6) '26'.S6l- 6) 282, 
14 
1 4 30;331 4) 30.SI 71 37.94
 j20-O 18.:7(5) i.98( ) 24.47( 5) 26.353 S) 27.83( 6) 28998( 6) 29,813 7! 36.80
 
25, 46( 5) 27.0q( 5) 28036( 6) 29,253 8) 29487( 6) 30o171 
130.0 17.i41 ) ,o.g5% 5) 23.q9t 5) ) All%?AA0 6)
~q-.s 2t
-00 16~~ 'I Q 6--M A1 _q )-- - 2A4-4 21 ?l-r *,(,6) - ,. +lo 2 ( S ts.5) 26 S i .. $1, - ,.) - L__1t -l 214f i__s. "3'3,B0S) trst4l'5r 2033UI 61 27"26(,"6) J -27i7lMI-"& 
:.0> 0+-+- .*299 4)- - "bhBi'4) I9Q44t) - -21; 604 -M) 
-2'aAtgILtp.A 2An,& VItJr2* £it"A"A "61 '-IL.fl'tpnptId -- 2 t8, R" IfAt. Mit I 4) - pil t _ 
37.69 41.37 14q 09 'q.*66 145#.g7 q4'46qq29 	 '*3 #77 42.82 63.36 
'.: 	 12t~,y~ .78.38 67ot36' '65 1k 62,32 S8,69 S*4,10 48 j3I 4,0,87 
k 47.60 47 1'7. 46. ,0 4$402 -4z 59 Aio.O07 36i49.8' 

4S.4q 44.l '4230 90.044 36.80
42:49 45.92 46.39 q6.17 

'11t96 39494 37901
qO'81 j4A61 q6.s08 '45.09 144.2 43.65 

*p0 	 LAA 91.Ql L1,7 03-61!- 55 393n.7.19 
-- . q0 - 2|.o '11".63 42.72 42.31 1.09 39,59 37,28
 
%-,-A.6 0~.1'0'3'16 ~ S 40;57 a3a $.32
 
_________1__96 3 42. 	 _I9t.t 44 40,6A 39.98 3Y.A' 	 1.nO
38,64 37,21
29.98 3 1*92 36.S8 3a.02 39.13 39.72 39.31 

Z7.18 32*46 34.37 36-16 37.68 
 38.66 38i56 38;21 37.08 
2 - -,0: 197r, -1192 1*4,11 -3A.At E517.MA3#7 371,70 36.88 
' , ZOOS0', 2'1- '29111 31;81' 3q.27 36o37 36.77 37$12 36.63 
TAnLEA-1Oc: THE SHEAR NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 70. 
CONVECTION MACH NO.- 1.206 	 SPEED OF SOUND PATIO. 1,85 VO CODt p 2 
*H E'AR'NOISE "INTENiiTyiDEC BE4 1 wITH.FREQUENCY BAND NUMBERS 
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT q SEGMENT 5 SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT V TOTAL 
(DEG) MC 1,1762q 1.10774 1.00232 .87138 .7278 ,58|410 *qSO37 .33364 .23741 
-A7, I!765pO 	 inAp0940S-fIS,7&I"3) OBT5'4)" 2q.64 U 27,OD( ) 2 27 07.73(6) 26.82( 6) 26s72( 6) 2672( 6| 3S,2l
 
?12(A~t 1f) 17 8 1,a! 22:@O St A) 	 At02A( 1 IA) A0824C- 90 - 182 4 3
 
36.0 	 22.42( 43 27.621 q) 31.32( 5) 33.60( 6) 34.31( 6) -33.82( 6) 32.73( 6) 3t46l( 6) 3QO48 61 41.q4
 
20.0 	 2q,8q( q) 3O.05( 51 33.66( 6) 3s#76( 6) 36.q( 6) 3S58( 6) 3q.39( 6) 33&13( 6) 32,12( 61 43.36
 
36.6 - 29f.ipC S) jS73 4? 3k4 	 3 -6.,176:tti) 35017( 7) 441 6)8--9j4--4-1:0 
-	 30,*0 29# , g) ,;qt264 ) 37.4314 6) 3a.87( 6) 3808( 7) 37,77( 7) 36.4347) 35,17(7) 3404Q(-6) 46'0
 
"35#0 31,14( 5) - 6.03( 61 38t8|( 6) 39,824 7) 39.'3( 7) '38,294 7) 36493( 1) 3S;77( 7) aS1Bt,7) '47.02
 
q4O 	 3q.2q( 6) 38.41( 7) '0.221 7) 4o.42( 7) 399&2( 7) 38.40( 71 37.30( 7) 37438( 7) 3474( 6) '47,86
 
50.0 	 3'493( 7) 38.67( 7) q4o 7( 7) 40,03( 8) 39.1 9 ( 7) 38,|5( 7) 37.72( 7) 39.02( 7) 31.851 6) q7,85 
6".$(8 36.7-( 81 9s37 8) 37.9822*7(4) o7) 7A2)794.) 2 7 2_q._52 t__A--07-25­1 ' 













































18.12I 6) 22.7(( 6) 21;63( 6)i7,I0( 6) 17,00( 6) 










-90o0@"5,99.00C-1 ""*9.oo () , "9,0o 6)' r99.O01 S)' -99,00t 6) !9900( 6) #99.00 8) -99,00( 6) -99,00l 6 89,q6 





j p7 ''A: 
11.23( 3) 74.704 4) 
11.85f 31 TS.Qo( 3) 
IIH.5L2 
' 
lotI0oIt2) 13.'60I 2), 



































2S, 5 3( 5) 
25.011 4) 
-22-4-.lf8 21 4) 
22t171 S) 











39.q0 q3.02 45.19 45o3S qs, 43.85 42.61 4121 a8.72 S2,83 
TABLE A-101): THE TOTAL NOISE INTENSITY AT x/D = 70, 
CONVECTION MACH NO~k 1.206 SPEED OF SOUND RATIO. 1,65 VO CODI. 2 
TOTAI2'M!o lSE °,&&S1IIytEC I ELS 
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT '4 SEGMENT S SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT 9 TOTAL 
(DEG) MC 1.17624 1,10774 1.0.32 .87138 .72784 .58410 .46037 o33364 .23748 
A i4.76'00 1-6sugo 1.999ina *, c;o1 1*'Iq0' f,7nn~n n-,8 
5.0 16073 21.87 ZS.60 28,14 29.31 29,33 2870 27.86o 27*09 36,80 
16.0 23943 28.66 32.03 31.84 36.79 35.59 314.1 33,87 33.07 83.15. 
20.0 25.86 31.11 34.80 37.06 37.82 37,47 3659 ,3S161 34.62 4,6.34 





















































35.75 39.14 90*46 40.8! q5.73 93,69 3733 35#47 34.0Y 5.31 
'34.35 37@71 95.12 49.29 38.51 36,58 3s,2 3f.30 3303? q9.93 
33,10 32.81 32.36 d#.7S
7s.0 	 27.1 30.96 31,97 32.77 33.14 33,22 32.04 40,64
80.0 	 24.69 28.08 30*02 31.21 31.93 32.31 32.93 32433 
- .01 - -3L 11.7 teq4.3­A5.4 -3.()7 -------	 7n.a 
22.61 25.68 27.00 29.91 30.46, 31.t5 3145q 31.67 315 39.43
'6O, 31.30 38.752.36 29.58 30.4 31.00 31428i06,o 20.63 24.35 26*69 I * 3A­
- 26. 8 - 7g-t -1 B~sL~~~~fs9
-0-6c--	 -4V. 78-- ---- 20 .!S ---- ___- -IAta2 38.07
120.0 18,97 22,73. 2S.19 27.06 28.53 29.66 30.48 30,97 31 *4 3114 37.82
 13090 18.26 22.02 2q.53 26.q9 28.08 29935 3Q,30 30.90 
aIof, 37.4f77,r 784-01..0-3--
' ------- I--75-	 30.6? 36,0
7oq7 4-,2 ±.Bn 	 29*46 30*30Ht 	 20.11 22,71 24.84 26.67 28.22
osoO 	 16.37 
28,32 29.29. 29.7 35o74

"j6000 1q#76 g8.so 21,f3 23.33 25.26 26.9q 

'7.i 4 '33-t7170 '0 -4-8 - 4-z 22,. 
q'*25 560041.64 47.68 48.03 48.15 47.29 96*5 #5.69
95 28 

TABLE A-11A: THE WKBJ INTEGRAL AND RUN PARAMETERS AT x/D = 80.
 
THETAtRAD) s(21) 5(41) s(6l) S181) s|10 5(121) S(14l) S(II) 5(1811
 
.00 .1095so0 .98307#06 *87b94+00 .75976+00 165065+0e ;5451900 .qq534.00 *35348+00 .272q9+00
 
64S-+1 ,,9"O 0 00-r 3 1g43+0g 2- 87
~-64D---- - .2S940 
.89534 0& 	 .78330+0g .6723100 .563S2*06 pse5640 .35995+00 .26895+00 .18922+0010.00 	 .o0078+oj 
.219 11 0 0  
.30848+00 	 *lt76400

.5.00*95422.0-	 .8497+00 .72998+00 .61925*00 451090+08 .40660+00 

2.8 '*898OA .73699+06 .62672+08 .51606+00 ,46941*00 .30766+00 .21326400 .12929400 .60067,01 
6	
.16941.00 .901*0-01 .28266-01
30"0F 	 .79627.0: . 8467 00 .57q03*0 .96536+00 &36019+0o ,260630fl 
-- 35.0o- .7i4309+0-- *.63219*06d-- . S022So 	 r3L*0----2
9
-45*00-- -. 67 320 , 3--m2 
40o0 	 .678630! .S689l+06 .4609000 .35603+00 62s637 06 ..i6q76*00 .85179"ot .23936-at .48266-02
 
.5*00 .99326+00 38792#00 *28672+00 .I9221 00 .1080I+00 .39771-0y .31291-03 .38224-01
#60 96,0: 

-,~I~0985- .--2aSS35.02--2 3027 --01:0- C3*0- . 
55.00 	 .39115+G- .29345+0d .2C0 7800 .11660*00 *46367-04 .18275-02 .33285-01 ,108820o .21291300 
.25S&s00 	 .39539400
60*00 	 .2q7890i .1630506 .86896-01 .25948-0 .38122-02 .55538-01 .14158*00 
&og-.-32 531 2Ato- Z1 6486kO---­A76-Z*00---65*00 .7 ae8-o;.-2e70 --
NO






ALPHA L LI .S 

,SOO 1000 .BO0 
 ,OI 6.112
 
TABLE A-11: THE SELF NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 80,
 
SPEED OF SOUND RATIO. 1,70 Vo CODEs 2
CONVECTION MACH NO.- I.0Oo 

SEL" 6iSt INTrNSZTYIDECIBELS) WITH FREQUENCY BAND NUMBERS
 
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT q SEGMENT B SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT 7 TOTAL
 
.27804 19790
(DEG) NC .98020 *92312 -83527 *72615 j6O653 £4867S .37531 

I Ao *An i-'ioh, t.i*Ipnn l~p7000
'A L600 I lSAOt no 19 4 -"MO V',gzo6 
a '9q( ) T4.374 6) 17.65( 6) 19$6S( 6 20.S0( 6) 93( 6) 20.18( 4) 19.63( 6) 586891 6! 28.38 
0 --- 2+,70 (i2 68 6)-3 got----r 24. . --- a ) 23A141 6) 22,8 61 ' * 2.... 7) 
7) 26.971 7) 26.371 7) 25462( 6) 24.96( 61 34.8115.0 16.28( 6) ?1.29( 6) 2q.53t 6) 26-91( 7) 27.fl 

20.0 I8.6q( 6) p3.63( 6) 26.78( 7) 28491( 7) 29066( 7) 8 71 28613( 7) 27,35( 6) 26.72( 61 36.74
 
'9171 7) 2A A71 A) 2p-tA( A) 1a82QZ00(;6 C 69(~1 ) Z8.68( 7) 322i 7) 30 59( 7) 20-z 71
25~ 7) 31.701 7) 31j210 7) 30#42i 7) 29,66( 6) 29#45( 6! 39,022.611o ) 273( 7) S21t 7) 3. 
3I0oq 7) 30,441 6) 31I35( 41 qoq6
28.811 7) 31331 7) 32039( 7) 32q47t 7) 31,W 7)350 2 8 ) 

71 32 2-.- 13647 .24 MA AA64l.. 40hJJ~~~~~7 lq-o ------. 9r.I 33&92( 6) 29.S54 6) 41.60

'$60 26.62f 7) 30.751 7) 32.69( 7) 33-29( 7) 33.08f 7) 32z*O' 7) 32l15( 7) 
50.0 27.221 7) 1.Q7I 8) 32.771 8) 33.2q( 7) 33.64( 7) . 3249I 71 as.64j 7) 30.824 6) 20.641 6J q$185
 
%2.A9( 71 Al-pA( 7) ftt-p71 7% 21.411( At 29 4 4RtA( BI~A I. 1s~ *~0-a.nA) 
 27.7q( 6) $1206
 60'o 2674f a) 40*9( 81 31*82( 7) 37,91$ 7) 36,43t 7) 31i10 7) 29.8l( 4) 28,75( 6) 7:12s( 61 o.9065, 26#37( 7) 3S.OS( 7) 36.40( 7) 309971 7) 3Q.i9( 7) i9.sel 6) 28.95 6) 28,24( 6) 
r. fRt l7B 612A7ta. Ap~t A) j 21lZ~ 32,3270.0 7AL7L -2.Z 71 pa-at 11 61 36,37
27.86( 6) 289011 6) 27.89( 6) 27,55( 6) 27901(
75.0 21.39( 7) 7,66( 6) 26.39( 6) 27.361 6) 

Batl 191981 6) j3.41( 6) 25.324 6) 26.49( 6) 27.17( 6) 27-481 6) 271604 6) 27,28( 6) 26,83f 6) 35,76
 
26 -1t 04) A7:c'4(
8s0 18097I 2( 4) 20--6-----2-5-.0 A) 
26,87( s? 26,82$ 5) 26.SI1 S) 34188 
.-0-0 18.16( 5) ji.72( 6) 23.82( S) 25$21( 6) 26.12( 5) 266S SI 

lu0O 16.86( 5) po.q6( S) 22.69( 5) 2q.221 5) 2S.28( 5) 259971 S) 26.3q l) 26,142( 5) *6.23( 51 34.20
 
Si 33.09
 1i00 14.84t 4) '8.53( q) 20.874 q) 22.58( q) 23.97( 4) 24*8o( 4) 25$91( S) 25669( 5) 2S.66( 
tlo.O 33.91 3) j7.61 3) 20.001 3) 2*99( q) 23.17(1) 24.214 9) 24.92( 5) 2S29( 5) 2S,331 5 32,94 
" *2 - . 14955 4? .24,|tC ) n- gnr2 ;) . .3191 
"~- -	 . S.--...---. .. s0.. .. ... >4 4 '-p2 4. I9," "),. .2 .. 6 "q) 
.23 .4 S3I Wt4, . ,h,
42 . '22.. 24,III/ )

"1 o0 ' zj 3)'{ " P I I' 32) > ,#7.89 * .19 79 3 ) t t,21o%6( $) 
3i '- I,.262 :22%25() 9t? -22;92(-'244C' "S:&.29t2-. 	 6'.2jP1trc9 1f9i~B:10* K2obz 1 ,fi 2 2 	 ,3?i r 
32.77 	 .l7q9 39*06 40.22 40*O4396.6 39.37 38.70 37.78 





''s !12 	 1-'k. Ai-ig-~'<4W~ - 3 6.488,7 L-34~I ~ ~x*q$04)i-
40.86 qO.Oq 38.69 36475 34412 30*35
 37.42 40,06 q1.13 
 3996 39.37 A8#26 369S6 3Q1 16 30.75 
3...-S1. 7" 1t t 3'4N 92 
36.00 3a.75 40.02 
'-	 07>-*'/
?f A7 .3L2. 	 .J61790 :' '-',l7;0 fl -" -'37 '51*' A53.I't;<t>37.7q ... >tw,3y.8I< 4: , 7/v'S iOZ &-./'35& 

>', - 31Y 2 364 14'-, 	 6-,., '1 ''3-4 , 356vq'KUl?2~ts: $1413-'9)3.I7A~4B2'4 66' 
31.63
27.09 30*55 32.98 34.08 34,83 35.08 34.70 33,06 31o6024.83 28.q6 31.18 32.56 33,63 qi20 34.13 33.13 
2 6.7 "l.'0 	 ~1.. ,f ''23 23.*IR 324741 It.SA 3 	 ~ 
THE SHEAR NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT X/D 80.	 / " 
"	 
" 4 <:/ - ' 7>,TABLE A-1lc: 	 4*";' +,.' >, '" ;.-'-",t-'"'.,' -'" 
-T<- -FR4'44-- 4-O-4'44I4-4.4. -, 	>YATE <3.6 -2 .
,S 4NO.AB S - I-y S 

SPEED OF SOUND RATIO= 100O !O tOllm 2
CONVEjTjON AC1H O,& 1.006 

SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT 9 TOTA
L
 
SEGMENTI 	 SEGENT'',4 2ANG.LE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGTENT 3 SGHENT'24 q 4.4.44.4.4)2 "SEGMENT34--3 6 2 2 
7 # 
44-44-4 
. 2 7 8 0
I-i? VOOt12S. 24 iun 19790SPEE OF RAIO 	 9 1 9 4 lntMACH NO'a, ;0 ) (ON 	 ,48675 9370 1CON0eIo ,72615 ,6D653 	 -i (DE.G) mC *98020 	 .92312 -83527 
-4%3 ,- ' 290 74 A01 7 




,)' 	 3i'(S 43 # S 4'; I I 444 4 40-24, 44 444 4 
2S@61( 9) 37,711
 
Iseo 22:11( 3) j6*714( q) 29.37( 1) 36#42( 4) 30,20( 6) 29023f 5) 27&96( S) 26,67( 5) 

- 28#161 S) 27*161 51 39,46
 





'- 0 6 

54' '2,3S 
" 0O'' -'qA!I '':z 'I"4 91 1 .. j51' 6 641~.I MS 
$2*e'o \\j52$~12%(e,"z 6) 34.031 5 1 314.9,1'.l 32.89( 5) 319621 5) 3Qj68I 5) ,31,38 '1 4 
114_C''' 

-'S*0 30;07( 5) 33.S6( 5) 314,79( 6) 3.*73( 6) 33.96( 6) 82,96( 5) 32.31{ 5) 3392f S) 27.91( S '92,68 
500 29.84 ' 3.11( 6) 3*22; 6) 3q*.16 6) 33,Sf 6) 32.47( 5) 35164( 5) 29,37( 5) 25.661 5) 42040 
V3.321 6) 37.91 61 36,3; ) 29.06 5) 26.16; 5) 23073( 5) 26531 4) '#1.92 
9110 2'2#1613S4l(612.M5) ll I 5) 22.981 8) 2j13 6) 19fZS( j 31.6.16.09 fkSq48?l 

76.0 q,63( 5) j7.22 5) 18.36$ s tee2; 53 37.39; 5) .6715( 4) 16.17( Of) 150001 ') 139661 4) 26,27
 
80.0 	 Boll( 5) 1,o0( 6) 12,31c 4) 12,83( 43 32,82* 9) #2943f ') 11474( 4) 10,81( M) 9#67( 41 21.08 
MO 0 4 t 6.A(R-g ( 9% lizU.Q 4,9 " 4- qjj '' 4) 1,24t 4i 13.82 
tA~o' 99ggQ0*4 '9q?40Q'#) *99.00; q9 s99 i00( q*1 -99.604 q) '99,QQI q4) '-
9 
.00I 11 -99,001 4)'6 9liq)379.q9 
t '$f.71 07 3 6#98i 3) 8o22( 3) 0.991 3) 9;374 4) 9.40( 4) 9,081 q) 8.'#4'$(A) 1 17*94 
zi6 6 SO? 3 b4 Qt7 1) 3i-.-37-1i11411-7-9-(-Azs 	 mI $9494J.....1'4) 112 4&'( 
120*0 7*73( 21 i,15( 2) 1333f t) 14.95( 3) 16.18(3) 17.05( 3) 17,S4( 3) 17,6q( 31 17,32f q1 25,22 
130.0 0.67( 2) f2.03( 2) 1q.31( 2) 16,08( 2) 17.50( 2) ies6( 3) 19.29( 31 19,57( 3) T9,40( 3i 26.83 
, 0 0976 (1, ." s - 1) 2 ') 7n.'76, 'P 70472I--1. %"_. _ Al 7 17813_ 
.B0l0,.'. 0.3.( 11 I|8S; 3) .o28 1) '16.3 4 2) I.pS; 21 i9is( 2) 20,611 3) 21#25( 3) '2133t 3 27.99 
'
 
'Y360i0"7 l.a-;1 i) t .SV93) wa3'- ) '15.28( 2) 17dt6( .21 1804 Z) 204;(8) . 20,85( 3) 2104( 3) 27,39 
,;' 4.q 2w 119,3 2n)it 1t~' '3) s *9' 2) t 4--Ip7A 
341*33 j8.St 39*81 q,31 39.q9 38.54 37,23 35,68 33#44 47.59
 
TABLE A-11D: THE TOTAL NOISE INTENSITY AT x/D = 80. 
mikrE n90573 
Vo CODe 2
CONVECTiON MACH NO.' 1.006 	 SPEED OF SOUND RATIO- 1.7o 

' ',TOT TNiSE:iNTENSITVIOECIBELS) 
7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT 9 TOTAL







(DEG) MC .98020 .92312 .83S27 	 1.,0700l6
I-,. z o ~n o ,Lpppf 0"tLjffn.Qp 

22044 33.36
25.79 29,26 24,36 23,36
£60146 21,17 2q*06 2S52
,ea ' 
" ''2-.':r72; O 1- 9 -,'.?*--9 5 ~ 7 	 - 7qA~fn - 17.flQ 
39.63
31994 31,26 30.2S 29.19 28.31
150 23.12 27.83 36.60 31387 

3186a -, 30478 29,9* '1.32 20.0 26.35 30,00 32464 33.74 33,67 32,91 

2S D .27:29 443-34L2 7 3 t91 4 -"-#----3-----------*p403. 11499 1l.'1i 94',?
'4.9-7-
 33*85 32.87 '32i52 q3,76
36.85 34.9q
30.0 28v92 33,29 36,0 36.20 

36.34 3S.40 3q#436 '33,57 3q.33 q452
350 30,18 3q,34 36,29 36.79 

-
,A. 6--rA4&JL 	 _-___-'4 * _ 
-- -- - '- - 3 .07- -3h .-..- ,3-7-,,-- 46. 57. -35 ---
'5.0 31969 35.39 36.88 37.08 36.55 j575 35.24 36.93 3.8v2 45.18 
Soo 3173 35.22 36956 36.73 34.31 35,89 38.65 33.17 30012 46.35 





























75.0 22#22 25.38 27.00 27.87 28.28 28.35 28,17 27.78 27.2i 36,Y8 
800 2025 23.65 2S5q 26.68 27.33 27.62 27462 27.37 26.92 35,90 





























































36,63 93.07 q2096 93.28 '92*78 qZ.26 qllq 4oq6 39.09 50,98 
-TA-Bk A-a2A: THE WKBJ INTEGRAL AND RUN PRMTsAT x/D=9fl,- --- -. 
































































































CARD INPUT FOR MMAX, A; MC* THETA, AND W, NO 
prTAll r PQIMrTA2 _NQ 
ALPHA L LI SF PW(D8) 
.400 1 Ono .-Ono 493 
MOCIFIED ALPHA 1st 94977 
TABLE A-12B: THE SELF NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 90.,
 
CoNVECTION MACH NO*- 755 SPEED OF SOUND RATION 160 VO coo u 2 
'.SEL'i'NOISE INTENS|TYJ ECIBELSl WITH FREQutNCY BAND NUMBERS 
ANGLE SEGMENT I 


















"'Boo 8,47f S) 72.$91 5) Iq$71( S) 15158( S) t5,9ev S) 4siost 6) lqi2q( 5) 13,36( 41 
;2#5tg 4) '23,93 
ISoe 
2090 16*671 S) 







































































































3 1 4 
20,761 9) 








z An q 8( 1 
20,2q( 1 

















T5018( 4) 17.20t q) 

































































26-76 30.08 31.98 320S0 32.72 320S3 3290'1 31,03 30936 
40.16 
A2 63#93 62.59 60.7S 568#33 55#26 $1946 46,82 q14117 34@15 
29.99 -12.51 33.37 32!98 31.95 30430 27#93 24083 g0o28 
28,99 1.60 32,62 3200 31.58 3.15 	 25.17 21.02.j2.03 

27.91 	 30.62 31.81 31.76 31f'|j3 - 29992 " 28.05 25;3 21,65 
-Z 109 190* A~3OB__ __25 , 62- -22.17­
--	 36.204
4t j~V' 8'229.91f 	 30.03 29.27 27.88 25.73 22.69 
)"228,88 	 29-36.' 2937 288 27,69 25077 229,9 
O -28 . 63- 8+4 27* l4 _-20-1 - 91­
2116 7 i3 26.48 27.34 27.81 27977 27.12 2566N 23.38 
-22$72'-'- jIe 
19.66 22,83 25.11 26018 26.89 27912 26.72 25,67 23.60
 
26.7s 2s.ss 25.72 2o,96 23.S2
V" "9,2Z 	 21.96 23.s0 
TABLE A-12c: THE SHEAR NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 90. 
DlATE 000573
 
SPEED OF SOUND 	RATIO- 1,60 Vo CODE. 2
CONVECTION MACH NO04 .755 

SHEAR NOISE INTENSITyIDECIBELS) WITH FREQUENCY BAND NUMBERS
 
6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT I TOTAL
 ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT q SEGMENT 5 SEGMENT 

,36506 .28148 *2fl853 $4861i




154S54 33 1N,31( 3) t3e23 31 .26.10 
A LI~p8B -6~pn-'o 	 ppaG 
5'0 13.38| 2) 16.974 3) 18.42( 3) 1858( 31 17.921 3) 16*92( 3) 
30~0 i6-96 i ma -- -,-91 -2OL-l--Z.a-"-20*.11 It'--- IftlhRB 21 17#621 3) 16,57C 3) 29.52 £91601 3) 18.61( 3) 31.s6
 
IS0 19.17( 3) 22.67( 3) 26900( 3) 24.03( 3) 23.28( 3) 22.12( 33 20683( 3) 
 20j954 3) 20,11( 3) 32.92
 200 20.711 	3) 26.131 31 25.38( 3) 25.361 6) 24.S7( 3) 23.ql 3) 22#13| 3) 

22-	 4' f~1"--. 7,-120' 91 S'Zt-'3) lln2 2.l94t1) %*41121.0 2,1.74 3l 	 1.84
 34.37
 
30 0 22.3)4 	3) 25.55 q) 26.66(46) 26S7 6) 2S:90( 6) .14,701 3) 234574 8) 
22470( 3) 2301 3) 

23460( 3) 	 30.83(3)
qeqo
25.951 6) 24,95( 4) 23,991 3)
3S.0 22.SN(q) 6)15.70! 26.76( 6) 26.68( 4) 

'0-0 	 41 261-AI,2I '41 AA624 4 ,0 sn 1) 31 34 19.111 31 36.596S.b 22.02(4 zS.Oq( q) 26.09(4) 26.12( 4) 2S.671 4) s.23( 6) 27*791 3) 22496( 3) 

50.0 21.24( 14 2.24( 6) 2S.36( q) 25.59( 6) 25.581 q) 299n7( 3) 2396 
9( 3) 20.011 3) 17.284 3) 36.25 
55-0t l 1021''~ -44.h#46 1..LA0,I'42-L.---i-)--1--2 3---7'1 11 01'~ 3-4 '7'"''.47I 1 1.49q46) 

8	 17.3S 3) 15465I 3) ;3.S5I 3) 33.17
 
60.0 39.321 	q3 2Z. 0| q) 28.8R( 6) 28.qO 4) 21.q2( 3) j9.30( 3) 
4 	 16,684 3) 14.634 3) 13408( 3) It.61 3i 29.18
 65,0 22.72( 41 2.15S(4) 19.27(4q) Is.50 3) 17.39( 3) 





 7S-0 5.75( 3) 8.50( 3) 9.65( 3) 9.99( 3) 9.914 33 9-20 3) 8.624 3) 7;351 3) 
8040 #14( 3) 3.08( 31 q.46( 3) r.06( 3) 5.13( 3) -4982*( 3) 4191 3) 3,30( 31 2118( 21 |3,38 
.0sQ'," ,-99i001 21 





















































146 to " 
'4'0t"q 2 |
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27*.4S jO.SI 31,89 31.89 31,47 30-69 29.36 27.11 25#70 39's8 
TABLE A-121): THE TOTAL NOISE INTENSITY AT x/D 90.' 
CoNVEcTiON MACH NO,# .756 SPEED OF SOUND RATIOn 1.60 VO CODE. 2 
-TOTAL NOISE INTENSITytnECISELS) 
ANGLE SEGMENT I 
(DEG) mC 973515 
SEGMENT 2 
,624,2q 
SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT 4 
sq!;~9 
SEGMENT 5 SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 
356.28198 













































































































































OAI "'/ ' :,ttX051iIA1 	 '18.62 I .32 19.76 19,70 19.27 '27,97
17 20 	 19.87

"
 37 	 1,436
r"I0" .e	 :6 46 '17.86 1879 j9,3q 19#$6 19,48 19912 27,§9
 
120.0 Wobo 13.53 .1S.71 17.2S ie63S z9.07 196q6 19.51 19.2q 27.27 
'130OO 9,71 13,23 15.05 17.05 f16,24 199S3 19,65 39.q 27,27- 19,06 

-''"1 21 4 ;44' '16.1y 374S9 318.66 19.85 19.63 	 262.II 
.... -, 13i2Z 	 15.05 16.57 i77 0 
117718661 89 18 . ~ '28,7 
' 40t2" 0 Lktak - -' -*'--	 0-4& A1 1 & 212AL... 23.AOnA A. .  
4 
30913 33.31 341.95 	 35.22 3S.5. 3q,68 t3*91 32.51 31g6 43,33
 
INTEGRAL AND RUN PARAMETERS AT x/D 100.
TABLE A-13A: THE WKBJ 	  

47653q0b 60sq8+o0 .S967+06 qI924+Oo .33S68tob ;26076+00 .1967b0d.
.00 i. 92700'"..808070 

" Po 76778+00 066W9+00 #565S+00 
 46991lo' 3797300 .29661+00 22202+00 .ISBSQO0
8 72 O0rx 

*76IQ8+0, .65799+00 *55660+00 *.43836O0 344Sq+o0 :27660+00 .19622+00 .125*6+00 .67128"01 
' 20 Oa709350 6 .60687+00 .SO664+00 ,40982+0- 0 =31774+06 623198+00 .15q42+00 .
8 7 qb5 -01 .3qq3q-0315.06 

2S.0O- :AtR 	 .328AZO04Z 3 2-8tO0 l.±42 *It712*.....nS*Aj I3LQ7.flisU71 j 
(2:542~~ Q84.~".45226+9Q 93I0qZ*00 '.22460+08 #146S9 +00 979337*0t .6b-3 i29627.03' 
" 35* - 'Sj86+00 .42893+00 *33636+0B .2q87600 446354o0 &97107-oI 039371"01 *2q8b"02 *22432r01 I9.nt -ess­40 449.0o*ov 3 q.7-93 
46.O0 ,33884+0, *25ql5+od- #17q82+00 *1035q+OO t9424q4o oqqq69"02 .19529-01 ,738N 01 ,349420 
.9q253-01 .I76210oo ,27593+00SO*Oo *22176+06 *14833+0& .82699-01 .29q88-01 io0o0 ,32813-01 

g8 0 N~AARpl .1 2	 of .1QS94-0fl .7 2 flAnfl i'46S0n0-.2'4nfl7.vnn *36p9 8+n .47A43+Ofl40 8qoe00od'"
-'2b.O62.ot, .62236-01 .1a21+O 19945+00 &24399+0j ,.0563#00 .53416+00 .679W2+b 




ALPHA '' 	 I Sr PWID) 
• OF I ALPHA IS: .. . .- _l.--- - -- ,J -

MODIFIED ALPHA IS: .5288
 
TABLE A-13B: THE SELF NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D = 100,
 
- ,nATE 	 no0571 
CONVECTION MACH NO*q .506 	 SPEED OF SOUND RATIO. JSO VO CODEm 2
 
sELF NOISE INTENSTYDECIBELS) WITH FREQUENCY SAND-NUMBERS
 
SEGMENT 8 SEGMENT 9 TOTAL
ANGLE SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT 4 SEGMENT S SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 

(DEG) MC .49010 .461S6 .q1769 *36307 l30327 .24338 .18766 .13902 .0989i
 IflSoOO
S'BnOn !@RoOO h'I.An 000 tOfl 1:'n9o 1,n0 Onnnn ilOnnn 

S.o -,s1 it) 2.91t 9l 'q4.4 q4 5.021 4) 4.92f? 1 4.40 4) 3.69? 3) 2490? 3) 2,204 3) 1346 
-hen 2-87 ' g) -') -- - +1 iIV 1 A;214- 4)--------7400? 
a6.0 4.93( q) 8,33( 4) 9.8s( q) '6*3S( ') 10.22( 4) 9,704 q) 8.98( 3) 8424( 3) 7:71( 3) 1890
 
20.0 6.27( 4) 9.6q? 4) 1I014( 4) 31.63( 	11) 11.49( q) i0,980 4) 10.30( *) 9,6S( 3) 9,381 3) 39,83
 
300 7;S!() l'O1( 4)1 2.Sg1 4) I;.991 	') I2.S9( 4) iig8 g} 12,03( 4) 12.014 3) 7.181 3i '2t14' 
q) 3.t8t 4) 43*02t 'l 12.9q( 4) 8#88( 3) t51224 3) 20653,0 $#to(4) i.36 q) 12.81? '4) 13.31? 0
 
'p0 -,1( g% , A14 291(4 U) 0?s 41 IS -3.49L-14-14-0,0 L..1-4'0 ? I-I Iaflot 1-1 2fly2-p Ut 2 V) 4 
4;.0 8916i 4) 13.37( q) 12.88? 4) 13 611 4) I'4*. ( if) 17.621 4) 1359( 3) 11,31f 3) 9969V 3) 22.66 
Soto 7.97( 4) j1.23( 4) 12.9( 4) 19.331 4) 17.6q( 4) 13.50? 4) 11,89( 3) 50161 3) 9.37( 3) 22.62 
r3) fl p71 I 7 44. k) Ii95 iit? *) 10,19 9.. 7% fl4..R 
40*0 1t99 4) 0.63( ) 11.32( 4) 1t.SS( 4) 110.8( ) 1,16I 3) 10.62( 3) 9189( 3) 8,97( 31 20,7 
66.0 S,321 4) 8030t q) 9.76( 4 !.'48 ( 4) tO.7( 3) ta.6( 3) 10.27( 33 9.66? 3) 8"0V3 3) 19.13 
70p0 '02( 'I1 't22(' '~ - t ) 4--A.Aa -11----3t----* i) tflfl( 31 0 4A4Al 1i,21* i I) *.&' 
7S.0 3.23( 3) 6.51( 3) 8.28( 3) 9.31( 3) 9.92( 3) 9.96( 3) 9,78( 3) 9321 3) 8.62? 31 18.24\ 
80.0 	 2.6q( 3) 6.97( 3) 7.81( 3) g.914 3) 9.S0l 3) 9.70? 3) 94S9( 3) 9,18( 3) 8.53t 3i 17.95
 
Arn 2-16? '-'3' 7-"A2-.-3)--g.S1----9 .22? ~9.9-4-----$44--4------9- A) 8,4'4C l 77
al '3 )' 

9000 |.76('3) 6.361 3) 7.081 3) 8.28( 3) 8,981 3) 9929? 3) 9,27( 4) 8,95 3) 8.371 3) 17.50
 
8,22? 3) 17d14
0.O 1101 2) 4953( 2) 6.63( 2) 7.78( 	3) 8.66( 3) 8,95? 3) 9.011 3) 8,76( 3) 

- .tO L 02L4 .....6.0J442 4.-	 I---- n . 3j n.nt Ai2----------I---2.1 - 8-S-66? 
 8.67( 2) 8i4)( 3) 7.951 3) 16.57
130"0 
120.0 .131 2) 3.67? 2) S.621 2) 6.99( 2) 7.A8 2) 8.qO( 2) 

7.581 2) 8.36( 2) 8.36( 21 8,q 2) 7.791 31 16.31
1300 -.26? 2) 3.17( 2) 5.23( 2) 6.63( 2) 

f J4a~ 2) ---	 ) 2) &oS( '3-2Sf91 7*,991 3i 16,02t-49.O----.6' 1-
7.74( 2) 7.27? 21 IS.65
ISO O -1.061 j) 2,29( 1) 4,29( 4) 5.76( 2) 6.93V 2) 7.62? 2) 7 2) 

6.60? 21 £4.95160.0 -1.76t j) 1.37? 1) 3.39( I0 q.91( 2) 6.06t 2) 6.85( 2) 7.23( 2) 7.IS( 2) 

5j 2 8 q.4- 1) _ 4.7f 2) I3flA21 .22.24L4.2 236646
-t708- --­
15.65 j8.36 20.56 21.26 21.53 21.42 20i68 - 20.16 *9.39 29.7% 
1 -8,52 1T.52 19,q2 18.67 17.14 1q*82 
11,69 6#73
 ]51:89 
 15,12 12,21 7072




"*; 13 7i96 6 18 00 ' " 18 29
•
..'. ' l| t ' 9I 61 1 B" 94 ,122 '. ­2". " | *' 1!* 3 3 
5952
8 157*35' .. '17*77':! z•
' 1209i 
 ,, In 

: 1- 9 4 "1-Q A .. .' 1 i 7 . . 1Sn: 1 9. Gi5 1115 A - 1 qq 
10,87
15.42 13#67 
10.95 14.02 15*79 16sq8 16,97 16439 
 15.26 13#72 4101,
12e lz9 15.72 16'q2 L6001
q.87 






TABLE A-13C: THE SHEAR NOISE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY AT x/D 

ACH NO*b .506 SPEED or SOUND RATIO. 1450 Vo CODE. 2
CoNVEcTiON 

SHEAR NOISE INTENSITytECIBELSl WItH FREQUENCY BAND NUiHbEc-lis } "':' 
8 SEGMENT I TOTAL
 SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 .SEGMENT 14 SEGMENT 5 SEGMENT 6 SEGMENT 7 SEGMENT 
ANGLE SEGMENT I 

.18766 913902 'D980
 (DEG) MC .49010 .46156 .111764 .36307 ,30327 62q338 





iSpo 7-31f '2) 10.36( 2) 11.511( 2) lj-6Gf 2) 11*19( 21) O~qOl 2) 9046( 2) 8#53( 2) 
 2b,78
21 -tleS5l 2) 10.67( 2) 9485( 2) 9sq61 21 
20*0 8-43( 2) lI~q6( 2) 12.61( ?) 12.761 21 12$32t 

7 181 21 2.1,0113,771 2) .13 ("l1)--'. tie82I2) 12.211 2) 12407( -2)
30 0 9. Il 2) 12.41( 2) 13,$7t t) 

1•:21 ;-•:$3 2) 13#02( 2) 84881 2) 10,37t 21 21,96
 3StO 9,q7t 2) 72,961 3) 13,6q( 2) 13-901 2) !liv --. 23( 
2) 6,87i 21 22.50
 
14S.0 8.90( 3) 71.921 3) 13.26( 3) 13-821 2) 14923c 21 470021 2) 12.76( 2) 94113i 
 22.11
 
50,0 8'qO( 3) I.SZ( 3) 13.111 3) 1q.38( 2) 1 7999~(.21 12i391 2) 9.70( 2) 7.46( 2) 5,331 
21 

) 1 17, n3
10{ 

a 6 7 ('2 1 . 2)42 9)'--3;61 2") 1 .96i 1 2 

2 ) 1 7 7 ! ( 2 1 1119-.'72) 691 _~21 f-117+ -2 -'3;6 ( V,3- 28 1 3 

60 Q 1l ,99 f 2) 9 , 42 i 2 ) 9 3 0 ( 2 ) 
 2 781 21 I 71 21 ,021 2) 1319
 65*O 2,11( 2) q.49( 2) S26( 2) 5-24( 
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Aerodynamic noise emission from turbulent shear layers 
By S. P. PAO 
University of Alabama, Huntsville 
(Received 8 August 1972) 
The Phillips (1960) convected wave equation is employed in this paper to study 
aerodynamic noise emission processes in subsonic and supersonic shear layers. 
The wave equation in three spatial dimensions is first reduced to an ordinary 
differential equation by Fourier transformation, then solved via the WKBJ 
method. Three typical solutions are required for discussions in this paper. The 
current results are different from the classical conclusions. The effects of re­
fraction, convection, Mach-number dependence and temperature dependence 
of turbulent noise emission are analysed in the light of solutions to the Phillips 
equation. Owing to the inherent restrictions of the WKBJ transformation, the 
results of the present paper should be applied to wave radiation from shear 
layers whose thickness is no less than approximately one quarter of a wavelength. 
Such a condition is satisfied for turbulent round jets with an exit velocity greater 
than 0-6 times the ambient speed of sound. 
1. Introduction 
This analysis is based on the convected wave equation first introduced by 
Phillips in 1960. It is intended here to study the noise emission and propagation 
properties in shear layers with known turbulence structures. An effort has been 
made to keep the analysis in direct parallel with the classical theory of aero­
dynamic noise. However, no direct comparison with the Lighthill. theory is 
made because some basic assumptions are different, and the implication of 
such differences has not been determined. The analytical results indicate several 
new aspects ofnoise radiation mechanisms which are not available in the classical 
results. Since the analysis and physical interpretation of this study are rather 
involved, the assmnptions made at various points throughout this paper are 
summarized as follows. 
The convected wave equation itself is derived through the basic principles 
of fluid mechanics, and it is a natural extension of the Lighthill equation of 
aerodynamic noise. The linearized version of the general equation has the form 
of a simple wave equation in Lagrangian co-ordinates. The right-hand side of 
this equation contains four terms: a turbulent quadrupole, shear flow and 
turbulence interaction, entropy fluctuation and viscous effect. If the flow domain 
is free of shocks, the acoustic pressure fluctuation can bo asfumed to be de­
coupled from the entropy fluctuations. It is tacitly assumed&in the prehent 
analysis that all terms on the right-hand side of-the'wave equation are known 
quantities and the contributions of individual terms can 'bo cohsiderod'as in­
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dependent of each other. Justification for such an assumption is a diffic'ult' 
fundamental question in the theories of aerodynamic noise. 
"'The configuration'of the flow field brings further restrictive assumptions'to 
theoonvected wave equation such that it becomes mathematically manageable. 
The shear-layer profile and the turbulence structure are assumed to be homo­
geneous in time and in the two Cartesian co-ordinates in the plane of the shear 
"layer. Thb mean flow velocity and temperature profiles are functions of the 
transverse spatial co-ordinate only. Under such conditions, the three-dimensional 
wave equation can be reduced to an ordinary differential equation by performing 
Fourier transformation in the three co-ordinates for which the flow properties 
wave function now depends on only one in­are homogeneous. The unknown 
com­dependent variable, a spatial co-ordinate; together with two wavenumber 
ponents and frequency as parameters. 
thus obtained is a canonical Sturm-The ordinary differential equation 
Liouville equation. In essence, this equation can be visualized as a simjplo wave 
equation with a variable wavenumber which takes both real and imaginary 
values. The point at which the wavenumber passes from one domain.to another 
is called"a transition point. In the present analysis, this one-dimensional wave 
equation is first transformed to a standard formby using a WKBJ transformation; 
and then solved by .usingthe Green function and integral equa;tion technique. 
as required for different numbers, ofSeveral transformations are employed 
transitidnp oints at'different positions along the 
wave propagatioi-path. 
A crucial point to be discussed here is the inherent limitations introduced by 
the WKBJ method. According to Morse & Feshbach (1953), the WKBJ method 
is applicable only!when the change in wavenumber in one wavelehgth is 'suf­
ficiently small. In the present analysis, it means that the shear-layer thickness 
should be at least ofthe order of one wavelength. However,'this commeit applies 
niainly to oases where only the first approximation for the -solution is taken. 
The accuracy of aunoh-a solution is'therefore subjeot to an asymptotic condition 
where the solution is exact only if the wavenumber approaches infinity. In the 
present analysis, the WKBJ method is used in the transformation of the 'dif­
ferential equation. while the equation is solved through the Green function and 
integral equation technique. Hence, for any given wavenumbor the accuracy of 
of the iterations' Forthe solution can be improved by taking higher terms 
practical computations, the convergence 'rate should be sufficiently rapid as 
long as the shear-layer thickness is greater than one radian of the acoustic wave­
number, i.e.kL > 1, where k is the wavenumber and L is the shear-layer half­
thickness. In the case of jet noise, the value of kL.is difeetly proportional to the 
Strouhal number. It can be shown that the above restriction on wavonumber is 
sati fied for all noise radiation at frequencies higher than the peak of the noise 
spectrum if the jet exit velocity is greater than 0.6 times the ambient speed of 
sound. Hence, the above condition does not impose any significant limitation on 
the application of the present analysis in-dealing with noise radiation from high­
'speed turbulent shear flows. 
By solving the reduced wave equation through the WKBJ method, a solution 
for the wave function is obtained in mixed variables: one spatial co-ordinate, 
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two wavenumbe r components and frequency. In the far field, the pressure func­
tion approaches asymptotically a function harmonic in the transverse spatial 
co-ordinate. If the deviation from the harmonic fhnction in the near field is 
ignored, the wave function can be transformed by Fourier analysis into a pure 
harmonic representation in wavenumber-frequency co-ordinates. However, 
neither ofthe above twq representations is convenient for practical applications 
because it is much more important to know the noise spectrum and intensity at 
a given"paint in spahe. It is therefore necessary, to transform the results back 
through an inverse Fourier transformation into physical co-ordinates. This has 
been accomplished in closed form. One assumption has been made hero to 
simplify the mathematics: the shear layer is assumed to be symmetric in the 
transverse spatial co-ordinate. The noise radiation above and below the shear 
layer is the same at all times, 
The key to this part of the analysis is that the process is actually a matching 
of solutions. First, the pressure field is computed through the Phillips wave 
equation. Second, it is assumed that in the far field the solution is matched by 
a pressure field which is governed by a simple wave equation throughout the 
entire space. Hence, the only differences between the two solutions are in the 
near field. As far as-wave propagation in the far field is concerned, it really 
does not matter what has happened in the near field. The solution in the far 
field as obtained through the inverse transformation is indeed the correct solu­
tion to the Phillips equation. A.by-produot of this analysis is that an equivalent 
.source function can be defined. After matching the solution of the Phillips equa­
tion in the far field with a solution which is governed by the simple wave equa­
tion, a source function in the framework of the simple wave equation can be 
identified among the formulae. Such an equivalent source function in the near 
field would provide the best indication ofwhat effect the shear flow has conferred 
upon the radiation efficiency of the turbulent sound sources. 
At this point, the main part of the analysis is complete. Since the non­
homogeneous nature of the wave equation in the transverse direction precludes 
a clear description of the wave propagation process in common terminology 
of ray acoustics, it is necessary to make some further simplifying assumptions 
for the sake of interpretation of results. These assumptions include taking the 
high frequency limit, the definition of the turbulence structure as a Gaussian 
distribution, order-of-magnitude estimates of integrals, and others. These mis­
cellaneous items will be discussed individually as they are needed later in this 
paper. 
In a review by Laufer, Ffowcs Williams & Childress (1964), it was noted that 
the original Phillips solution contained a factor (M 2 - k2/Q2l}- Q-. If the tingle 
q between the x1 axis and the projection of the wavenumber vector on the plane 
of the shear layer reaches a critical, value such that 1- M. cos 0 = 0, M 2 - k2[Q2 
vanishes. Therefore, the Phillips solution becomes singular. Furthermore, the 
spectrum of the radiated sound diverges as the factor Q approaches zero. It 
was on this basis that Laufer, Ffowcs Williams & Childress had strong reserva­
tions as to the validity of the Phillips solution. 
Both ofthese singularities can be resolved as they are mathematical in nature. 
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The occurrence of the former singularity is a result of an assumption made in 
the analysis of the original Phillips solution. In Phillips (1960), the Mach number 
is assumed to be very largo such that the distance between the pair of transition 
points is small compared with the thickness o; the shear layer. However, the 
effective convection Mach number M, cos 0 equals one at the critical angle. The 
separation between the transition points then equals the thickness of the shear 
layers, and the above assumption is violated. This point has been discussed in 
Pao (1972). In the present analysis, the position of the transition point and the 
prover form of the WKBJ transformation are determined without any mathe­
matically restrictive assumption. Apart from the restrictions discussed earlier 
in this section, the solutions are uniformly valid for all wavenumbers at all 
Mach numbers. 
The divergence of the spectrum is a mathematical problem associated with 
the spectral analysis of either the convected wave equation or the simple wave 
equation. The factor (Mq)- in the spectral solution to the wave equation is an 
integrable singularity which appear4 to have no particular physical significance. 
In all practical applications, the solution to the wave equation should be written 
in terms of the space and time co-ordinates instead of the spectral co-ordinates. 
The former solution can be recovered from the latter by means of an inverse 
One finds that such a solutionrourier transformation as given in this paper. 
depends explicitly on (Afq)&. The singular condition no longer exists. 
Among the assumptions in this paper, there are two important differences 
from the Lighthill theory. In the Lighthill theory, it is assumed that the shear 
flow dimension is much smaller than the wavelength. In this analysis, the shear 
flow dimension should be at least of the same order as the wavelength. Second, 
the Lighthill theory was originally derived for convected turbulence at low 
Mach numbers while the Phillips theory was originally derived for shear flows 
with very high Mach numbers. Since the Lighthill theory has been subsequently 
extended by Ffowes Williams (1963) to the dgh-speed regime, the second dis­
tinction is actually rather ambiguous. Nevertheless, these differences in the 
basic assumptions make it rather difficult to compare directly the results of-the 
present analysis with the classical results. In view of such difficulties in com­
parison, the analysis in the present paper has been kept in direct parallel with 
the spectral analysis of classical aerodynamic noise theory. By comparing the 
analysis stop by step, one can indeed gain much insight into the difference between 
these theories. 
2. Formulation 
By using the momentum equation, the continuity equation and the equation of 
state for a perfect gas, a convected wave equation can be derived (Phillips, 1960): 
Y .Dt tJ -OXJ OX, C 
a t ('XL'+Y-L I Lj -' " 
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where p is the pressure, S is the entropy, uj denote the velocity components, t 
and xj denote the time and thro-dimensional .Cartesian, co-ordinates, and c., 
y and / are the specific heat at constant .prcssure, the specific heat ratio and 
the coefficient of viscosity, -respectively. For sound radiation processes in a 
turbulent flow, both'heat conduction and viscosity are likely to be unimportant. 
Furthermore, if the flow field is shock free, one can-probably consider separately 
the effect of pressure fluctuations and the effect of entropy fluctuations. Under 
these ecieumstanees, the last two terms of the right-hand side .of (1) can be 
onitted. 
In order to construct a solution to the convected wave equation, it is necessary 
to specify the flow field. A parallel shear flow has been chosen such that it has 
a characteristic thickness 2L and such that the mean flow properties and tJlio 
turbulent structure are homogeneous in time and the spatial co-ordinates x, 
and x2 in the plane of the shear layer. The moan flow velocity U-and the local 
speed of sound a are functions of x. only. Although the foregoing assumption 
should be sufficient, further restrictions can reduce the bulk of the analysis 
without loss of generality. In Phillips (1060), an antisymmetrie flow field is 
assumed. In the present analysis, the flow is restricted to symmetrical profiles. 
The fluid far from the shear layer is assumed to be stationary. Equation (1)can 
be further simplified if small terms are omitted. In a turbulent flow, the 
fluctuating velocity components are small in comparison with the mean velocitj. 
However, the derivatives of the fluctuating velocity components cannot be 
assumed small. In the present study, terms depending on small quantities to 
second or higher orders are omitted. Equation (1) then becomes{~~ ~~U ~c log (­(02ij~ V'+z4)u 
(2)2EI- +M, 
where ui denotes velocity fluctuations with zero mean and Vj the mean velocity. 
Equation (2) is different from the original equation given by Phillips in two 
respects. 
(i) There ard two source terms on the right-hand side of.this equation. The 
first term is the shear noise and the second term is the self-noise. 
(ii) An additional term {(a/t + ii, 8l/x) v4 a/.r log(p/po) appears on the left­
hand side. It can be regarded as a dispersion term. Both D/Ot and z8/&x1 off the 
fluctuating velocity components are large quantities., Fortunately, their com­
bination represents the evolution of the, turbulence in the moving frame, of 
reference, which is known to be slow. The value of Dua/Dt is of the same order 
of magnitude as the acoustic radiation. Hene, the effect prodiced-by this term 
may be compared to the diffraction of sound.by sound, which.is a se8ond-order 
effect. After this term has been neglected the resulting equation has the same 
left-hand side as that given by Phillips. 
In the present study, the right-hand side of (2) is assumed known, the same 
-assumption as was made in the Lighthill theory. Such an assumption is-made 
here strictly 'in the belief that the results of the analysis. indeed, represent the 
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first-order effects of turbulent noise radiation. Philosophically, the turbulent 
source function is a part of the dynamical process in the flow, and thus inseparable 
from the left-hand side of the differential equation. A rational discussibn of the 
limitations of this assumption must be dealt with from a point of view quite 
different from the practical intentions of tho present analysis, and thus lies 
beyond the scope of this paper. 
The shear-layer half-thickness L and the maxinum shear-layer velocity 'U 
can be ohosen as the reference parameters to non-dimensionalize (2). Since'the 
mean flow and turbulence are homogeneous in time and in the plane of the 
shear layer, a generalized Fourier transform in those co-ordinates is adopted to 
simplify the non-dimensional convected wave equation. The ordinary differential 
equation thus obtained can be written as 
M 2d2 	4(y, k1, k2, o + g2(D(y, k1, k2, &o) - --( P(y, , I 2, o), (3) 
dy k~cy] AM(y)l 
2{2Mo +kl1 () 70, + k2with wtA(y) (4) 
where y is an abbreviation for Y3: M is the reference Maoh number; ki denotes-the 
wavenumber components and o stands for frequency. The functions.A, 4 -and 
rare defined by 
A(y) = cCy)lco, 
7) = f(y,ff (y,k, )exp i(kly 1 + k2y2 + tor dkl dk2 h, 
G(y, 7r)= fffl(y, ic,k2, i) exp i(%ky, + k2Y2+ or) dk1dk2 dw, 
C(y, 7)= A (y) log(p(y, )/po0), 	 (5) 
(Y,Tr) = ",/A(Y)[ai .yk+ .2 OAT, ayl2.. lay~, 2 41 2 
where-G(y, r) represents both the self-noise and shear-noise source terms in the 
convected wave equation. Equation (5)will be the working equation for further 
analysis in this paper. Very few assumptions, apart from linearization and the 
choice of the flow model, have been adopted in the'dorivatiou of this equation. 
No significant restriction has boon placed so far on the range of applicable Mach 
'numbers of the flow as chosen for the convected wave equation. 
The function Mq can be analytically identified with the wavonumber c3. If 
the Lighthill wave equation is subjected to Fourier transformations in the yl, Y2 
and r co-ordinates, an ordinary differential equation can be obtained: 
dlp(y, kI, k2, to)/dy2 + k p(y, k1, L2, o) = - iP(y, ,, k', (),)kg = .1120- (la~l + k2). 	 I (6) 
In the far field, the value of Mg approaches a constant. Hence, (3) and (0) are 
identical if the function Mq and the wave'number.component k. are assumed to 
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stand for the same quantity. Owing to the interaction of the shear flow and the 
wave propagation process, the function M becomes a variable in the near field: 
However, it can still be identified with the transverse wavenumber componit 
in a limited sense. 
The function MA-g may vanish at certain points in the shear layer. Such a zero 
2is called a transition point because the value of M2q changes sign across this 
point, and the reduced wave equation changes typo either from hyperbolic to 
elliptic or vice versa. Hence, it is necessaryto employ the WKI3J'method to solve 
(3). There are three cases tlatft.cned to be considered. In the first case, there is 
no transition point along the path between the sound source and the far field, 
In common practice, it is actually not necessary to use the WKBJ technique to 
solve (3) in this case. Here it is considered as a zeroth-order WKBJ transforma­
tion and is treated in the same mainer as the other t'wo cases. In the second ease, 
there is one transition point located between the sound source and the far fieldf. 
However, there should be no other transition point within approximately two 
radians of wavelength. Here the differential equation will be hyperbolic in the 
far field and elliptic near the source. Thesource oscillation which contributes 
to nose radiation is hydrodynamic in nature. For this case the WKHJ transforma­
tion for well-separated transition points will be employed. In the third case, 
there are two transition points .near the sound source. The distance between 
these two transition points is less than two radJans of wavelength. This case 
can be analysed by a WKBJ transformation for a transition point where MA2q2 
has a zero of second order. 
The occurrence of transition points is mainly a function of the convection 
Mach number and the angle of. radiation. The situation can be considered 
from two different points of view. If a small sound source volune is given'in 
the shear layer, where the .M, can be regarded as constant, the number and 
position of transition points are determined by the'angle.of radiation. In order 
to describe completely the wave radiation in all directions , all of the above con­
ditions for (3) will be encountered. From another point of view, one can consider 
wave radiation in a given direotion with source contributions from all layers of 
the shear flow. In this case, the transition point will be fixed at a point of the 
shear layer where 1f is predetermined by the angle of radiation. Although the 
former point of view is the most practical for applications, the latter view is 
represented by the formulation of (3). 
3. 	 Solution to the convected wave equation-
Through the Fourier analysis indicated in the previous section, the pressure 
,field and the sound source function have been broken up into plane-wave 
elements. Since the Fourier transformation is performed in the stationary-frame 
of reference, the frequency &)represents the frequency of a plane-wav6 elenihnt 
as measured, at a fixed point in the far field. The projection of the wavenumber 
vector on the planc'of the shear layer is represented by k1, and k2 . These com­
ponents remain constant throughout tile entire space including the shear-layer 
flow domain if a piano-wave element has boon chosen in the far field. However, 
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wave propagation is non-uniform in the direction normal to the plane of the 
shear layer and isgoverned by (3). 
In the far field, a plane-wave element is determined by its frequency and wave­
number vector. In the present case, the frequency and two components of the 
wavenumber vector are known. Since the magnitudes of the wavenumbor and 
frequency are related through the speed of sound, k3 is also known. From the 
above indications, it is olhar now that the role of (3) is to determine how a chosen 
plane-wave element in the far field is related to the turbulent sound sources in 
the near field, and how sound is propagated from the source through the shear 
layer into the far-field. The.solutions to (3) given below for various cases will 
confirm the above-mentioned role of the reduced wave equation. 
By using a WKBJ transformation, the one-dimensional wave equation can be 
transformed to the following standard form: 
= gflkl()(n =0,1,2), (7)1 1
with 	 g,) = -2{-kW"/' I- V("/') 2)}, . ()
h.(6)= - _M'7(g, ki, k2, )/' A2 
where the transformations of the independent and dependent variables are de­
fined by 
r(Y) = Aqy) dyv}2 	 (9) 
ip'(y) = d4ldy = q(y) g-in. 
The value of n denotes the order of zero at the transition point, and the lower 
integral limit yo indicates the position of the transition point. For U = 0, there 
is actually no transition point throughout the path of integration. Therefore, 
yo can be conveniently chosen as Yo = 0. The function g,(g)-isa residue function 
arising from the WKBJ transformation. In the far field, g,(g) approaches zero 
as g- 2. In the neighbourhood of the transition point, the limiting values of *' and 
g remain finite as 9 approaches zero. In theremainder of this paper, the solutions 
will be identified by S0, S1 and S2 for cases with n = 0, 1 and 2, respectively. 
Since the Green function, integral equation technique for solving (3) is essen­
tially the same as that given in Phillips (1960), details of the derivations will not 
be repeated here. In Pao (1971), the solution to (3)has been given as 
ig= H(g)++fR(g8)(g.(a) H(8) + h.()}d-s, (10) 
where H(g) is an arbitrary solution which satisfies the homogeneous wave equa­
tion and R(g, a) is the resolvent kernel which is conjugate to the kernel K(g, a) 
ofthe integral equation. As a first approximation, the resolvent kernel 
B(9,8) = K(9,s). 
However, the solution,can actually be given in a simpler form: 
=( H( ) +fR(~,s)k(f)ds.0 
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The difference lies in the starting-point of the iteration. In (10), the zeroth-order 
solution is assumed to be H( ), while in (11) the zeroth-order solution is assumed 
to be zero. In the limit, both iterations wil lead to the same analytic solution. 
For each of the three main solutions, the boundary conditions and the analytical 
nature of the integrals are different. These solutions will be discussed separately. 
For clarity of interpretation of results, only the first approximation to the 
resolvent kernel will be employed in the discussions immediately below. The 
higher iterations will be discussed later in this paper. 
The acousticmode SO 
In the SO solution, no transition point is encountered along the wave propaga­
tion path, Hence, the value of Mi2q2 is always positive and bounded away from 
zero. The homogeneous solutions to (3) are the simple harmonic functions of . 
The kernel of the integration can be written as 
K(6,a) = (2i)- {e(09-8) - e-C-)} = sin ( 8-s), (12) 
where a is a dummy variable corresponding to 6. It should be noted also that the 
origin of the Eco-ordinate has been defined to be the same as the origin of the 
ys co-ordinate. Since the first approximation to the resolvent kernel is K(6, 8), 
the solution can be given as 
4De(y k1, ; a c'.'+ bo-f sin (6- s)h0 (s,7q, k2, w)ds (13)2, &) =Mq(y)}-4 + 
where a and b are arbitrary constants to be determined by the boundary 
conditions. 
If the wave is assumed to be propagating away from the shear layerat y = ±'o 
these radiation conditions will serve as the required two boundary conditions. 
In the present discussion, the shear layer is similar to a jet exhaust flow into 
a stationary ambient medium. The convection velocity vanishes on the y, axis 
at y3 = ± oo. The main shear flow will be confined to the neighbourhood of the 
Yi, Yoplane. 
For the above-mentioned flow condition, it is easy to verify that the outgoing 
wave at + o is represented byoxp (ig) and the outgoing wave at - 00 by exp (- ig) 
The boundary conditions can be written as 
Ieo hO(s, k,, k2, a)) d8 = 0,(14) 
b- - k6(a, kl, k2, ea) ds = 0. 
Hence, the solution to the convected wave equation for the SO mode is 
'
1 o(Y, 7cl, 4o ) = (2)-1 0q(y07i& 
4 (cf er1 8h(s, k-1,Jo2, en) 4 + eiif cIAh(a, J1, Jo2,&e)cia (16) 
From'the structure of this solution, some immediate conclusions-can be made. 
First of all, a local frequency can be defined through a Lagrangian transformat 
ti6n of co-ordinates. The local frequency of pressure fluctuations as measuredin 
1 
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a frame of reference which moves with the conveetion velocity At cmnejwitten
as-,.• k... ' 
s.Once a far-field plane-wave element has been-determined; the vdlues-of kj,,k i 
an,:a)will remain constant. 'The -ralue of Mq, though variable;,is directly 
proportional to the value of (. In the high frequency limit;,there is a straightT 
forward physical interpretation of (15). The value of Mq can be madearbitrarily 
large as the value of &increases. Under such conditions, the,valuo of Mq will 
appear to be constant over many wavelengths in a small interval Ay in the shear 
layer. If it is further assumed. that a correlated turbulence volume lies in Ay, 
then,the integrals in (15) will have the form of a Fourier transformation. These 
integrals will thus serve to select a harmonic component from the source function 
and pass-itto the far field as a radiated plane-wave element. This source element 
will have a local frequency oo and a wavenumber vector. (k1, k2, Mq). However, 
by definition of Mq, (equations (3) and (16)),the:following relation holds: 
w04 =,(A/M)2 { + k2 + (Mq)2}. . (1-7) 
Hence the magnitude of the wavenumber vector is related to 'the local fre­
quency through the local speed-of sound. The source elementwhich is responsible 
for far-field noise radiation is, therefore, an acoustic component of the turbulence 
stictiture in the' convected-frame of reference. Therefore, the SO mode ofnoise 
emission can also be called the acoustic mode. 
• The Doppler effect of frequency shift can be recovered directly from (16). If 
the angle between the far-field wavenumber vector and they1 axis is defined as0, 
equation (16) can be written as 
=oea(1-A1cosO), with kl=k~cos0; & =, .UkM, (18) 
where k. denotes the magnitude of the wavenumber vector in the far field, and, 
the negative sign in the waveniumber-frequenoy ratio indicates a forward­
propagating wave according to the definition of the Fourietr transformations.
. 
Therefore 
w=w 0 /(-M'coso). (19) 
Since it is known from the above discussion that the local frequency of the source 
function equals wo, the source function and the far-field noise radiation are 
related by the Doppler shift relation. Equation (19) is derived only from the 
far-field conditions and the definition of c0o , its validity does not depend on the 
details of the shear flow profile. This relation should apply equally well to solu­
tions 81 and 82. 
The Si solution 
In this case one transition point exists between the far field and the source. 
region. The governing differential equation is hyperbolic on the far-field side of 
the transition point and is elliptic on the other side. In Erd6lyi (1956, p. 98) 
it is shown that the solutions on both sides of the transition point can be made 
analytically continuous through the use of Airy functions. The matching con­
dition at the transition point has been included in the definition of the Airy 
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functions. For this reason, it is more convenient to define the transformition'in 
a way which is slightly different from (9): .. 
g(Y) = ( ,M141 dyj'. (20) 
According to this definition, 6 is real and positive for points on either side of 
the transition point. The sign convention for the Airy funoti6ns requires, how­
ever, that the argument of the functions be negative for the hyperbolic branch 
of the solution and positive for the elliptic branch. In the present analysis, the g
co-ordinate is pointing at the opposite direction from the y co-ordinate for wave 
radiation to plus infinity. 
The kernel for the integral equation can be given as 
K(g, s) = {Bi(-g)Ai(-s)-Ai(-)Bi(-s)} for Y>Yo, (K{{Bi(f)Ai(8)-Ai(6)Bi(s)}s for y < Yo. (21) 
Hence, the irst-order approximate solutions to the conveoted wave equation are 
01I(y, kj, k2, o))= (Mq(y)}-i t aAi ( -g) +bBi(6 
+f7r{Bi(-)Ai(-8)-Ai(-g)Bi-8)}(s8, k,k2,0))C for y >'yo (22) 
and 
C)(y. Ye,kg,() = {Afq(y)}- ft (aAi (6) + bBi (6) 
+ TBi (g)Al(a)- Ai () Bi (,)}h1(8,Y1 , k2,w)d6} for y < yo. (23) 
Two boundary conditions are required for the SI solution: the pressure wave 
is outgoing as g approaches minus infinity, and the pressure fluctuation vanishes 
as 6 approaches plus infinity. In order to define the boundary conditions, the 
asymptotic approximations for the Airy functions with large argument are 
required: 
Ai(- ()i 4 sin(+je-,-- Bi(-9) 4,07er S( ),. (24) 
Al (fl -ri4- , -i(l. rj C 
where C = . Alter these values of the Airy functions have been substituted 
into (22) and (23), it can be seen that the asymptotic value of the solution is 
a linear combination of the simple harmonic functions exp (±if Mjqj dy) in the 
far field, and the exponential functions exp { if MAfqj dy} in the near field. Hence, 
the boundary conditions can be written as 
a+nf'0ni (-a) hj(8) de -ib - ui Ai (-) h(s) CI =0 
ao (25)J 
b +fviA() hi(s) da = 0, 
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whore k1(a)is an abbreviation ofhk(, k1, k2, wa).The solution to the Scabefory >'Yo 
in the far field can now be written as 
I2,o =n{fqy)A ((Dj(y,kj,k , )%(~c1 [j[~ - k[(Bi (- ~)+ ii -
X(-Esi f,*'+o,.x~Ai()(3)da+f6 Ai(-s) A&) d8) 
+Ai (- )f{Bi(-8)+iAi(- hs)d - (26), 
Since the present subject is wave radiation into the far field, the solution for the 
elliptic branch is not shown. However, it can be easily recovered from (23) by 
substituting into it the values of the constants a and b. 
In (26), the last term on the right-hand side vanishes as soon as y is beyond.the 
shear layer. The remainder represents the source contribution of the shear layer 
along the path of wave propagation. The contributions from the elliptic region 
and the hyperbolic region are given in separate terms.. Inthe elliptic region, the 
integral represents an exponentially weighted sum of the source elements located 
at variable distances from the transition point. The radiation efficiency of a 
source function decreases rapidly with distance from the transition point. It 
should be noted that the distance is measured in terms of wavelengths. For the 
same physical distance along the y axis, the distance-would appear to be much 
gheater for high frequency than for low frequency. In this region, the transverse 
wavenumber of the source element is imaginary, and the ratio, of frequency to 
the real component of the wavenumber is less than the local speed of sound. 
Hence, the source element can be characterized as hydrodynamic. 
In the hyperbolic region, the function Ai (-s)is oscillatory. When the value 
of a is large, it can be shown t'at the noise radiation solution for-the hyperbolic 
region of S1 approaches the form of the SO solution asymptotically, if the func­
tionAi ( - a)is replacedby its asymptotic value as given in (24). The interpretation 
of this part of the solution is, therefore, the same as for the SO mode. From 
discussions of the contributions of the source function in the elliptic zone and 
the hyperbolic zone, an interesting conclusion can be made. For low frequencies, 
source elements in both regions can radiate noise with comparable efficiency. 
For high frequencies, only sources in the hyperbolic region and those in the 
neighbourhood of the transition point are responsible for effective emission of 
noise into the far field. 
For shear flows with very large convection Mach numbers, more than one 
transition point may appear within tho half-thickness of the shear layer. The 
elliptic zone of the differential equation is now bounded. In the presence of 
a second transition point, -the second boundary condition, which states that 
the pressure fluctuation vanishes at infinity in the elliptic zone, cannot be 
established. However, the second transition p6int can be ignored ifthe frequency 
of sound under consideration is sufficiently high because the-separation between 
these transition points will appear to be very large, and their influence on each 
other will be very small. If these transition points are separated by more than 
two radians of wavelength, the error in the solution due to accepting the second 
boundary condition in its present form is less than one per cent. 
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The 82 solution 
° If the distance between two consecutive transition points is less than two radian, 
their presence must be considered together. In the limiting case, the transition' 
points are considered to be a single point with a second-order zero for the function 
.i1q. The WKBJ transformation and the resulting differential equation for 
the present case is given by (7) with n = 2. The homogeneous solutions of the 
wave equation arc related to Bessel functions of order one quarter, as given in 
Phillips (1960). It is more convenient to represent the homogeneous solutions by 
a pair of functions Pa and Qa: 
Pa(9) = W{ 1(W) -..aJ( 2 } 
Qa(9) = WVlJ..(162) +ia l JQ(2 )}, (27) 
a,= 2-1(1+i). J 
The kernel for the integral equation can now be written as 
K(9s) = ir{Qa()Pa (s) - Pa g) Qa (s)}. (28) 
It should be noted that the reduced wave equation for S2 is hyperbolic on 
either side of the second-order transition point. In the present study, the origin 
of the WKBJ transformation is defined along the y axis as follows: it is the upper 
transition point for the upper branch and the lower transition point for the lower 
branch. In Phillips (1960), the definition of the origin is somewhat different. 
Neither definition is exact. In the present case, the derivative 
of the transformas 
tion needs to be defined in the neighbourhood of the transition point such that it 
remains finite: 
lim'(y) = ki lfl & (k. = (k1+ k)i). (29) 
C-0 Td \ / 
On the other hand, the Phillips definition results in an inaccuraey of the trans­
verse wavenumber component in the far field. Since the final solution is given 
in integral form, an isolated singular point in the definition of P' can be removed 
with affecting the value of the solution. The present definition of the WKBJ 
variable appears to be acceptable. For both the upper and the lower branches, 
the solution can be written as 
'2(Y' k1 k,l2 o) = {J'q(y)}&0 (aPa (g)+ bQa (g) 
+7 0 k2.)ds} . (80):Qa ( )Pa (8)-Pa (9)Qa(a)] h2(s8k 
There is a total of four arbitrary constants: a, and b1 for the upper branch, 
and a, and b2 for the lower branch. These constants will be determined by four 
boundary conditions. Two of the boundary conditions require that the pressure 
wave should be outgoing at y = ±o. The otho2 two conditions require that the 
branch solutions should match at g A 0. At the second-order transition point 
the pressure should be in equilibrium, and the wavelinduced flow field should 
be kinematically compatible. For 82, the convection velocity has a finite jump 
across the transition point. Its value is exactly twice the local speed of souhd. 
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The treatment of matching conditions for wave propagation across a shear dis­
continuity has been discussed in detail by Miles (1957) and Ribner (1957). The 
same matching conditions are uscd in the present analysis. The asymptotic 
values of the functions Pa and Qa for large vauesof 6 can be'written as 
Pa (g) - (2n)-i exp {-i(W+0)} as o-+co. (31).Qa(g) = (2ngy- expfi(U2+kn)} j sg+o.( 
Ifthese expressions are substituted into (30), the solution will be represented by 
the harmonic functions oxp { ± i ftIq[dy) in the far field. There are two cases 
Which need to be considered. 
First, if the shear flow velocity is extremely large, two transition points may 
appear simultaneously within the half-thickness of the.shear layer. Since the 
shear gradient is large, these poinis may be very close together. The shear flow 
on the two sides of those transition points appears to flow in different directions. 
Its analysis is quite similar to flows with an antisymmetrioal profile. Here, the 
outgoing wave is represented'by the Qa (g)component for both branches. The 
radiation conditions can now be written as 
a,- rf Qa ( ) h 2(a, 2, o)d = ., (32) 
a . hs(8,kik2,&)d8 -0. (-Qa)(a) 
According to Ribner (1957), the matching conditions at the origin of the g co­
ordinate can be given as 
a,Pa (0) +b Qa (0) = a2Pa(0) +b2 Qa (0),' 
a, Pa' (0)+b,Qa' (0) = - a2 Pa' (0)- b2 Qa' (0), (33) 
Qa(O)= Pa(0), Qa'(O) = L.Pa' (0), J 
where Pa' and Qa' indicate first derivatives with respect to 9. It follows that 
b, = (2 i)a. j-(1 + i) a,, 4 
(34)ba= (lti)a,-(1+i)a 2.1 
Hence, the solution to the wave equation can be 'written as 
02(y, Ac1, kac,(a) = n{MXq(y)}- 4 gi [fra(9)fL+CQa (a)h2(8)Ss + Qa (g) 
x( ()h 2(a)do+j(l-i)f Qa(a) h(o)d-j(1+)f Qa() h(8) da}] 
for the upper branch, and (35) 
AD2cI, Ac,2, to)) ir{.Aiq(y)}4 gi [Pa (Off Qa (s)h2(8)do + Qa (g) 
x.(f Pa (a)h2(8)da+ 1(1 - i:1f +Qa (e)k2(o)do- Ij(I + t Qa (s)A2(a)dill 
(36) 
for the lower branch. In the above-equations, the radiated wave is represented 
by the Qa (g) term. Its coefficient is composed of three parts: direct outward 
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radiation from the sources, inward radiation as reflected by the transition zone, 
and the contribution from sources on the other side of the transition points. * 
In the second case, the velocity of the shear flow is not necessarily high. Since, 
the velocity profile is symmetric, the transition points come always in pairs. 
When the frequency of noise radiation is sufficiently low, these transition points 
have to be considered togethek. The boundary conditions are different: the 
solution approaches Qa (9) at y = + o-and Pa (f)at y = - o.The WKBJ trans­
formation near the transition point is also different. Since the velocity gradient 
vaiishes at the transition point, the limiting value of f' at 9 = 0 is given by 
---ld, IM22 (A/f" (37)"(Yo) / )*,(7 
where tli& second derivative of M.JA indicates the mean curvature of the shear 
flow profile at g = 0.The matching condition near the origin of the g co-ordinate 
now roads 
aPa(0)+b1 Qa(0)= a2 Pa(0)+b 2Qa(0),"I 
a, Pa'(0)+ b,Qa&(0)= a Pa'(0)+ b Qa'(0)j (38) 
which isactually equivalent to stating that both the pressure and the pressure
 
gradient be continuous across the transition point.The solution for the present
 
case can now be written as
 
¢(D(y, Ai, k2,(a) = ,r{Jfq(y)}'l61 (Pa (94f+Q (s)h2(8)d8 + Qa 
Pa (8)wh (39)2 (s)6 . 
Equations (35), (36) and (39) are analytically similar. In further discussions in 
this paper,these cases will not be cited separately.
 
Since the wavenumber is assumed to be small, the value of will be small 
throughout the shear layer. The source function is concentrated near the origin 
as far as the 9 co-ordinate is concerned. Furthermore, the interval between the 
original transition points along the yaxis isreduced to zerointhe transformation.
 
Hen e,itis mi oreconvenient to calculate the integrals interms of theyco-ordinate.
 
In this case, all the sources are located near the origin of the 6 co-ordinate. The 
expression for the source integral can be significantly simplified. For example, 
the coefficient of the Qa (g) term in (36) can be written as 
Qa ()h2()ds
f Pa (s)()d+ J(1-i)f Qa ()h 2(s) ds-j(I +i)f 
1­ fPa(0) k,, dy,a(y, (40) 
where Pa (0)-0.5770338. 'The cofficients for the Qa (6)term in (37) and (30) 
can also be reduced to the same form,where the limits ofintegration inthe y co­
ordinate are the boundaries of the shear layer. In the interval between the 
original transition points, the source function can be identified as a hydrodynamic 
pressure fluctuation. The source in this interval is in fact the most important 
part for S2. In the above equation, the source integral is simply a sum of all 
3o FLU 
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the contributions throughout the shear layer without weighting factors. In 
common turbulence structures, the hydrodynamic components contain.most.of 
the kinetic energy. Hence, the contribution to noise radiation comes mainly 
from source functions in the elliptical region of the S2 wave dquation. 
Although the 82 analysis is based on the assumption of low-frequency noise 
radiation, the validity ofthe results here is limited. In the WKBJ transformation, 
the residue function g( ) is proportional to k- 2 within the shear layer. It becomes 
very large if k is much smaller than one. Although the iteration of the integral 
equation will eventually converge, the convergence rate will be very poor. For 
all practical purposes, the present solution should be applied only to oases 
where k - 1. 
The inverseFouriertransformation 
In most practical studies of noise radiation from turbulence, it is necessary to 
know the sound intensity and spectrum at given points in space. The solutions 
obtained so far in the present paper are represented mainly in terms ofthe wave­
number-frequency co-ordinates, Hence, it is the purpose of the analysis in.this 
section to recover the spatial resolution of the So, SI and S2 wave functions. 
The spatial representation of the solution is advantageous from yet another 
point of view. It has boon noted before in Laufer et al. (1964) that the spectral 
solution diverges at small values of Mq. Evidently, a factor of (Mg)-i is con­
tained in all solutions for So, S1 and 82 as given by (15), (26), (36), (37) and 
(39). This weak singularity has stirred up serious concern about the validity 
of the solutions. Such a singularity will not appear in the spatial representation 
of the solution to the wave equation. 
The solutions in all three cases approach asymptotically the harmonic func­
tions exp (± i f Mq(y) dy) in the far field. It is possible to represent 4).(y, k1, k2, 6) 
entirely in terms of the wavenumber-frequenay co-ordinates. In order to keep 
the mathematical expressions from being too complicated, the shear flow profile 
and its associated turbulence structure are assumed to be symmetric with respect 
to the y co-ordinate. As a consequence, the radiated wave field can also be 
regarded as symmetric with respect to the y co-ordinate. With this assumption, 
the Fourier transformation of the wave function with respect to y will be.the 
same as a cosine transform, and it can be written as (Erd6lyi 1954) 
4.(, As ,s2 0)) -ikaYdy = {Mg 0 )l As if) b(A s, Mq., (o)1 
2, Mg,, o.)), (41)(MqM) IM6) tD (k1, As
€ 
° 
where On = 0o(k, k2,Mq., w) = rl h ( )ds for 0, (42) 
At(s) h1(a)da for 81,4)= 01(As1,kA2, Mgo4=~ (Ai - ) h1(8)de +f (43) 
2 .= ,As2,Mg. , w) = I ein'J Pa (0) M (Y,k, 2k., &)dy for 82; (44) 
M. +k2--k3. 
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In (41), the wave function is considered to be harmonic in the far fieldas" 
well as in the near field. That is,.te original wave function, has been replaced, 
by one which is harntonie throughout the.entirp space, while it 'matches the 
original solution in the far field. 
By using- (41), the spatial and .temporal resolution of the.solutions canbo. 
recovered by means of a four-dimensional inverse Fourier transformation:. 
iy t)-= -) ,. expi(k:ytot0)dkdd, W) 
where the limits of integration are + co. This equation has exactly the same form, 
except for some numerical constants, as the general solution to a simple wave. 
equation in three spatial dimeiohsion4 (Morse & Feshbaeh 1953). This o'4uatidn 
can then be written alternatively as&fff(e,)G(y, y* (y 0 ' ) Cam eya do, 
P(y;ca) = {j l.} (b(k, wa) e+i'"Yo elk,,(6
=y;'Go) ,o)-'~?R 
G(y, Y0, w)'= e~k~l /B -
. R,= jY-oI c r-y.yo/r (r = y; r Irl). 
In the above equations, the origin of the y co-ordinates is assumed to be in the 
source reIgion. The dimension of the entire source region is-assumed to b6 small 
compared with the-distance from a point y0 , in the source region, to a point y 
in the fa-fiold. Equation (45) can now be written as 
" 
4(y,t) - f ..j {Mq4 (D (k, o) exp 1- 'o (k-kH)],tedyod k d . (47) 
4nr~dz -. L-w\ r/ 
If this equation is first integrated with respect'to y., aid'thdn integratd with 
respeot to k, the'rsult can be written as Ikr\ 
eC 
If noise spectrum is preferred, the above equation can be expressed as 
-D(,w 
1 2 T) kr -fl.},D (49) 
Henoe, the spatial resolution of the solutions to the'oonvooted wave equation 
has boon recovered in terms of closed-form expressions. -
Throughout the above analysis, it is not necessary to define the equivalent 
source function P(y0 , oq). Therefore, "any.sourcefunction which can produce the 
correct spectral function in the far field will suffice. 
Equation (49) indicates some importantproportioeof the wave emission process. 
The-intensity of the pressure wave dopends.on the inverse. square of ihe radial 
distance between the source and the receiving point in the far field.. Further-', 
more, the pressure fluctuation in the neighbourhood of any pointin tihe far field 
3o-2I 
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is dominated by a thin pencil of rays emitted from the source in the direction of 
the receiving point. Since thissolution is extremely similar in form to the solution. 
written in the wavenumber co-ordinates, the inverse transformation has been 
overlooked in previous studies of the conveoted wave equation. After the inverse 
Fourier transformation, (48) and (49) show that the actual noise spectrum at 
a point differs from the plane wave spectrum, (15), (26) and (30),by a factor of 
k/r. As a consequence, some previous interpretations by Pao (1972) concerning 
the parametrical dependences of the solutions in various modes are inerror. 
Noise emissionfrom randomsources 
For arandom noise source, the source function can only be defined in a statistical 
senic. The results as obtained above have to be further qualified. It can be' 
assumed that, for any of the above solutions, a complex cbnjugate problem of 
the wave propagation process can be posed. After thegeneral solutions for both 
problems have been obtained, they dan be multiplied together, and the ensemble 
average of the product can then be taken. The result will represent the statistical 
solution for noise emission from random sources. The SO solution is chosen here 
to demonstrate the analysis. The general solution of the complex conjugate 
problem corresponding to the SO case can.be written as 
* (y, k1, c2, 0)) {.Mq(Y)}' ,e+*1h:(r)dr + eiif,%rir14'(r)dr}. (50) 
Hence, the ensemble average of the product of these solutions can be written as 
,dr&}0 0 = M lf(y)-' ff e- eir ho(s) h*(r)drds +ffse -ro(8)1*(r) (51) 
where the ensemble average, denoted by an overbar, of the product of disjoint 
integrals is assumed to be zero. If the turbulence is assumed to'be locally homo­
geneous in structure,,the correlation coefficient of the turbulence at two separate 
points depends only on the distance of separation, and the intensity of turbulence 
depends only on the mean value of the co-ordinates of these points. A change of 
variable can be defined: 
A3 = Y*-Y, j# = i(y+Y*), (52) 
where y* and y are points along the y axis which correspond to r and 8,re­
spectively, along the g co-ordinate. 
The correlation function of the turbulence can be written in these co-ordinates 
as h(s,k1,ks, ()h*(r, k1,k2,o) = N(/) II(A),- (53)" 
where H1(As) is the correlation function and N(/s) indicates the source strength 
distribution. For a small source volume, N(/z) can be defined as N() = 1 in 
the source region, and vanishes elsewhere. Unfortunately, (51) cannot be further 
simplified because the co-ordinate transformation between y"and g is neither 
linear nor homogeneous. The origin of the 9 co-ordinate is always fixed at the 
transition point. A convolution integral for (51) is therefore impossible to derive 
except f6r special cases. For practical prbblems, the integrals will be evaluated 
by numerical-calculatiofis. 
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The higheriterationsof the resolvent kernel 
The resolvent kernel of a Volterra integral equation can be obtained from K(6, 8) 
by iteration: 
B(f,s) = SK(9,a), (54) 
n-1
 
where K"(9, a) = K dr, s) - K(g, a), 
where g(r) is the residue function of the WKBJ transformation as defined in (8). 
The subscript for this function is on ittdd here to avoid confusion. For the 
cases as studied in the present paper, the kernel of the integral equation can 
be written'in general as K(, ) =F2() P(s) - F(6) -2(), (55) 
where F(g) and -a(g) are the normalized homogeneous.solutions for each case. 
A formalism can now be established for the iterated kernels. If the functions are 
treated as components of a two-dimensional vector, then 
Kng a) = .F(g)Gga) F1(s), . (56) 
where a(9,)= f Glk(, r)1k(r)g(*r) 1 (r) Gf-' (r,a)dr 
and 804)}= (1-
The sunmation convention is adopted for these equations. Since g(9) approaches 
zero like g-2 for g -+ a', the iteration is expected to converge rapidly. 
There are two main reasons for writing the resolvent kernel in the present. 
form. First,.this formalism can be adapted.dircetly for numerical computations. 
Second, -an explicit form of the functional dependence of the resolvent kernel 
is necessary in order to show that the iteration will .change only the source 
integral and not the form of the radiation boundary conditions in the-far field. 
The radiation boundary condition in the far field requires the knowledge of' 
both ()'and its first derivative..Using the nth approximation of the resolvent 
kernel, the solution to the wave equation can be written as 
S= a 1( )+bF) +1( )fl G(6,8).(s) h(.)d. (57) 
Hence, the derivative of (() depends on both the derivative of Fj(g) and the 
derivative of the integral. The derivative of the integral contains two terms: 
GI%j1(9, a)F1(a)h(s) d8 QW, F()1)hW)t: 
Acordingtotho definitionof Gi%(g, 8), both 04(6,8) and its first derivative vanishes 
at infinity. Hence, the derivative of the integral vanishes at infinity.- The. 
boundary conditions are defined by the homogeneous solutions' and their., 
derivatives. The analytical form of the radiation boundary conditions are, there­
fore, fot affected by the order of iteration. 
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4. Discussion 
Refraction effects 
It has been pointed out earlier that the key wave propagation properties in 
a shear flow are fixed by the reduced-wave equation. Some properties, such as 
the Doppler shift and the dynamical nature of source elements in a local frame of 
reference, have been discussed in connexion with S0. Closer examination of rela­
tions between the source function and far-field plane-wave elements will be 
given in this section. 
In.S0, the source olomnt for noise radiation in the 'high frequency limit can 
be identified as an acoustic compoi'eit of the local turbulence structure. Hence, 
such an element has also a local direction of propagation. If the local convection 
Mach number is AIL,, then the local direction of prppagation 00 will be related to 
the far-field angle of radiation 0-by 
cos 00 = A cos0/(I -. o oos 0). (59) 
This relation is obtained through (19) and the following formulae: 
keos0 = k~oCs0o, k= = M., k0 =Mw0 A, (60) 
where k0 is the magnitude of the -wavenumber vector of the source element. 
It should bonoted that (59) is identical to the refraction relation for wave propaga­
tion 'in a shear flow. Hence, the refracted path of wave propagation in the shear 
layer can be traced by ineans'o (59). The above discussion applies also to the 
noise radiation 'mechanisms for source functions located in the hyperbolic 
branch of 81. 
For sound sources'in the elliptic braneh of SI, the interpretation can be.given 
from'a differe t point of'view. Analytically, the wavenumber component in 
the transverse direction is imaginary. It is well known that in such cases the 
wave particle velocity is out of phrase with the pressure by jr. There is no 
energy flux in this direction. '-owever, the wavenumber component*k1 in the 
direction of the flow is real, and the turbulent energy contained withina given 
soureo'elemont 'will be carried forwards through local pressure fluctuations. For 
a small source volume located beneath the transition point, its pressure fluctua­
tion is felt, with an exponential decay factor, by the fluid layer in the neighbour­
hood of the transition point. At the transition point, the pressure fluctuations 
attain the sonic phase velocity. Hence, the pressure fluctuations' can now propa­
gate and turn as an acoustic wave, and leave the shear layer as &radiated plane-' 
wave element. For source elements which are located in the elliptia branch 
of S1, equation (59) fails because Ices 001 > 1.Here k0 is no longer related to wo 
through the local speed of sound as specified by (60). 
For source volumes in 82, the transverse wavenumber component cannot 
be preoisely defined. Nevertheless, it can bn'considered as zero. The turbulence 
source fluctuation has a 'real propagation velocity in the direction of the,flow. 
The general' solution in S2 indicates that the source function in such cases is 
coupled directly with radiated plane-wave elements in the far field. 
The correspondence between the source and the radiated noise as described­
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here is not the same as that given in the classical analysis of turbulent noise. 
In both theories, the frequencies are related through the Doppler shift relation. 
In the classical analysis, the wavenumber vector is the same for a plane-wave 
element in the far field as for the corresponding turbulent source component. 
Theanalysis which leads to this conclusion is similar to the derivation of (48) 
in connexion with the inverse Fourier transformation. This is perhaps a necessary 
consequence if the wave propagation process is governed by the -simple wave 
equation throughout the entire space. Owing to such correspondences between 
wavenuiber and frequency, the phase speed for the source component in the 
convected frame of reference can range from zero to values much greater than 
the local speed of sound. This phase speed equals the local speed of sound only if 
r. In the0 = air, and it is greater than the ambient speed of sound for all.0 > 
present theory, the local phase speed of the source element can only be equal to 
or smaller than the local speed of sound. In the case of radiation in upstreaih 
directions, the transverse wavenumbor component changes rapidly in the shear 
layer such that locally the ratio of frequency to the magnitude of the wave­
number vector is always the speed of hound. The physical interpretation of such 
requirements appears to be correct. The turbulent source is embedded entirely 
in the fluid aid is not in contact with any solid surface. In addition, only linear 
wave propagation is considered. Hence, the fluctuations in the turbulence can 
only have phase speeds which are equal to or less than the local speed of sound. 
So far, noise radiation has been considered in one direction at a time. The 
solutions are given in forms such that all contributions from various source 
volumes are summed along the path of radiation which leads to a given direction 
in the far field. On the other hand, it is more familiar to consider a given compact 
source volume which radiates noise in all directions. It is clear from the above 
discussions that different spectral components of this volume of turbul6nce will 
be responsible for noise radiation in various frequencies. The noise radiation 
mechanism will also be governed by different modes of solution to the convected 
wave equation. 
For a given convection Mach number for the source volume, the far field can 
be divided into a maximum of four zones. The governing type of solution which 
relates the radiated noise to the source function will be different in each zone. 
The dividing angles 0,, 02 and 08 for these zones are given by 
cos0 1 = 1/(M.-A), 01 = 0 if (M-A) < 1, (61)cos02 - II(Mo+ A),I 
cos0= i/(M4-A), 0 =r if (M-A) >­
0 and 01 the source element is locally acoustic.For sound radiation between 0 = 
However, the pressure wave has to pass through a pair of transition points in 
order to reach the far field. For high frequency radiation, the pressure wave will 
be heavily attenuated as it passes through the elliptic segment between the 
transition points. For low frequency radiation, the radiation mechanism will 
be governed by 82. This zone exists only if the convection Mach number is 
sufficiently large such that M- A is greater than one. In the second zone bounded 
between 01 and 02, the source element is hydrodynamic. Here the noise radiation 
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process is goveried by either 81 or 82, depending on-the frequency. It, should 
be notedithat 02 is'always smaller-than'j. For noise emission between 02and 0, 
the source element is-locally-acoustic. Since there is-no transition point;between 
the sound radiation process is governed by .80.the source and the far field 
7T-in the special case Where the flowA fofirth zone exists between 03 and 0 lhat. - A. temperature is high while the convection Mach number is small such 
is less than - 1. The source element for sound emissionin this zone is again 
hydrodynamic, and wave propagation will be governed by St or 82. In most 
eases, only 02 has a non-trivial value. The noise-radiation mechanisms will be 
only.those described above for the second and third zones. 
zones shouldnot be considered as a. sharp line of;The boundary between 
separation. For example, the source: components in the third zone which are 
and:0s are indeed acoustic in nature."responsible -for, noise radiation- near e02 
source volume. is located very close. to a transition point. It is However, the 

more appropriate to describe the radiation process by means of 81.
 
cJ0veeathb effects.* 
In discussions below, the value of *2 will be taken as zero. This assumption is 
made mainly for cbnvenience. With this restriction, the paths of noiseradiation' 
will fall on a plane which also contains the normal and the yvaxis of the shear 
near the oigm,layer. If the source ,function is confined to. a ,small volume 
a rotation of co-ordinates in'the plane of the shear'layer wll make any radiation 
path coincide with such a vertical plane. The value of lcin the new co-ordinates 
wil'be zero. In this case, the convection Mach number X-.will.be'replaced by its 
is the anglo of rotation.effeotive'component M,cos 0,where ' 
A siMlo turbulence structure-can now be introduoed to serve as-the source 
function" .. ... 
r7
2 A (62)KV,~r7){ 4{Q 8-J4Li224XPp . - 1(7 
1({(kL0) 8-L~k,-k,1exp L--{(kL)+(wLt)}], (63) or, V,-vi(k, oj)!0 
where Xisathe spatial separation-from the sore,,r is'the time delay, L1 is the 
spatial scale of the turbulence and Lt is the time scale of the. turbulence. This 
turbulence structure satisfies only the equation of continuity of an incompressible 
fluid. The quadrupole self-noise source can now be written in more precise terms:t 
-E By1 8 ant________Pav 
~~ 
ay7y (64)
~~ ~TJ ~OI~ ~ ~s~~1 Py"?), 
to be locally incompressible. According towhere the turbulence is assumed 
Batchelor (1960, p. 179) thefourth-order correlation can be related tothe second­
order-oorrelations via . .,
 
-WVJ1iVt ='VIVJVs. v-tv41jYi +VgV .Vjl, (65) 
The shear noise term will not be prosented in this paper. -Its-analytical'form is-much t 
simpler. while its functional depndencois similar to that of the sclf.noise term. See Pao 
& 
L.owie (1970). -' 
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If k2 =O,.then only the derivatives with respect to y andy3 need to be considered. 
Equation (64) represents a contraction of the fourth-order correlation function IF 
which contains sixteen terms. These terms can be evaluated through convolution 
integrals, and their sum turns out to be rather simple: 
k2 (o Ot 1L1) al2+a41IF(As= 4L, (k~-(k
-2 ()2 
It should be noted that k2 has been considered as a variable in the convolution 
integrals. It is given the value of zero only after all the integrations have been 
completed. 
Equation (66) represents the ensemble average of the square of the self-noise 
term which appears in the convected wave equation. Therefore, it can be used 
directly in the calculation of the mean-square value of the sound pressure. 
A formula for the mean-square value of the pressure field has been derived for 
SO in the previous section. By using the same procedure, it is equally easy to 
derive formulae for the spectral density function CDn(D*(y, o)which describes 
the noise spectrum received at a point in the far field. The general formula for 
0D(y, &o)is given by (40), and the source integrals for SO, S and S2 are given by 
(42)-(44). A symbolic expression for the mean-square value of the source integral 
can be written as 
CC M'lF(v*-y,k (67) 
xex (1 L) 2 + (6o04)2]. (66) 
* (k'(w) =JjF(r)Fr(a) {#'(uY) *Vy ) * 67 
where F(g) stands for exp { ± ig), Ai (± 9), Pa (9) or Qa (i), whichever is appro­
priate; -F*(g) is the complex conjugate of -1(g); and the variables r and 8 are 
dummies corresponding to the transformed co-ordinate 6. There are two cases 
where this integral can be estimated analytically. In the first case, the source 
function is confined to the neighbourhood of a transition point. In the second the 
sourcevolume is small and lodated sufficiently far from a transition point, and it 
is required also that the function q(y) be approximately constant throughout the 
source region. The functional, dependence of the above integral can reveal im­
portant information concerning the convection laws for each ofthe three solutions. 
Hence, the estimate of this integral will be examined separately for each case.. 
If in S the source volume is sufficiently small, the value of Mg will appear to 
be constant across the source volume. Consequently, the variables r and a will 
be related linearly to y and y*. The function lI(r)F*(s)can be written as a func­
tion of A.and?, which are defined in (52). After a simple analysis, it can be shown 
that the integral is equivalent to a local Fourier transformation in the variable A 
Furthermore, $" = Mq 0 in the source region. Hence, 
2)-(o0--'I0(y, w) (I r (Mq, ) (2n)" '_b= 6n2 0 cI)j(k, wn)(2n) O (Mq., 24 'Qf~J 114+2(k 1 L1 ) (A4q0 L1 )2 +(MqL 1 )4} 
7TT 2 1 A2Mg0 J I28nOL .. x exp [-j{Qc 0L1)2 +(weLtYI] 
V0=Mn :) (koL) 4 [oxp- j{(koL) + (%L). (68) 
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By cofiiparing this equation with tile classical results, one finds that the con­
vection law is tremendously different for the present equation. In the classical 
result, the factor (k0L) 4 will be replaced by (kL 1)4; the term (k L1 )2 in the ex­
ponential index will be replaced by (kL 1)2, so that 
2
M cos O)-' (w0L) 4 {(kL) 2 + (o 1 (69)4 --(y,o)- .M(1- exp [- oL t) }],. 
-
where a bandwidth adjustment of (1I-.cos0) 1 has been included. If (68)is 
written in the same form, the convection factor of (1- M cos 0)-4 will be 
absent from the expression for sound intensity: 
n MILt Iq\ ((ooL,)4 { (5--')0*(Y'°0) = r 0) c exp [- Q o0 1)2 + (oLt)!}]. (70) 
In (68), there is a factor of q /q6. It- is-natural to ask what may happen if q0 
vanishes. If this is the case, the source volume will be in the imnmediato neigh­
bourhood of a transition point, the SO solution will not be valid. Radiation from 
such source volumes should be calculated by using the S1 or 82 solution. In the 
above analysis, the discussion should be valid for all frequencies as long as the 
source volume remains compact and small. That is, it is not necessary to confine 
the analysis to the high frequency limit. However, this analysis is not valid fot 
very low frequencies where the WKBJ transformation itself would fail. 
In the 82 case, the values of r and s are small throughout the shear layer. Hence, 
the function F(r)F*(a) can be replaced by its value at r = 8 = 0. The integral 
in (67) can be written simply as an integration of the source function over the 
variables As and p. For convenience, the source volume is assumed to be small 
such that the convection Mach number will be approximately constant for the 
entire source volume. While this assumption allows a straightforwardinterpreta­
tion bf the result, it is not essential to the analysis. The value of #' is proportional 
to kj(MD)i in the present case:t 
1 d 
t'frt Mki12N, Mdy(',) (71) 
where x is a proportionality constant which equals one in the neighbourhood" 
of the transition point. It should be noted that the integral in (67)'in its present 
form can be considered as a Fourier transformation in the A3 co-ordinate, while 
the wavenumber component in this direction vanishes. The result of the integra­
tion can now be written as 
0,'14y~w) (27n) 0Mq, -. j c 
\ r 
2n M4vLt(Mq. Pa2 (0) (k.L) 4exp [- j(kL 1 )2 +(eLt)21] 
= 2r2AML 1\VtV' 
,2r 2AL Lj{ }Pa2(O)(k L1)I exp [-{(kL 1)2 + (QooLt)'}]. 
T2;Y2-L Rj li)('72) 
Again, the factor 31q4,' deserves some attention. It remains finite for all direc­
tions of wave radiation which belong to 82. The domain of validity for S2 has 
t There are two cases of S2. In the other one, =-'kk{ MC'} . 
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been defined in the last subsection. Here 0 will always be smaller than j7n, and 
it can approach jir only if'the value of M approaches infinity. 
If the wavenumber factor is rewritten in terms of the local frequency w0; 
equation (72) will road 
02 Y.ca)= f201441'a2 (0) ((Ok Ljcos 0)1 
i {I1-M1 Cos 0 yj'd - ti)±(ob)1.(332r2A2Lj 
The convection law as shown in this equation is different from the classical 
result in two ways. First, there is an additional factor of (cos 0)4,5. Second, the 
0 )-i. Analytically, theconvection factor is stronger by a factor of (I-Mcos

latter effect is a-result of the interaction between the noise radiation mechanism.
 
and the shear velocity gradient, since an additional factor of (k1L 1)l comes frmn
 
the .Mq 0 ,' factor in (72).
 
The 81 case will be considered in two parts. Again, the source volume is 
assumed to be small: it is located either in the neighbourhood, of the transitibn 
point or far away front it. The convection efeets associated with the former 
condition can be analysed in the same way as is the S2 case. Here, the value of 
4
'jj1LtAi2 (0) tan 0 (k1L1 )', exp [- &(kL 
VY in the neighbourhood of the transition point is 
V= 0(2AflQ)i (74) 
and the function 1' (r) T1 (s) will be evaluated at r a =0.Hence, (67) can.be 
written as ( 2vO 1)2 ±(&0L )21J 
•243fsLtAiP (0)tan 0 (oLjosO)N"
= l - o(,ov ) - 0 L)}]..S , (kL 1)2 + ( (75) 
In (75) the convection factor is diffbrent from the classical result by a factor of 
(cos 0).934 (I- M0 cos 0)-f3S. The interaction between the sound emission process 
and the velocity gradient is slightly weaker than in the S2 case. 
If the source volume is located in the elliptic branch and far away from the 
transition point, the Airy functions ban be replaced by their asymptotic forms. 
Consequently, 
(76)
- 1 XP {*Mqdy~exp(fMad# 
Since tile source volume is small and q remains approximately constant over the 
-
source volume, the argument of the exponential function can be written as-
el1qyfMqdey - Q + M!qO(y--y),.
-jtM9 ey 
(77)Q =f 31qMly, 
where yj is a suitable point in the source volume and qo is the value of q at yli 
'It is important to note that the tbove function depends only on p and not A3. 
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The integration of (67) over the variables A3 and p has again the meaning of 
a Fourier transformation of the source function in the A3 co-ordinate, while the 
wavenumber component vanishes. The result of the integration can now be 
given as / 
-- ,y) = () 0L1 osO)4 ex[ t{(kL) 2 +(o) Lt)2"o (78) ' 4 IrvoM8L.q.-,,2 
32r2A 2Llq0 (tI-M 0cos 0)O P + (w00L }]. 
5 is exactly the same as in the classicalThe convection factor (I -Al, cos 0)­
results. However, the above equation contains also a factor of (cos 0)4 e-2Q. From 
the definition of transition point, one can verify that the transition point is 
closer.to the edge of the shear layer for smaller values of 0. If the source volume 
is located at a fixed depth in the shear layer, the distance between the source and 
the transition point will be greater fbr smaller angles of radiation. For-a given 
frequency, the direotivity of noise radiation will be strongly modified by the 
- 20factor e . This is perhaps a contributing factor -whichleads to the observed 
cardioid pattern of jot noise radiation at high frequencies. 
Q is a linear function of wo:Q1 ~yp0=k =Mw~cosO _,0 
k,W(yo, 69) l yo, 0), (79) 
where yo is the position ofthe source function and 0 is the angle of noise radiation 
in the far field. By-means of.this definition, (78) can be integrated over %0in closed 
analytical form. 
Mach-numberandtemperature dependence 
Equations (70), (73), (75) and (78) can be integrated-!analytically over w0. The 
result will provide a value for the total amount of noise emission in a given 
direction for each of these oases. The exponential function in the turbulent 
source spectrum can be written as a function which depends only on wo: 
1r1/Al*\2 IwL 1\2 
exp [-j((k0 L1 )2 + (WeLt)2)] exp [_I (:Ki)2 (wOL-- (a2M2 +A2) for So,(80) 
LH)21f we~ 2 Exp-j((k1Ll' + (oLf)2}]= exp ) +=M os0(1-/ cs 
x( COS 0)+a2M 2 o] for 81 and 82, (81) 
L4 = a(MJM), 
where a is a constant which defines the ratio of the integral spatial scale and 
2the' integral time scale of the given turbulence structure. The value of a can 
be taken as 0.1 in jet turbulence. The value of M, is a matter of definition. 
If a single source volume is under consideration, the reference Mach number M 
can be defined as the same as the local convection Mach number 3. Hence, 
M/M = 1. Equations (70), (73), (75) and (78) can now be integrated for noise 
emission in a given direction. The results are, respectively, 
3x21iAM-a4q, ( 4 _, Ao)A+a2M,}-J forSO, (82) 
_;_ r0OY IMJ(1 SOAao10,(22 L1q0 M 
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IN DO*I(y) = 21 x21 2 4MPa2 () attan0 l'(*){Cos O},(ZM) 
S (4r2ASLiD 
x {(1 -.:MoosO)2+a2MOcosSO* for 82, (83) 
ID,4 4*(y) 100 x2k7T20 1MAP(0)oG'a'tanO F(D{cOS OlV A 
x {(1 -M Cos0)2 +ae1 cos 2 0)-t for 81(a), (84) 
(D Gr*() Bx2tF~'~~~ (L)Fb)cost 0 
r2A 2Llq0 (ML 
S{(1 -M, c0os0)2 +0 2 M, cos 2 O}- for 81 (b), (85) 
where r(x) denotes the gamma function, and the function P(b) and the value of b 
are defined as­
.F(b) =.fmeb-'tI(u-b)4dit, ( 
b 21MlV(ya,O)cosO (87)2 0}L((l - M. cos 0)2+ a2M os(8
It should be noted that the value of b in (87) is defined for self-noise. Its value is 
smaller for shear noise by a factor.of 1/2k. In (82), there is afactor of (1 - X, cosO)-l. 
It is important to note that this term remains finite for all solutions which-belqng 
to 80. According to (59) and (61), the value of (1-3McOs0)7 1 can never be 
greater than (Mi +A)/A. For smallvalues of Mach number, all of the above cases 
obey an M law. For high Mach numbers, the current results are not the same as 
the classical results. First of all, the S0 case approaches an M 3 law only when M 
becomes significantly greater than A 2. However, this does not mean that 80 
radiation is necessarily more efficient in the higher Mach number range than St 
or 82, because this typeof noise radiation did not have the advantages of a con­
vection factor to begin with as did the other two cases. It is quite surprising to 
note that the convection law for the S2 and 81 (a) case turns out to be less 
efficient than the 111 law in the high Mach number range: there is an A/t2 5 law 
for S2 and an AMhz8 law for 81 (a). For the S1 (b) case, the Mach-number de­
pendence is identical to the classical results. 
It is not clear whether the slight decline of the noise radiation efficiency in 
the 81 (a) and S2 cases is experimentally observable, assuming that the above 
conclusion is correct. The overall noise radiation depends also on the fourth 
power of the turbulence intensity v0 . If this non-dimensional value depends on 
even a small positive fractional power of the Maclh number, the dependence of i14 
on Mach number will largely compensate for small deviations from the M law. 
Another unexpected result in this study is the dependence of the radiated 
sound pressure on ci/co. In (1), both the sourco function y(8v/8y1 ) 8v1/8yj and the 
pressure fluctuation log (p/p.) are multiplied by a factor A. Since the source 
function as defined in (8) depends explicitly on A- 2 , it may appear that the 
intensity of the radiated noise would depend on A -4 . This is not the case if one 
examines carefully the solutions as given by (15), (26), (36) and (39). While the 
factor AA - ' of the source integrand is evaluated in the shear flow region, the 
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factor A associated with log ([i'ro) should be evaluated in the far field, where it 
has a value of one. Hence, the sound intensity in the far field depends only on-A- 2 
instead of A-4 . Such a dependence can be written as either T, or pjpo, and it is 
much weaker than the corresponding dependence discussed in Ribner (1964). 
Limitations to the present theory 
In general, the accuracy of the present analysis is lPmited to the extent where (3) 
is applicable. Although thero uy be further improvements of this wave equa­
tion under special flow conditions, it appears that the present solution contains 
a sufficient number of differences from the classical analysis to warrant detailed 
considerations. 
The second limitation of the present analysis is inherent in the WKBJ trans­
formation. The application of tie WKBJ method should be restricted to eases 
where L > 1, where kdenotes here a dimensional wavonumber. The value of L 
is directly related to the Strouhial number St in aerodynamic noise: 
St = OJL/27TU = kL/27M (kL = 2mStM). 
For a turbulent round jot, the characteristic dimension is the exit diameter of 
the jet. For most jets, the peak Strouhal number is between 0.25 and 0.30. If 
the jet velocity is gtreater than ,0-6 times the ambient speed of sound, all the 
noise radiation near or above the peak of the spectrum can be studied by the 
present theory. The same statement can be made also for rocket-noise radiation. 
The -peak Strouhal number for rocket noise ranges from 064 'down to 0.02. 
However, the corresponding values of M ranges from a minimum of 6 to well 
above 10. 
In the final discussion, most of the interpretations are made on the assumption 
that the source volume is small. If the source volume is large, much of the simple 
interpretation in terms of ray acoustics will no longer apply. Hence, such dis­
cussion serves only to indicate the underlying mechaisms of noise emission 
from a physical point of view of fluid mechariios. 
Finally, it should be pointed out that the present formulation is given in­
terms of Cartesian co-ordinates. It is-porlhaps more appropriate to study prob­
lems such as jet noise radiation in terms of cylindrical co-ordinates. Mechanisms 
such as low frequency noise radiation and the interaction between jet instability 
and noise radiation can be described more aouratelyin cylindrical co-ordinates. 
Analytical techniques such as Fourier transformations and WKBJ methods re­
main available for obtaining solutions from the latter case. 
This work was supported by the Unsteady Gasdynamics Branch of National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration- Marshall Space Flight Center, under 
contract no. NAS 8-28588. 
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